前

言

近年来随着超短脉冲激光啁啾放
大（CPA）技术的重大突破，激光强度
提高了 5~6个数量级。利用这种放大
技术建立的激光装置的脉冲宽度可以
短至几个光周期（十几个飞秒），输出
功率可以高达到 Petawatt（1015 瓦）
，
20
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聚焦光强超过 10 W/cm 。这种激光不
仅可以产生远大于原子内电场的超强
电场，而且可以产生大于 1011 巴的超高
压(相当于地球表面大气压的 1000 亿
8
倍)，1 亿(10 )高斯的超强磁场，高达
10 亿(109)度(远高于太阳中心的温度)
的黑体辐射温度，比地球引力大 1023
(千万亿亿)倍的加速度，接近真空中
光速的电子振荡速度等一系列无法用其他手段产生的极端条件，为人们提供了前所未有的机
遇和挑战。这个被称为强场物理的研究方向，已经成为目前物理学最活跃的研究领域之一。
它涉及非常广泛的研究对象，譬如快点火激光聚变、新型粒子加速器、新型辐射源产生、高
能量密度物理、量子电动力学。其应用范围也是非常广，从激光聚变、XFEL、医学成像和治
疗、生物超快成像、到基础物理（譬如真空破裂、Unruh 辐射探测等）。同时也极大地拓展了
天体物理、材料科学、等离子体物理、核聚变物理、原子核物理、相对论物理、凝聚态物理、
激光物理、非线性光学、加速器物理、高能物理等学科的研究范围，形成一门新的前沿交叉
学科。
强场物理研究组是中国科学院物理研究所光物理重点实验室的一个研究小组，它是 1999
年我从英国卢瑟福实验室回国后与我的同事魏志义、盛政明等人一起建立起来的。强场物理
研究组的主要研究方向包括快点火激光核聚变相关的物理过程，超短超强激光在大气中的传
输过程，新型等离子体粒子加速器、超短超强 THz 和 X/γ射线源、实验室天体物理学等。
2006 年度，我们在以上这些研究方向上取得了重要进展。与魏志义研究员领导的 L07 组
共同完成了 350TW 超短超强激光系统以及相应的真空靶室系统的建设；首次观测到了沿靶面
发射的超热电子束，证实了快点火实验中锥靶对电子的导引作用[Physical Review Letters,
96, 165003 (2006)]；首次研究了强激光场相对位相、交叉角度等因素对大气中激光细丝之
间的相互作用过程的影响等[Physical Review Letters,96,025003 (2006)]。小组的每个成
员，包括我们的客座研究人员为这些工作都做出了他们独特的贡献。这份研究工作报告介绍
了我们组在 2006 年度的科研活动，其中有小组的概况，成员介绍，科研成果的总结，发表文
章目录等。部分发表文章的复印件附在后面。
感谢国家科技部 863 和 973 计划、国家自然科学基金委、中国科学院以及物理所长期以
来对我们的研究工作的支持和资助。

二 OO 六年十二月二十日， 北京

FOREWORD
With the invention of the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technology more
than 10 years ago, a new generation of lasers appeared. Based on this technology,
people are now capable of delivering laser pulses at a duration of a few laser cycles
(several femtoseconds), at a petawatt level, and over an intensity of 1020 W/cm2. The
studies of laser interaction with matter by use of such lasers have attracted great
interest world wide, partially because this kind of lasers can be built within a small
space and at a reasonable cost. Novel applications have been proposed based upon
these studies.
The group on high field laser physics at the Institute of Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences(CAS), was establish in 1999 when I returned China from the
Rutherford Laboratory in the UK. our research includes the development of new
ultra-short intense laser systems, the technology of ultra-short lasers and its
applications, the interactions of laser radiation with matter, and their various
applications in X-ray lasers, table-top plasma-based particle accelerations, high
power THz sources from laser produced plasma, ultra-short X/γ - ray sources,
laboratory astrophysics, the Fast Ignition of fusion targets and related topics, etc.
In 2006, we made important progress toward establishing a high level research
group. This report presents the research activities of our group in 2006. Following a
brief introduction of the research group and staff members is a summary of research
activities. Selected publications in journals and conferences are included and reprints
from selected publications are given at the end.
Finally, we would like to take this opportunity to thank the supports from the
Ministry of Science and Technology (973 program and the 863 program), National
Natural Science Foundation of China, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. We
thank also our visiting scientists for their special contributions.

Professor Jie ZHANG, Academician
Group leader
High Field Laser Physics Group
Institute of physics, CAS
Beijing, December 20, 2006
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余
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客座研究员(GUEST SCIENTISTS)
Prof. Wei YU (Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, Shanghai)

赵

刚 研究员

Prof. Lie-Jia QIAN (Beijing Astronomical Observatory, Beijing)

郁明扬 教授

Prof. Ming-Yang YU (Ruhr University Bochum, Germany)
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Prof. Jin YU (Lyon 1 University, France)

进 教授

曹建明 教授

Prof. Jian-Min Cao(Florida State University, USA)

李英骏 教授

Prof. Ying-Jun LI (China University of Mining & Technology, Beijing)

梁天骄 副研究员

Dr. Tian-Jiao LIANG (Institute of physics, CAS, Beijing)

研究方向（Main research interests）:
激光核聚变快点火概念相关物理 （高能超热电子、离子等）、飞秒激光在大气和等离子体中
的传输物理、基于强激光的先进辐射源(THz- x-ray，包括瞬态泵浦x射线激光)、激光等离子
体尾波粒子加速、实验室天体物理模拟、超快电子衍射、相应的理论和模拟以及超短超强激
光技术。
Fast ignition related physics (high energy electrons, and ions), Propagation of fs intense
laser pulses in air and plasmas, Laser wakefield electron acceleration, Novel radiation
sources (THz- x-ray, including X-ray lasers) based upon laser plasma interaction,
Ultrafast electron diffraction, Laboratory astrophysical processes, ultra-short laser
technology, Theory and simulations on above subjects

导师简介
张杰，中国科学院院士、德国科学院院士。1988
年在中国科学院物理研究所获博士学位，1989
－1998 年先后在德国马普学会量子光学所、英
国卢瑟福实验室等单位工作。1999 年 1 月至今
在中国科学院物理研究所任研究员、光物理重
点实验室主任、物理研究所副所长等职, 2003 年
当选为中国科学院院士，2006 年 11 月起任上海
交通大学校长。
主要从事强场物理和 X 射线激光研究。多年来，在上述研究领域取得了一
系列重要进展，在 “Science”、 “Physical Review Letters”等国际学术刊物上发
表论文 210 篇，其中多数为第一作者或通讯作者，被科学引文数据库(SCI)引用
1325 次，近 5 年来在重要国际学术会议上做特邀报告 30 次。
张杰是中国青年科学家奖、杰出青年基金、百人计划优秀奖、香港“求是”
杰出青年学者奖、中国物理学会饶毓泰物理奖、中国光学学会王大珩光学奖、
世界华人物理学会“亚洲成就奖”、2006 年度何梁何利科技进步奖等多个奖项的
获得者。他领导的团队获 2006 年度国家自然科学二等奖。现任英国物理学会
Fellow, 中国物理学会常务理事、学术交流委员会主任，国际纯粹物理和应用物
理联合会（IUPAP）专业委员会委员，联合国经济合作与发展组织（OECD）
高功率激光理事会理事，亚太物理学会执行委员会委员，国家 863 高技术强激
光领域专家组副主任等职。
他先后被本领域专业学术刊物 Applied Physics B，Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion，High Energy Density Physics 邀请撰写专题综述性论文，
介绍本项目组成果，为 Springer's Series 系列丛书"Progress in Ultrafast Intense
Laser Science"撰写有关超热电子产生的一章。同时应邀担任国际专业学术刊物
Optics Express (美国)， High Energy Density Physics 英国)，Chem. Phys. Lett.
(美国)，J. Phys.B (英国)，J. Plasma & Fusion Research (日本)等本领域重要学术
刊物的副主编或编委。
盛政明，研究员，1993 年在中国科学院上海光机
所获博士学位。从 1995-2001 年，先后在德国马
普量子光学研究所和日本大阪大学丛事研究工
作。是德国洪堡基金会和马普学会的 Research
Fellow，日本学术振兴会的 Research Fellow，
日本大阪大学激光能源学研究所研究员/讲师、
客员教授；英国卢瑟福实验室、德国鲁尔－波鸿
大学理论物理所访问学者。2000 年获得中国科学
院"百人计划"项目资助。 2004 年获国家杰出青年基金。中科院物理研究所研究
员、博士生导师，上海交通大学物理系特聘教授，中国科技大学近代物理系兼

职博士生导师，北京大学物理学院兼职教授、浙江大学聚变理论和数值模拟中
心访问成员和学术委员会成员，蔡诗东等离子体物理基金会秘书长。
主要研究方向：相对论强激光与物质的相互作用的理论研究和数值模拟，
包括超强激光在等离子体中传播和吸收、高能粒子产生和输运；基于激光等离
子体作用的粒子加速、超短波长和超短脉冲和超强相干辐射产生；基于超短强
激光与物质相互作用产生的高能密度物理。发展相关的数值模拟程序，包括扩
展多维粒子模拟(Particle-in-Cell)程序、相对论 Fokker-Planck/Vlasov 模拟程序
等，为相关实验和理论研究提供支持。
代表性工作有：结合二维和三维粒子模拟发现了激光等离子体通道中电子
的"逆自由电子激光"加速机制和随机加速机制，为"快点火"激光聚变方案中高能
电子产生提供理论基础；提出了互调制尾波场加速器的概念，并被实验所证实；
发现了超短脉冲强激光与固体靶作用过程中产生的高能电子、高能离子和
x/gamma 射线的角分布与其能量的对应关系，被很多实验所证实；提出了产生
超强太赫兹辐射的新方法；提出了用大振幅等离子体波压缩激光脉宽和产生单
周期光脉冲的理论并得到实验证实等。在国内外专业期刊上发表学术论文 130
余篇，被他人引用 680 多次，国际学术会议邀请报告 30 多次。
李玉同，副研究员，2000 年于中国工程物理研
究院获博士学位。2001 至 2003 于中国科学院物
理研究所从事博士后研究。出站后留所工作，具
体负责 L05 组的物理实验研究，现为该组副组
长。
主要研究方向：超短超强激光与等离子体相
互作用物理。具体研究内容包括先进实验诊断技
术、与激光核聚变快点火概念相关的超热电子产
生和输运、高能离子的产生、等离子体尾波粒子
加速器、基于强激光的 THz 辐射源、实验室天
体物理等科学问题。
独立完成的代表性成果有：1）实验发现了沿靶面发射的超热电子束，直接
证实了锥靶对电子的引导作用(PRL 96, 165003)；2）在超短超强激光脉冲与液体
相互作用中，发现了两束准直的高能电子束(PRL 90, 165002)；3）提出了一种利
用泡沫靶增强高能离子产额的有效方法及其实验证实；4)摸索出了一套控制超热
电子发射方向的有效方法；5)主持了与 350TW 极光 III 号配套的实验装置建设，
发展了多种先进诊断方法和设备。
作为主要作者，发表 SCI 论文 76 篇，其中包括 3 篇 Phys. Rev. Lett.（两篇
为第一作者），他人 SCI 引用 200 余次。此外还发表会议论文和科技报告 57 篇。
参加了自然科学基金、973 和 863 等 10 余项课题的研究工作（主持 5 项）。2006
年荣获国家自然科学二等奖“超强激光与等离子体相互作用中超热电子的产生
和传输”（第三完成人）；2007 年荣获物理所“科技新人奖”。

鲁欣，副研究员。1991 年至 2000 年在俄罗斯莫
斯科国立大学物理系学习并获博士学位，2000 年
至 2002 年在中国科学院物理研究做博士后，
2002
年至今在中国科学院物理研究所任副研究员。
主要从事超短超强脉冲激光在大气中的传输及
其应用，X 射线激光，激光等离子体推进等方面
的研究工作。
代表性研究工作：对若干类氖和类镍 x 射线
激光的泵浦脉冲结构进行了优化计算，揭示了瞬态 x 射线激光的物理本质，提
出了产生台面型 x 射线激光的有效方案；利用高能量的飞秒激光脉冲在大气中
自由传输，形成了长度达到公里量级的等离子体通道，率先在理论上研究了光
丝相互作用过程中的分裂，融合，吸引，排斥，螺旋运动等现象；系统地研究
了高强度激光等离子体产生的动量与环境气压、光束焦斑的关系，实现了远高
于化学燃料火箭的推进比冲。在 Physical Review Letter, Physical Review,
Physics of Plasmas 等国内外主要物理学期刊上发表论文 40 余篇。荣获 2004
年度饶毓泰基础光学奖。

董全力，副研究员。1999 年 9 月－2002 年 10
月在中国科学院物理研究所师从张杰院士攻
读博士学位，从事激光等离子体相互作用过程
中的物理研究。2002 年 12 月－2004 年 10 月
在英国 YORK 大学和英国卢瑟福实验室从事
X 射线激光的实验研究和理论模拟研究工作。
2004 年 11 月回所工作至今。从事的研究领域
主要涉及高能量密度物理，如强激光与高密等
离子体相互作用过程中高能电子束和离子束的产生，以及实验室天体物理研究。
所从事的研究领域还涉及激光等离子体中的原子与分子科学，如基于激光等离
子体的 X 射线激光的产生和应用，以及应用激光等离子体作为 X 射线源，进行
准单能（如 K-alpha 射线）高时间高空间分辨的实验测量。目前承担的国家基
金委面上项目有掠入射泵浦 X 射线激光的理论和实验研究，和强激光辐照高密
等离子体（如在 ICF 中）时（准静态电场）冲击波的产生和对离子的加速。感
兴趣的领域包括 LIDAR,LIBS,以及原子和分子特征量的计算等。多数时间专注
于理论研究，同时进行实验研究，特别感兴趣自己通过实验验证自己对过程中
物理规律的理解。

人才培养
2006 年本研究组共毕业博士研究生 7 名
姓名
导师姓名
答辩时间
学位
金展
张杰
2006 年 4 月 博士
郑君 盛政明, 张杰 2006 年 2 月 博士
远晓辉 张杰, 赵卫 2006 年 11 月 博士
刘运全
张杰
2006 年 5 月 博士
仲佳勇
张杰
2006 年 4 月 博士
武慧春 盛政明, 张杰 2006 年 10 月
徐慧

盛政明，张杰 2006 年 12 月

博士
博士

毕业去向
日本大阪大学
日本大阪大学
西安光学与精密机械研究所
德国 Max-Plank 核物理研究所
日本大阪大学
德国 Max-Plank 量子光学研究所
（洪堡学者）
曲阜师范大学

出站博士后一名
姓名
研究课题
马燕云
强激光与等离子体中相互作用中的粒子加速

出站去向
国防科技大学

历届研究生
1999 级 董全力，吕铁铮，陈正林，滕浩，苍宇，王兆华
2000 级 李昆，王薇，张军，金展，燕飞
2001 级 张秋菊，王琛，彭晓昱
2002 级 于全芝，郑志远，令维军，田金荣，贾玉磊，郑君
2003 级 刘运全，郝作强，王鹏，韩海年，武慧春，徐慧，仲佳勇，远晓辉，
陈民，徐妙华，李汉明
2004 级 梁文锡，赵静，张喆，何民卿，奚婷婷，翁苏明
2005 级 张翼，刘峰，王首钧，程涛，董晓刚，李春，朱鹏飞，马媛媛，
M.A.Bari(巴基斯坦)
2006 级 林晓宣，刘峰，郝彪，丁文君，孟立民，周木林，张蕾，王伟民
历届博士后
1996 级 张颖
1997 级 刘世炳
1998 级 满宝元，李英骏
1999 级 夏江帆，林景全
2000 级 鲁欣，梁天骄
2001 级 李玉同
2002 级 孙敬华，郑家安
2004 级 马燕云

研究平台
极光 III 号(XL-III，与 L07 组共同研制)激光系统及其物理实验平台和诊断系统

“极光三号”技术指标：单脉冲能量：10.9 J；脉冲宽度：31 fs(最短 27.6fs)；
峰值功率：351.6 TW；重复频率：20 分钟/发。
极光 II 号(XL-II)激光系统及其物理实验平台和诊断系统

“极光二号”技术指标： 单脉冲能量：600 mJ; 脉冲宽度：30 fs;
峰值功率：20 TW; 重复频率：10 Hz。
06 年发展的物理实验诊断设备：
靶定位和瞄准系统，气体喷嘴系统和微米液滴产生系统，超热电子能谱仪和角
分布测量仪(30keV-100MeV)，成像板探测器（Imaging plates）
，高能离子汤姆
逊能谱仪和角分布仪，核诊断设备，THz 测量系统，可见光谱仪，x 射线谱仪，
多台可见光和 x 射线 CCD，ICCD，EMCCD，以及超快示波器等其它常规实验
设备。
理论模拟平台和程序库：
软件资源：KLAP -1D, 2D, 3D 粒子模拟程序 + 场电离，碰撞电离过程等；
激光在等离子体、大气中非线性传输程序；流体力学模拟程序: MED103；
辐射输运程序: NIMP；原子数据程序（Grasp, Cowan，R-matrix 等）
；
Fokker－Planck 模拟程序；Plasim 2D, 3D 粒子模拟程序等。
硬件设施：曙光-3000 工作站（CPU: 8x375MHz, 内存：8x2 GB）
曙光-4000 工作站（CPU: AMD 42x2GHz, 内存：42x2GB）

实验诊断设备
Experimental equipments

离轴抛物镜、靶台及其控制系统
OAP and target positioning system

CR39 读出仪
CR39 read-out system

气体喷嘴
Gas nozzle system

IP (Image Plates)读出仪
IP reader

软 x 射线平场谱仪

超快响应示波器

测谱范围：4-45nm, 分辨率：>1000

带宽：8 GHz, 采样率：25 GS/s

Flat-field soft x-ray spectrometer

Ultra-fast Oscilloscope

Measurement range: 4-45nm
Spectral resolution: >1000

Bandwidth: 8 GHz, Sample rate: 25 GS/s

CCD

ICCD

电子谱仪
离子谱仪
Ion spectrometer Electron spectrometer

2006 年度代表性研究成果
No. Title

1

Interaction of Light Filaments Generated by
Femtosecond Laser Pulses in Air

Physical Review Letters 96, 225003 (2006)

2

Observation of a Fast Electron Beam Emitted
along the Surface of a Target Irradiated by
Intense Femtosecond Laser Pulses

Physical Review Letters 96, 165003 (2006)

3

Transient Electrostatic Fields and Related
Energetic Proton Generation with a Plasma
Fiber

Physical Review Letters 96, 084802 (2006)

4

Experimental Synchronization of Independent
Entangled Photon Sources

Physical Review Letters 96, 110501 (2006)
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举办国际学术会议情况
z 首届“亚洲激光等离子体加速和辐射源暑期学校”，2006 年 8 月 7 日－11 日，北京，中
国。主办者：中国科学院物理研究所光物理实验室盛政明研究员和张杰院士。
z 首届“中法超短超强激光研讨会”2006 年 4 月 18-21 日，镇江，中国。主办者：中国科
学院物理研究所光物理实验室盛政明研究员和张杰院士。

个性空间
陈民（03 级）
：
从这里踏入科学的海洋，
扬帆远航；既有狂风暴雨，
也有日月星光；努力向前，
自然的魅力就在前方。

李汉明（03 级）
：
老师是一盏明灯，
指引我们前进的方
向；披荆斩棘，星
夜兼程，才能到达
光辉的彼岸。

梁文锡（03 级）
：
同道相益，同心共济，
辛劳淡然，愉悦有加，
乐在其中。

一首诗：
（引用）
小隐隐于野
中隐隐于市
大隐隐于朝
超隐隐于实验室。

翁苏明（04 级）
：
不要因路远而踌躇,只要去就必须到达圣
地,就这样,一直走下去吧,不许流泪,你看
那塞外,正芳草离离。

奚婷婷（04 级）
：
认认真真工作,
开开心心生活。
张翼（05 级）
：
物有所不足，智有所不明。

李春（05 级）
：
每天都要活得很 high！
Fighting！

马媛媛（05 级）
：
我爱我家！

张喆（04 级）：
快乐工作，
快乐生活。
郝彪（06 级）
：
为天地立心，
为生民立命，
为往圣继绝学，
为万世开太平。

林晓宣（06 级）
：
谢谢老师为我们提供优越的
科研环境，学长给予我热情细
致的帮助，使我能够在物理学
的瑰丽世界中探索、畅游。

王伟民（06 级）
：
不怕困难，
永往直前。

朱鹏飞（05 级）
：
路漫漫其修远兮
吾将上下而求索。

王首钧（06 级）
：
We are the World,
We are the Future.
张蕾（06 级）
：
做学问必须严谨和富于创
造性。我要不断学习，努
力工作。

周木林（06 级）
：
根深叶茂，
本固枝荣。

徐妙华（04 级）：
衷心感谢老师们对我们的辛勤栽培，以及为我们
提供的极好的学习机会和科研环境.
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1. 2006 年研究工作简介
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH WORK
摘要(Abstract)
本课题组主要致力于强场物理领域的快点火激光核聚变相关的物理问题和
超强飞秒激光在大气中的传输问题的研究。在平台建设方面，继 1999 年建成
1.4TW“极光 I 号”、2001 年建成 20TW“极光 II 号”飞秒激光器之后，于 2006
年建成处于国际领先水平的 350TW“极光 III 号”超强激光装置。该装置的建成
为我国的强场物理研究提供了强有力的实验工具。物理研究方面，继发现激光
偏振态[Physical Review Letters, 87, 225001 (2001)]和中等密度的等离子体
[Physical Review Letters ， 90, 165002 (2003)] 对 高 能 电 子 束 发 射 的 影 响
[Physical Review Letters，85, 5340 (2000)]、提出高能电子随机加速理论
[Physical Review Letters，88, 055004 (2002)]并得到实验证实[Physical Review
Letters，91, 225001 (2003)]、提出超强太赫兹辐射产生理论[Physical Review
Letters，94, 095003 (2005)]之后，于 2006 年又取得了多项创新性进展，例如:
首次观测到了沿靶面发射的超热电子束，实验结果证实了快点火实验中锥靶对
电子的导引作用[Physical Review Letters, 96, 165003 (2006)]；首次研究了强激
光场相对位相、交叉角度等因素对大气中激光细丝之间的相互作用过程的影响
[Physical Review Letters, 96, 025003 (2006)]；与日本大阪大学合作利用强激光
与“锥丝”组合靶作用产生了的高能质子[Physical Review Letters, 96, 084802
(2006)]；与中国科学技术大学合作实现了独立纠缠光子源的首次同步实验
[Physical Review Letters, 96, 110501（2006）]。
2006 年本研究组在 SCI 收录的国内外学术刊物上发表论文 45 篇，其中 PRL
4 篇。由于本研究组在该研究方向取得的重要进展，应邀为 Springer 出版的
“Progress in Ultrafast Intense Laser Science”一书撰写高能电子产生和传输以
及飞秒激光在空气中远距离传输的两章内容；应邀在重要国际学术会议上做邀
请报告 12 次；并开展了卓有成效的国际合作研究，进行了 8 次国际合作联合实
验和理论合作研究，为我国在强场物理研究领域占据了重要的一席之地。

超短超强激光系统及其物理实验研究平台和诊断设备的发展
Development of ultra-short ultra-intense laser systems and
experimental platform and diagnostics
z 极光 III 号极光系统：
本研究组在数年前相继建成的 1TW
“极光一号”及 20TW
“极光二号”超强激光研究的基础上，与本研究所 L07 组共同研制了峰值功率
百 TW 级的超强激光系统“极光三号”
。针对这种超高强度激光放大中的单次同
步、自发辐射及自激振荡等问题，提出并采用了许多新的单元方案。压缩后的
脉冲能量达到 12J，脉宽 31 飞秒，峰值功率超过 350TW。这样的峰值功率不仅
是目前国际上所能得到的为数不多的超强激光光场之一，而且尚有进一步提高
的可能，在相对论激光物理、粒子加速、激光聚变等方面具有重要的应用前景，
大幅度提升了我们开展强场激光物理研究的实验能力。
In the 2006 year, we completed Xtreme-Light III laser facility. The final output after
the compressor is 12 J in 31 fs pulse duration. This corresponds to a peak power
greater than 350 TW. Such peak power can be achieved only in few laboratories in
the world. The 350TW laser system is a powerful tool for the studies of laser physics,
particle acceleration, laser fusion and other research subjects.
z 物理实验研究平台和诊断设备：完成了与“极光 III 号”超强激光系统配套
的多功能物理实验靶场系统。该系统具有 F10 和 F2 两种聚焦方式，可以进行固
体靶、气体靶、团簇靶、液体靶等多种实验。同时发展了高能电子和离子谱仪、
角分布仪等多种诊断设备。可以满足多种强相对论激光等离子体物理实验研究。
A new multi-functional experimental target area and various diagnostics have been
built up. The target area consists of two focus systems, F10 and F2. Solid, gas, cluster
and liquid targets can be applied. Diagnostics such as Thomson parabola ion
spectrometer, electron spectrometers, probe beam for interferometer and shadow
imaging of plasmas, have also been developed.
z 用于量子通信领域的高精度同步飞秒激光器：基于量子纠缠的光通讯研究是
现代物理学的重要内容, 近年来相继取得了许多令人瞩目的突破性进展。目前
常规的纠缠光子对实验采用的都是来自同一激光光源发出的光子, 由于信号的
衰减问题，其所能传输的距离只有百英里左右。采用同步飞秒激光器作为量子
中继器，原理上可以通过纠缠交换过程对光子信号的放大，从而使光子继续传
输下去。但由于传统同步飞秒激光器较大的同步时间抖动量及有限的同步稳持
时间，因而难以取得实质性的应用。最近，我们与中国科学技术大学潘建伟教
授、杨涛教授等合作，利用提出的新方案原理自行设计建造的高精度同步飞秒
激光器，首次实现了来自不同激光光源的光子纠缠交换，并证明两个纠缠光子
对中的任意一个光子可以与来自另一个光源的第三个光子发生纠缠。基于这一
结论，当光子传输一定距离后由于信号的衰减而难以进一步传输时，通过该同
步激光器所提供的纠缠交换，光子的功率可以得到进一步的补充，如果有 N 台
这样的激光器，理论上纠缠光子的传输距离将是常规单光源激光所能传输距离

N

的 N 倍。美国物理网（Physorg.com）的评论家 Lisa Zyga 在 Breaking News 的
专栏中用“科学家证明了纠缠交换的量子本质”为题目的评论中，认为成就纠
缠交换的这种量子中继站的关键是“首次建立了完全独立且完美同步的挑战性
光源，同步抖动量小于 2 飞秒，并且能维持 24 小时以上”，并将其形象地比喻
为汽车“加油站”。如果在纠缠光子的传输通道上周期性地设置同步飞秒激光这
样的“加油站”放大光子功率，那么其就会象汽车一样，向着目的地一直奔跑
下去。
In the experiment we have exploited two synchronized femtosecond lasers to report
for the first time an experimental demonstration of entanglement swapping with
independent entangled photon pairs. Whereas our experiment presents a strict
experimental realization of entangling photons that never interacted and enables new
tests of local realism, the techniques developed in the experiment can be readily used
to generate synchronized entangled photon pairs in all segments, hence taking a
significant step towards realistic linear optical realization of quantum repeaters and
quantum computation.
 Physical Review Letters, 96, 110501 (2006).
超短超强脉冲激光与固体靶作用中高能粒子的产生及输运
Generation and transport of high energy particles form interaction of
ultra-short intense laser pulse with solid targets
z 强激光与等离子体相互作用中的表面电子发射：近年来，在快点火激光核聚
变研究领域最重要的突破就是锥型靶实验的成功。为了解释锥型靶实验中子产
额提高了3个数量级的原因，人们提出在强激光与锥型靶相互作用的过程中，可
能会发生两个重要物理过程。一是锥型靶对强激光的聚焦作用，使激光能量被
聚焦到锥型靶顶端，大幅度提高激光与等离子体的耦合效率；第二个可能是大
入射角的强激光在锥型靶内壁产生的高能超热电子也被锥壁聚焦到锥尖，并将
所携带的能量沉积到压缩靶丸中，从而大幅度增加压缩靶丸的中子产额。第一
个过程已经得到实验的验证。但对于第二个过程尚缺乏直接的实验证据。我们
对这一重要物理过程进行了深入、细致的研究。实验发现，当激光入射角较大
时，会在沿着靶面方向产生方向性很好的高能（MeV）电子束，从而首次直接
证实了锥型靶对高能超热电子的聚焦作用。这个结果不仅对于理解锥型靶在快
点火激光核聚变的物理过程中的重要作用有重要意义，而且还揭示了一种利用
强激光产生稳定性高、发散角小、方向性好的高能电子束的简便方法，所产生
的高能电子束对于超快电子衍射、超短x射线脉冲的产生、尾波加速中的电子注
入等应用都有重要意义。
A novel fast electron beam emitting along the surface of a target irradiated by intense
laser pulses is observed. The beam is found to appear only when the plasma density
scale length is small. Numerical simulations reveal that the electron beam is formed
due to the confinement of the surface quasi-static electromagnetic fields. The results
are of interest for potential applications of fast electron beams and deep
understanding of the cone-target physics in the fast ignition related experiments.

 Physical Review Letters 96, 165003 (2006);
 Optics Express 14, 3093 (2006);
 J. Phys. IV France 133, 413(2006).
z “锥丝”组合靶中，炭丝对高能质子的发射的引导作用：在强激光与物质相互
作用中，产生的高能粒子方向的控制对快点火聚变、新型粒子加速、新型辐射
源等应用是至关重要的。在 2004 年，日本大阪大学的研究人员及国际合作者提
出了利用细的炭丝来引导强激光作用所产生的巨电流密度高能电子的方法，将
炭丝连接于受激光辐照的锥状靶（形成“锥丝”组合靶），结果产生的大量高能电
子传入炭丝靶后以很小的发散角出射。我们和日本大阪大学该研究组合作，研
究了其中的 MeV 高能质子产生，发现炭丝对高能质子的发射也有引导作用。如
果将炭丝靶指向偏离入射光轴某个角度，高能质子发射方向也将偏离同样的角
度。研究表明，当拍瓦（1015 瓦）激光束作用于连接炭丝靶的锥靶时，首先产生
了大量的高能电子。这些高能电子穿过锥靶顶部后进入炭丝，然后将炭丝熔化
成热等离子体。在这个过程中在锥靶的顶部和炭丝表面产生超强的电场。这个
电场将吸附在锥靶和炭丝靶表面的含氢杂质电离，并把质子加速到近 10MeV 的
能量。数值模拟也与实验吻合。这个结果对通过靶的设计来认识强激光与物质
作用中的大通量高能粒子输运等高能密度物理现象具有重要启示。
We observe a hollow structure and a fine ring in the proton images from a petawatt
scale laser interaction with a ‘‘cone-fiber’’ target. The protons related to the hollow
structure are accelerated from the cone-tip surface and deflected later by a radial
electric field surrounding the fiber. Those associated with the fine ring are accelerated
from the fiber surface by this radial electric field. This field is found to decay
exponentially within 3 ps from about 5×1012 V/m. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell
simulations produce similar proton angular distributions.
 Physical Review Letters 96, 084802 (2006).
z 利用场电离实现激光尾波场加速过程中电子的注入和捕获的理论模拟研究：
自从 1979 年 Tajima 和 Dawson 提出激光尾波场加速以来，利用这种机制的加速
器已经可以在厘米量级的距离内把电子加速到 GeV 的能量。激光尾波场加速中
需要主要需要解决三个问题：高强度激光尾波场的激发，电子注入和捕获，长
加速距离通道的形成。我们针对第二个问题提出了一种新的电子注入和捕获方
式---高阶离化注入。方案中首先利用一中等强度的激光束在部分电离的离子和
电子组成的等离子体中产生尾波场，而后利用另一束超短超强激光，横向注入
到尾波场中，进一步电离尾波场中未完全离化的离子，产生新的电子。当尾波
场强度超过一定阈值时，新电离的电子将被尾波场捕获并得到加速。利用了我
们自己编写的带光电离子程序的一维粒子模拟程序 KLAP1D，对此进行了验证。
这一研究将有可能成为一种新的电子注入方法。
A scheme for electron injection into a laser wake-field is presented, which makes use
of two orthogonally directed laser pulses and a gaseous medium with a moderate or
high atomic number such as neon. A pump laser pulse ionizes the medium to its

midcharge states to form underdense plasma and meanwhile excites a high amplitude
wake-field firstly. Another ultra-short laser pulse with higher intensity is then
injected transversely, which further ionizes the medium to high-charge states to
produce new free electrons with certain energy. Part of these new-born electrons can
be trapped and accelerated by the laser wake-field to high energies. Numerical
simulations using a particle-in-cell code with field ionization included are conducted
to verify the scheme.
 Jounal of Applied Physics 99, 056109（2006）.
z 激光激发的等离子体尾波场中的离子加速：采用解析和数值模拟的方法研究
了超短超强脉冲激光在低密度等离子中激发的尾波场中的离子的动力学过程。
由于电子和离子之间较大的质量差异，尾波场中离子的运动通常被忽略。我们
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的研究结果显示当激光强度超过10 W/cm 时，离子的运动已经不能被忽略。在
这种情况下，电子由于有质动力的作用产生运动，形成很强的电荷分离场，而
离子在电荷分离场中得到加速，从而在激光脉冲后面形成高能离子束团。对质
子和重离子的模拟结果显示，高离化度的重粒子的加速效果要显著优于轻离子。
系统研究了激光参数，背景等离子体密度对离子加速效果的影响，发现对于给
定的激光强度和脉冲宽度，存在最佳的等离子体密度，使得离子加速能够达到
最好的效果。
The dynamics of the plasma ions in the wake fields of short, ultraintense laser pulses
in underdense plasmas are investigated analytically and numerically. Owing to the
large ion-to-electron mass ratio, the motion of plasma ions in such wake fields has
often been assumed to be neglectable. It is shown that when the laser intensity
exceeds 1020 W/cm2, the ion motion can no longer be ignored. In this case, ion
momentum peaks appear behind the laser pulse, which correspond with the ion
density peaks. The laser-excited wake field appears to be effective for ion
acceleration, in particular to ions with high-charge numbers. The dependence of ion
acceleration on the laser intensity, pulse width, and background plasma density is
discussed.
 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 23, 1190 (2006).
z 预等离子体对强激光与固体靶相互作用过程中产生的高能电子的发射方向
的影响: 根据近年来实验观察到的强激光脉冲以大入射角与固体靶相互作用时
产生的沿靶面发射的高能电子的特征，我们采用2维粒子模拟程序对这一物理过
程进行了研究。结果显示，当靶面不存在预等离子体时，高能电子主要沿着靶
面方向发射。当靶面有预等离子体时，电子沿靶面法线的方向发射。引起这种
差异的主要原因是由于不同的激光吸收机制以及不同的静电场和自生磁场的分
布。
Motivated by recent experimental observations of fast electron jets emitted along the
target surface in intense laser–solid interactions with a large incident angle of the
laser pulse, we simulate electron emissions by two-dimensional particlein-cell
simulations. When there is no preplasma in advance of the main laser pulse, electrons

are emitted dominantly along the target surface. However, when there is preplasma,
electron emission changes to the target normal. This difference originates from the
different absorption mechanisms and different Coulomb electrostatic fields and
self-generated magnetic fields induced in front of the target for the two cases.
 Jounal of Plasma Physics 72, 1 (2006).
z 强激光与固体靶相互作用过程中产生的超热电子发射的角分布: 激光固体靶
作用中超热电子的角分布是分析加速过程的一个重要信息，同时也是产生超热
电子束的一个必要条件。近些年来理论和实验研究都发现，在激光固体靶大角
度相互作用中，在固体靶的表面将出现强的静磁场，该静磁场对超热电子的发
射行为的影响不可忽略。电子在三场（静电、磁场及激光场）的作用下，其发
射方向将会变得更加复杂。我们在原有理论研究的基础上，加入了静磁场的贡
献，对原电子角分布公式进行了修正。研究结果显示，电子的发射方向主要取
决于电子在相互作用过程中其标势和失势的变化，当静磁场影响大时，电子发
射方向靠近法线方向；当静电场影响大时，发射方向靠近靶面方向。一维粒子
模拟程序验证了我们的解析理论结果。这一研究有可能使得我们可以从电子的
角分布的实验结果，反推出表面场的结构信息，进一步加深我们对这一相互作
用过程的理解。
The angular distribution of fast electrons generated during the interaction of an
ultrashort intense laser pulse incident obliquely onto solid targets is studied both
analytically and numerically. A formula on the emission angles of electrons as a
function of the electron kinetic energy, the incidence angle of the laser pulse, and
induced quasistatic fields is found by two different methods.The quasistatic fields
include electric and magnetic ones, which are generated near the target surface by the
fast electrons. The two fields have the opposite contribution to the electron
trajectories. In certain conditions, electrons can move near the target surface.
 Physics of Plasmas 13, 014504 (2006).
z 激光与线状靶和超薄膜靶相互作用产生高密度准单能阿秒电子束团的研究：
近些年来在激光等离子体电子加速器的研究中，超高能量已不再是唯一的研究
目标，人们期待得到能散度小的准单能电子束。此外，利用激光等离子体相互
作用产生阿秒时间尺度的电子束也成为研究目标。利用这些准单能的阿秒电子
脉冲做探针，将极大加深人们对物质世界的超快过程的认识，并有可能对物理
学带来新的变革。我们提出了一种新型的产生单能阿秒电子束的方案，即利用
激光与线靶或超薄膜靶（微米到纳米量级厚度）相互作用，由于相互作用区域
仅局限在激光焦斑中的微小区域，激光的有质动力将加速出准单能的阿秒电子
脉冲。二维和三维粒子模拟程序验证了这一过程，并给出了靶厚度，激光强度
等参数对电子束脉宽和最终能量、能散度的影响。
A scheme is proposed to produce high-quality quasi-monoenergetic attosecond
electron bunches based on laser ponderomotive-force acceleration along the surface
of wire or slice targets. Two- and three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations
demonstrate that the electron energy depends weakly on the target density. A simple

analytical model shows that the electron energy scales linearly with the laser field
amplitude, in good agreement with the simulation results. Electron bunches produced
by this scheme are suitable for applications such as coherent x-ray radiation,
radiography, and injectors in accelerators, etc.
 Physics of Plasmas 13, 110702 (2006).
z 超短脉冲激光与薄膜靶相互作用中冲击波对靶后离子束空间分布的影响: 实
验测量了超短脉冲激光与不同厚度的薄膜靶相互作用产生的靶后离子束的发射
特性。研究了在主激光与薄膜靶相互作用前8ns时的飞秒预脉冲对薄膜靶后表面
等离子体状态的改变，以及它对靶后离子空间分布的影响。实验中测量到的离
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子束具有下述三个特征。首先，当激光聚焦功率密度为1.5×10 W/cm 时，对于
厚度为3m、10m、20m的薄膜靶，离子束均具有较大的发散角（约为60度）。当激
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光强度降低为5×10 W/cm 时，离子束的发散角显著减小，仅约为20度。其次，
离子束总体上呈现环状的强度分布，中心存在一个黑斑，黑斑所对应的角度随
着靶厚度的增大逐渐减小。另外，对于厚度较薄的靶，离子束具有明显的爆裂
状的角度调制结构。随着靶厚度的增加，爆裂状的调制结构特征逐渐削弱。我
们认为，飞秒预脉冲形成的冲击波对靶后等离子体状态的改变是造成上述实验
现象的主要原因。利用一维流体力学程序MED103，我们模拟了预脉冲在靶前形
成的冲击波的行为以及对薄膜靶后表面的等离子体状态的改变。流体力学模拟
的结果能够较好地解释我们观察到的实验结果。
The characteristics of proton beam generated in the interaction of an ultrashort laser
pulse with a large prepulse with solid foils are experimentally investigated. It is found
that the proton beam emitted from the rear surface is not well collimated, and a
“ring-like” structure with some “burst-like” angular modulation are presented. The
divergence of the proton beam reduces significantly when the laser intensity is
decreased. The “burst-like” modulation gradually fades out for the thicker target. It is
believed that the large divergence angle and the modulated ring structure are caused
by the shock waves induced by the large laser prepulse. A one-dimensional
hydrodynamic code, MED103, is used to simulate the behavior of the shock waves
produced by the prepulse. The simulation indicates that the rear surface of the foil
target is significantly modified by the shock waves, consequently resulting in the
experimental observations.
 Physics of Plasmas 13, 104507 (2006).
z 弱相对论强度飞秒激光脉冲与微滴靶相互作用过程中的质子加速: 研究了脉
冲宽度150fs、强度约1.1×1016 W/cm2的线偏振飞秒激光脉冲与酒精微滴靶相互作
用过程中产生的质子发射。对于能量大于16keV的快质子，只有在激光的偏振面
内才能观察到各向异性的角分布，而对于能量小于16keV的慢质子，发射方向接
近各向同性。二维粒子模拟结果显示，激光微滴靶中存在着不同的加速机制，
产生了三组不同能量的质子。能量最高的质子是由微滴前表面的共振吸收诱发
的电荷分离场加速产生的。
Angular distribution of protons is measured from ethanol droplet spray irradiated by

linearly polarized 150 fs laser pulses at an intensity of 1.1×1016 W/cm2. Fast protons
with energies16 keV with an anisotropic distribution can be observed only in or near
the polarization plane of the laser fields, while the slow protons with energies 16 keV
emit with nearly an isotropic distribution. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell
simulations suggest that three groups of protons originate from different acceleration
regimes in the laser-droplet interaction. The first group with the highest energies is
accelerated backwards by the anisotropic charge-separation field near the front
surface laser-droplet interaction side due to the resonance absorption; the second
group forward emission is generated by the target-normal sheath acceleration
mechanism; and the third group, with the lowest energies, is accelerated by the
hydrodynamic expansion of the droplet plasmas.
 Physical Review E 74, 036405 (2006).
飞秒激光在大气中的传输
Propagation of femtosecond laser pulse in air
z 飞秒激光在空气中产生的光丝之间的相互作用：超强飞秒激光在大气中传输
时，由于大气对激光光束的非线性自聚焦效应和等离子体散焦效应的动态平衡，
会产生半径近乎不变的高强度的光丝和数百米长的激光等离子体通道。当激光
功率远高于自聚焦阈值时，飞秒激光在传输时会出现多丝的结构。如何控制多
丝的模式，使得飞秒激光在大气中产生实际应用所需要的大长度稳定等离子体
通道已成为目前强场物理研究领域的前沿热点问题。我们分析了光丝间的相位
差和入射角度对光丝相互作用以及等离子体通道稳定性的影响。发现相位相同
的光丝在传输中相互吸引，相位相反的光丝则相互排斥。并且，相位相同的两
根光丝比能量相同的单根光丝形成的通道更长更稳定。这一研究结果可以使人
们更加深入地了解多丝效应对等离子体通道长度和稳定性的影响,并对超强激光
在大气中长距离传输的实现有重要意义。
The interaction of two light filaments propagating in air is simulated. Simulations
show that the interaction of the two light filaments displays interesting features such
as attraction, fusion, repulsion, and spiral propagation, depending on the relative
phase shift and the crossing angle between them. A long and stable channel can be
formed by fusing two in-phase light filaments. The channel becomes unstable with
the increase of the crossing angle and phase shift. The interaction of two light
filaments in different planes is studied and the spiral propagation is observed.
 Physical Review Letter 96, 025003 (2006).
飞秒激光在大气中形成的多光丝传输的空间演化过程：实验研究了超强飞秒激
光脉冲在空气中传输形成的多根细丝的空间演化过程。在多个光丝构成的等离
子体通道中，成丝过程的发展呈现出一种复杂的特性，激光脉冲首先在焦点附
近形成单丝，单丝逐渐增强并演化成双丝，三个甚至更多的细丝，小细丝在传
输过程中很快地被吸引融合到了相对稳定的主细丝。我们还发现，随着激光能
量的增强，细丝的长度会变长，表现出来的现象也更复杂。我们认为激光光束

的横截面内的强度分布不均匀是形成细丝的主要原因，横向调制不稳定性和细
丝之间的相互作用造成了细丝的复杂的演化过程。
The spatial evolution of plasma filaments in air induced by femtosecond laser pulses
is investigated experimentally. Several major filaments and small scaled additional
filaments are detected in the plasma channel. The complicated interaction process of
filaments as splitting, fusion and spreading is observed. The major filaments
propagate stably, and the small scaled additional filaments can be attracted to the
major filaments and merged with them. The major filaments are formed due to the
perturbation of initial beam profile and the small scaled filaments are mainly caused
by the transverse modulational instability.
 Optics Express 14, 773 (2006).
z 预聚焦与自由传输的飞秒激光在空气中形成的多光丝传输的特征: 首次对经
透镜聚焦后的飞秒激光产生的电离通道与自由传输的飞秒激光产生的电离通道
的特点进行了实验研究，并且揭示了这两种条件下成丝过程的显著不同。图2给
出了两种类型的细丝的不同的演化过程。从图中可以看到，预先聚焦产生的细
丝呈现出一种独特的，显著区别于自由成丝的特征，其中包括它的直径，长度
和多丝分布。这两种细丝具有各自的优点，预聚焦成丝直径小，传输较为稳定，
具有很强的超连续辐射，而自由成丝可以将很多的激光能量传输到很远的距离。
因此，可以根据实际需要选择不同的激光能量，啁啾状态，和透镜的焦距(或者
不用透镜)，产生不同性质的等离子体通道。
The characteristics of the multiple filaments formed by prefocused and freely
propagating femtosecond laser pulses are investigated and compared. It is shown in
our experiments that the diameter, length, stability, and interaction for the two cases
can be quite different. The filaments formed by prefocused beam indicate dynamic
spatial evolution with higher laser intensity and electron density. They have a typical
diameter of 100 m are of shorter length. In the free propagation case, the filaments
exhibit interesting properties such as hundred meters propagation distance and
mm-size diameter. Moreover, only the interaction of the filaments with the energy
background affects the evolution of the filaments. Filament-filament interactions such
as the filament splitting and merging were not observed in this case.
 Physical Review E 74, 066402 (2006).
激光等离子体动理学研究
Kinetic of laser-plasma interaction
z 离子运动和相对论效应对等离子体振荡破裂的影响: 非线性冷等离子体振荡
阻尼不仅是标志等离子体状态的不可逆过程，而且具有非常广泛的应用前景，
例如在惯性约束聚变（ICF）中激光束对等离子体的加热、尾波场对粒子的加速、
强激光或者电子束产生拍频波等，是一个非常值得研究的问题。本文通过数值
求解一维伏拉索夫方程和泊松方程，研究了相对论效应和离子运动对等离子体
振荡破裂的影响。发现如果考虑了粒子运动的相对论效应，或者在电子运动的

基础上引入离子的运动，都能使本来不能发生振荡破裂的等离子体发生波破。
若在一个系统中同时考虑这两种效应，则发生等离子体振荡破裂的时间比单一
的效应都要快。当初始电子密度扰动较小时，粒子获得的运动速比较小，波破
主要由离子运动引起，尤其是在演化的早期阶段；而对于较大的密度扰动，早
期的影响主要来自于相对论效应。
Nonlinear electron plasma oscillations in a cold-plasma have been studied
numerically using one-dimensional (1D) Vlasov–Poisson equations. It is shown that
both ion motion and the relativistic effect of electron motion can lead to phase mixing
phenomena even if a plasma oscillation is at a moderate amplitude. When its
amplitude is relatively small, the phase mixing is mainly caused by the ion motion.
When its amplitude is large, the relativistic effect of electrons is dominant. The
nonlinear process caused by the relativistic effect depends significantly upon the
phase velocity of the plasma oscillation, while that caused by the ion motion depends
weakly upon its phase velocity.
 Physica Scripta 74, 673 (2006).
z 考虑自恰的电子-电子碰撞下的逆轫致吸收及其电子分布函数: 为了研究等
离子体在激光场中的逆轫致吸收及其电子分布函数，我们开发了速度空间二维
的 Fokker-Planck 程序。与其它程序不同的是我们自恰地考虑了电子-电子碰撞,
所以可以处理电子分布函数高度各向异性的情况。数值结果显示即使在中等强
度的激光场下，等离子体中分布函数的各向异性项也有可能和各向同性项大小
相当，所以在采用一般的准 Maxwellian 分布假设时需要更加的谨慎。此时得到
的分布函数也不再是一个简单的超高斯分布，而是一个在低能部分超高斯分布
和高能部分 Maxwellian 分布的结合体。在文章中，我们讨论了电子－电子碰撞
与电子－离子碰撞对分布函数的不同影响，电子－离子碰撞主要作用是使分布
函数趋向于各项同性，而电子－电子碰撞则不仅使分布函数趋向于各项同性并
且使其形状趋向于 Maxwellian 分布。数值结果还显示电子-电子碰撞趋向于增
大逆轫致吸收率，在激光频率较低时电子-电子碰撞对逆轫致吸收率的贡献将随
着电离度 Z 的增大而减小，但是在激光频率较高时电子-电子碰撞对逆轫致吸收
率的贡献却随着电离度 Z 的增大而增大，这说明在电离度 Z 较大的情况下忽略
电子-电子碰撞这一经常采用的近似做法是不完全正确的。
Two-dimensional Fokker-Planck simulations have been conducted to investigate the
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption and the evolution of the electron distribution
function EDF, where the electron-electron e-e collisions are taken into account,
allowing for highly anisotropic electron distributions. The numerical results show that
the anisotropic part of the EDF is comparable to the isotropic part even for a
moderate laser field. The resulting EDF is no longer a simple super-Gaussian, but a
hybrid of the super-Gaussian and Maxwellian distributions. Furthermore, the e-e
collisions tend to enhance the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption; the contribution
ratio of e-e collisions to the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption rate increases with
increasing ion charge state Zi in the high laser frequency regime, while it decreases in
the low laser frequency regime. It indicates that one cannot simply neglect the e-e

collisions in high Zi cases.
 Physics of Plasmas 13, 113302 (2006).
z 相对论强度的激光与等离子体相互作用中与光强相关的共振吸收: 采用一维
粒子模拟（PIC）程序，自洽地研究了相对论效应对于P偏振激光斜入射到非均
匀分布的等离子体时的吸收率的影响。模拟结果发现，在弱相对论情况下，激
发的电子等离子体波的相对论效应起主要作用，随着入射光场的增加，吸收系
数降低，该结论与解析解是一致的；入射光较强时，入射光场本身的相对论效
应和在临界面激发的静电场的相对论效应都很大，同时起作用，加上等离子体
波的破裂、激光参量不稳定性的激发以及入射光场和反射光场有质动力对等离
子体密度分布的共同调制作用，出现了多个共振吸收面，最终导致随着入射光
场的进一步增加，吸收系数又开始增加。相同的等离子体密度标长时，取不同
的激光入射角、不同的电子初始温度或不同的激光脉宽，相对论效应对吸收系
数影响的变化趋势是一样的，只不过影响程度略有不同而已。
The effect of light intensity on resonance absorption of p-polarization laser pulses in
plasma with steep density gradients is studied by particle-in-cell simulations. For
given incident angle and density scale length, the absorption rate decreases with an
increase of the laser intensity. This can be attributed to a relativistic reduction of the
local plasma frequency and thus detuning of the driving laser field from the excited
electron plasma waves near the critical surface. With a further increase of the laser
intensity, the absorption rate begins to increase since the laser field can now further
penetrate into the plasma up to higher densities and drive density cavities and peaks
there. As a result, multiple-resonant absorption is found at different locations.
 Physics of Plasmas 13, 123301 (2006).
X射线激光
X-ray lasers
z 类镍La离子能级参数的计算：我们利用GRASP, DARK, FAC等相对论多组态原
子物理数据软件，计算了类镍La离子的能级，自发辐射，碰撞强度，激发速率
系数等。将计算得到的原子数据耦合到流体力学程序对产生类镍La8.8纳米激光
线的泵浦脉冲结构进行了优化计算。
Energy levels, transition probabilities, and electron impact excitations for La XXX.
The energy levels, spontaneous radiative decay rates, and electron impact collision
strengths are calculated for La XXX. Coupled with these atomic data, a
hydrodynamic code MED103 can be used to simulate the Ni-like La X-ray laser at
8.8 nm.
 Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables 92, 481 (2006).
z 掠入射泵浦类氖钛32.6nm和类镍钯14.7nm的x射线激光的模拟研究：进一步
升级改造了x射线激光的模拟软件MED103, 使之能够模拟光学激光以掠入射的方
式辐照固体靶产生x射线激光的过程。用矢量光线追踪的方法研究了抛物面镜掠

入射在靶面上形成的焦线上的光强分布。对该方案产生类氖钛,类镍钯离子的x
射线激光进行了模拟并对泵浦脉冲结构进行了优化计算，计算结果表明，新的
实验方案实现x射线激光的饱和输出仅需不到1J的泵浦激光能量，与已有的实验
结果符合得很好。
Numerical simulations of the grazing-incidence pumped Ne-like Ti x-ray laser at 32.6
nm and Ni-like Pd x-ray laser at 14.7 nm are performed using a modified
one-dimensional hydrodynamic code MED103. The effective absorption of the main
laser pulse in the gain region is greatly increased due to the lengthened propagation
path. Results predict that a saturated output of the x-ray laser can be achieved with
only subjoules driver energy.
 Physical Review A 73, 023812 (2006).
 Physical Review A 73, 033816 (2006).
激光推进
Laser propulsion
z 纳秒激光烧蚀推进的特征研究：对纳秒激光与若干种类固体靶相互作用的动
量耦合效率和推进比冲进行了实验研究。测量了不同环境气压以及聚焦光斑大
小对推进效果的影响。结果显示靶动量与环境气压和靶材料属性有很强的依赖
关系。大气环境下利用铅靶最高实现了2.28 g·cm/s的靶动量。推进的比冲随
着焦斑尺寸的增大而减小。真空中利用铜靶最高实现了950 s的推进比冲。
The momentum transfer and the specific impulse of the ablative laser propulsion of
nanosecond laser irradiation on copper, lead, aluminum and graphite targets are
investigated. The effects of the ambient pressure and laser focal spot sizes on the
target momentum are measured. The results show that the target momentum strongly
relates to the ambient pressure and target property. The highest target momentum
about 2.28 g ·cm/s is obtained on lead targets under 1 atmospheric pressure. With the
increase of the focal spot sizes, the specific impulse decreases. The highest specific
impulse in vacuum is about 950 s on copper targets.
 Applied Physics A 83, 329 (2006).
z 水工质约束烧蚀对激光等离子体推进冲量耦合系数的提高: 提出了利用水工
质约束烧蚀提高激光等离子体推进冲量耦合系数的方法并开展了实验研究。由
于水约束了等离子体的膨胀，极大地延长了相互作用时间，提高了推进的冲量
耦合效率。实验测得冲量耦合系数最高可达250dyne/W, 比直接烧蚀固体靶的冲
量耦合系数高几十倍。
Water-confined laser ablation to enhance the coupling coefficient in laser plasma
propulsion is proposed. It is found that the confinement of the plasma expansion due
to the water layer leads to high absorption efficiency and therefore a high coupling
coefficient of over 250 dyne/W is observed. This is an enhancement of over thirty
times compared to that from direct ablation.
 Applied Physics A 85, 441 (2006).
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Interaction of Light Filaments Generated by Femtosecond Laser Pulses in Air
Ting-Ting Xi, Xin Lu, and Jie Zhang*
Laboratory of Optical Physics, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100080, China
(Received 27 June 2005; published 20 January 2006)
The interaction of two light filaments propagating in air is simulated. Simulations show that the
interaction of the two light filaments displays interesting features such as attraction, fusion, repulsion, and
spiral propagation, depending on the relative phase shift and the crossing angle between them. A long and
stable channel can be formed by fusing two in-phase light filaments. The channel becomes unstable with
the increase of the crossing angle and phase shift. The interaction of two light filaments in different planes
is studied and the spiral propagation is observed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.025003

PACS numbers: 52.38.Hb, 42.65.Jx, 42.65.Tg

The self-guided propagation of an ultrashort intense
laser beam in air attracts great attention not only due to
the fundamental process involved in this highly nonlinear
phenomenon, but also due to the potential applications to
lightning control and remote sensing [1,2]. If the peak
power of the laser beam is many times higher than the
self-focusing threshold, the laser beam breaks up into
several filaments in space and several subpulses in time
[3–13]. The mechanism of multiple-filament (MF) patterns
was explained by the modulation instability of the laser
beam [14] and the optical turbulence model [8]. Recent
studies show that the MF pattern is induced by interplay
between stable filaments formed by the fluctuations of a
laser beam and small-scale light filaments nucleated randomly [7,9]. In addition, the impacts of the initial fluctuations of the laser beam on the interaction dynamics of
filaments have been discussed in Ref. [10]. The MF pattern
induced by small perturbations of a laser beam cannot be
predicted. However, the MF pattern can be controlled by
imposing strong field gradients or phase distortions in the
laser beam profile [11–13]. As seen above, the previous
studies are mainly about the influence of the initial beam
on the evolution of filaments. In fact, the evolution of MF
patterns can be regarded as the propagation of a group of
interacting ‘‘light bullets’’ (small-scale light filaments);
thus, the study of the interaction dynamics of light bullets
is critical in understanding the characteristics of the propagation of an ultrashort laser beam in air.
In this Letter we present simulations on the interaction
between two light bullets using a (3D  1) model, rather
than the (2D  1) model in Refs. [7,9] in order to illustrate
the temporal dynamics of the interaction. The effects of
their relative phase shift, crossing angle, and the initial
position on the bullets interaction are considered. The
attraction, fusion, repulsion, and collision are observed in
the simulations. The stability of the channel formed by two
interacting light bullets strongly depends on the relative
phase shift and the crossing angle between the two light
bullets.
The propagation of a femtosecond laser beam in air can
be described by an extended nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS)
0031-9007=06=96(2)=025003(4)$23.00

equation coupled with electron density of plasma due to
multiphoton ionization. The NLS equation describes a
slowly varying envelope of a linearly polarized laser electric field in the frame moving with the laser beam. The
coupled equations can be written as
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where z refers to the propagation distance, k0  2=0 is
the central wave number, and 0  800 nm is the central
wavelength of the laser beam. Here the Laplacian operator
? describes the beam transverse diffraction, and the
remaining terms account for the group velocity dispersion
with the coefficient of k00  0:2 fs2 =cm, the self-focusing
effect due to the Kerr response of air with the nonlinear
index of refraction of n2  3:2  1019 cm2 =W, the defocusing effect resulting from the multiphoton ionization
with the coefficient of K ’ 1:27  10126 cm17 =W9
for the number of photons K  10 [5]. The plasma frequency is !pe  q2e =me "0 1=2 ( qe , me , and  are the
electron charge, mass, and density, respectively), and the
density of neutral atoms is at  2:7  1019 cm3 in
Eq. (2).
We use a Gaussian pulse with a peak power slightly
higher than the self-focusing threshold to generate light
bullets. The envelope of the pulse can be written as
Ax; y; z; tjz0  A0 expx2  y2 =r20  t2 =20 , the energy of the pulse is Ein  0:2 mJ. The peak power of the
pulse is Pin  6:3GW  2Pcr , where Pcr is the selffocusing threshold.
The pulse exhibits a transverse waist
p
(FWHM) w0  p2
ln2r0  1 mm and a temporal duration
(FWHM) T  2 ln20  30 fs and is collimated along
the z direction. Figure 1 shows the spatiotemporal intensity distributions of the laser pulse at y  0. From Fig. 1(a)
we can see that the pulse self-focuses at the distance
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z  190 cm, and then breaks into two light bullets at z 
200 cm. Here one bullet exhibits a 4 fs temporal duration
and a 57 m transverse waist, and the other exhibits a
5.3 fs temporal duration and a 100 m transverse waist.
The peak intensities of the two light bullets are 2:05 
1013 W=cm2 (left) and 5:75  1013 W=cm2 (right), respectively; and the electron density generated by multiphoton ionization is 4:9  1014 cm3 in the channel.
Figure 1(b) shows the isosurface of the energy fluence of
the laser pulse in the region from 200 cm to 400 cm. The
fluence here is normalized by the on-axis fluence at z 
0 cm. The channel, formed by two light bullets, can stably
propagate over 1 m distance, covering several tens of
Rayleigh length.
We now study the interaction of two parallel light bullets. The envelope of each light bullet is taken from the one
with higher peak intensity at z  200 cm in Fig. 1. First,
we study the effect of the relative phase shift between two
light bullets on the interaction process. Therefore, the
beam profile can be written as Ax; y; z; tjz0  Ab x 
a
a
2 ; y; t expi  Ab x  2 ; y; t. Here, Ab is the envelope
of the more intense (right) light bullet at z  200 cm in
Fig. 1(a), a represents the initial distance between light
bullets and  refers to the phase shift. Figure 2 illustrates
the interaction of two parallel bullets with a separation a 
0:5 mm and different phase shifts,   k, k  0
[Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)], 0.25 [Fig. 2(c)], 0.5 [Fig. 2(d)], 0.75

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The spatiotemporal intensity distribution formed by an input beam with a 0.2 mJ energy. (b) The
energy fluence distribution (fluenceiso  1:65) of the laser beam
with the propagation distance z under the same condition as (a).
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[Fig. 2(e)], 1 [Fig. 2(f)]. It is shown that the phase shift
plays an important role in the interaction of light bullets.
The mechanism is similar to the interaction of solitons
[9,15]. When the two light bullets are in phase, they firstly
disperse and evacuate energy to the background reservoir.
During this process, the peak intensities of the two light
bullets decrease. This reduces the energy loss caused by the
multiphoton ionization, which is proportional to I K .
Because the two light bullets interfere constructively, the
intensity in the overlapping region becomes larger. This
leads to an increase of the refractive index in the center due
to the Kerr effect and the background energy is attracted
towards the center resulting in a new light bullet, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). It is shown that the two in-phase light bullets
attract each other and fuse into one channel. The fusion
process prolongs the propagating distance and enhances
the channel stability compared with that of a single light
bullet. From Fig. 2(b), we can see that the channel formed
by the two in-phase light bullets can extend over a distance
more than 2 m. In order to compare with the stability of a
channel formed by a single bullet with more energy, we

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The spatiotemporal intensity distribution of two interacting bullets which are in parallel and inphase. (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) The energy fluence distribution
(fluenceiso  1:65) of two parallel bullets with a separating
distance a  0:5 mm and relative phase shift   k,
k  0 (b); k  0:25 (c); k  0:5 (d); k  0:75 (e); k  1 (f).
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double the energy of the single light bullet. The increased
intensity breaks the balance between the Kerr self-focusing
and plasma defocusing processes and results in a larger
energy loss through the multiphoton ionization. Therefore,
the formed channel by a single light bullet with more
energy is less stable than a channel formed by the fusion
of two light bullets. When the two light bullets are out of
phase, the destructive interference leads to the reduction of
the intensity of each light bullet. The intensity in the
overlapping region is always lower. This results in the
decrease of refractive index in the center. Thus, more light
energy disperses outside. Two out-of-phase light bullets
appear to repulse each other and disperse quickly, as shown
in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). Under such a circumstance, the
channel stability becomes much lower than that of a single
light bullet. If the phase shift is 0 <  < 0:5, two light
bullets also attract and fuse, but the stability of the formed
channel becomes lower with the increase of phase shift, as
shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The interaction mechanisms
are more complicated. The interference between two light
bullets causes the asymmetric intensity distribution. This
leads to the asymmetric distribution of refractive index,
which causes the energy transfer from one light bullet to
the other. The attraction of two laser beams in underdense
plasmas has been observed before [16,17]. The attraction
there is not the Kerr effect but the combined effect of the
relativistic effect and the ponderomotive force. As a result,
we can conclude that in order to form a long stable channel,
the phase shift between two light bullets should be as small
as possible. The situation may be different in the case of
multiple light bullets in the transverse plane, but the
mechanism is the same. From this point of view, the MF
pattern can be controlled by use of a tilting lens [13], i.e.,
by changing the phase shift between the light bullets.
If the power of a femtosecond laser beam is high
enough, the filamentation can start before the geometric
focus, and the light bullets interact on the geometric focus with a crossing angle. To investigate the effect of
the crossing angle on the light bullets’ interaction, we

FIG. 3 (color online). The energy fluence distribution of two
interacting bullets with a separating distance a  0:5 mm, individual incident angle , and relative phase shift ; (a)   0:01
and   0, (b)   0:1 and   0, (c)   0:01 and   ,
(d)   0:1 and   .
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model the interaction of two light bullets with different
incident angles for both cases of in-phase and out-ofphase. Here, the input pulse envelope can be written as
Ax; y; z; tjz0  Ab x  a2 ; y; t expix  a2 tan 
expi  Ab x  a2 ; y; t exp  ix  a2 tan, where
a  0:5 mm represents the separating distance,  refers to
the phase shift between two light bullets and  represents
the incident angle. Simulations are performed, for two light
bullets with a small (  0:01 ) and a large (  0:1 )
incident angles. For the small incident angle   0:01 ,
the two light bullets fuse into a long stable channel in
Fig. 3(a), similar to the parallel light bullets, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). Figure 3(b) shows the channel evolution with the
large incident angle of   0:1 . In this case, after converging, two in-phase light bullets go through each other
and disperse quickly. Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) shows the interaction of two out-of-phase light bullets with the small ( 
0:01 ) and the large (  0:1 ) incident angles, respectively. For the small incident angle, the interaction is
similar to the case of parallel light bullets. Although the
large incident angle makes the two out-of-phase light
bullets move close, they repulse each other and then diverge. It seems that the two out-of-phase light bullets
collide with each other, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The light
bullets will disappear quickly after the collision. This
situation is caused by the quick change of electron density
in the interaction zone, due to the interference of the laser
field. The balance between the Kerr self-focusing and
plasma defocusing processes is then broken. Comparing
the case of small incident angle with that of large one, we
suggest that a longer channel can be formed by using a
lens of long focal length which can form the light bullets
with a small crossing angle (2), as proved by the experiments [18].
If the initial propagating direction of two light bullets is
not in one plane, their interaction shows very different
features. In this case, the input beam profile can be written
as Ax;y;z;tjz0  Ab x  a2 ;y  b2 ;texpix  a2tan 
expi  Ab x  a2 ;y  b2 ;texp  ix  a2tan. Here, a

FIG. 4 (color online). The energy fluence distribution
(fluenceiso  2:99) of two bullets with a separating distance a 
0:5 mm in the x direction and b  0:2 mm in the y direction, and
incident angle  and relative phase shift ; (a)   0:01 and
  0, (b)   0:1 and   0, (c)   0:01 and   ,
(d)   0:1 and   .
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and b refer to the separating distance in the x and y
directions, respectively. Figure 4 shows the light bullets’
interaction when a  0:5 mm, b  0:2 mm,   0:01 ,
  0 [Fig. 4(a)],   0:1 ,   0 [Fig. 4(b)],  
0:01 ,    [Fig. 4(c)],   0:1 ,    [Fig. 4(d)].
When the incident angle is small, and two light bullets are
in phase [Fig. 4(a)], the dominating process is still fusion.
A long stable channel is formed. When the incident angle is
large, we can see the evident spiral propagation of two light
bullets [Fig. 4(b)]. This is an interesting phenomenon
which was observed in soliton interaction before [15];
nevertheless, the stability of the channel is much lower
than the case of a small crossing angle. Figures 4(c) and
4(d) show that the repulsion of two out-of-phase light
bullets, with the small (0.01 ) and the large (0.1 ) incident
angles.
It should be noted that in our simulations we have
neglected the Raman
nonlinearity, i.e., delayed Kerr reR
sponse of air ( 1k t1 exp  t  t0 =k jEt0 j2 dt0 ) [5,7,9].
Because the duration of a single light bullet is much shorter
than the characteristic time of Raman nonlinearity, the
interaction process of the light bullets cannot be significantly influenced by including the Raman nonlinearity.
In conclusion, the interaction of two light bullets in air is
investigated numerically by solving (3D  1) NLS. The
simulations are performed for different phase shifts and
crossing angles between the two light bullets. For different phase shifts, the interaction causes attraction, fusion,
or repulsion between the two light bullets. The simulation results can be used to explain the mechanism hidden
in earlier experiments on controlling multiple filamentation of femtosecond laser pulses in air. It is shown that
two crossing light bullets cannot form a stable channel
when the crossing angle is large. Two in-phase light bul-
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lets in different planes are found to be spiral during the
propagation.
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Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 10374116,
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Observation of a Fast Electron Beam Emitted along the Surface
of a Target Irradiated by Intense Femtosecond Laser Pulses
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A novel fast electron beam emitting along the surface of a target irradiated by intense laser pulses is
observed. The beam is found to appear only when the plasma density scale length is small. Numerical
simulations reveal that the electron beam is formed due to the confinement of the surface quasistatic
electromagnetic fields. The results are of interest for potential applications of fast electron beams and deep
understanding of the cone-target physics in the fast ignition related experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.165003

PACS numbers: 52.38.Kd, 52.38.Fz

The generation and transport of fast electrons are fundamental processes in the intense laser interactions with
plasmas [1–6]. They determine a number of secondary
processes such as high energy ion [7–10], hard x-ray
[11], and neutron emissions [12]. One of the potential
applications of fast electrons is the fast ignitor scheme
[13] for laser confinement fusion. In this scheme a collimated fast electron beam generated by a short laser pulse
could be used to rapidly heat a precompressed fuel pellet to
ignition. Recently a reentrant cone concept has been proposed to keep the path of the intense heating laser pulse
free of the large scale coronal plasma surrounding the
compressed core. The integrated cone or shell experiments
performed at Osaka University have shown a 1000-fold
increase in neutron yield [14,15]. Particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations have predicted the twofold roles of the hollow
cone, the refocusing of laser light by the conical wall and
the guiding of fast electrons along the inner surface of the
cone to the tip [16]. The first one agrees with the measured
enhancement of the optical emission and fast electrons
from the rear side of a single cone target [17,18]. Such
measurements also support the possible guiding of fast
electrons along the inner cone surface. However, the evidences are indirect and weak because: (i) one cannot distinguish the guiding of fast electrons from the refocusing of
laser light. The measured enhancement may be explained
by any one or both; (ii) one also cannot distinguish the fast
electrons, initially generated on the cone sidewall (then
flowed to the tip along the inner surface), from those
directly generated at the tip. Both of them contribute to
the enhanced signals recorded on the detectors. Recent
cone-target experiments at the Rutherford [19] and LULI
laboratories [20] did not show significant cone-guiding
effects. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out simple and
clean experiments to understand the generation and transport of fast electrons with a cone target.
This Letter presents an experimental observation of a
collimated fast electron beam along the target surface in
0031-9007=06=96(16)=165003(4)$23.00

intense laser interactions with planar foils at large incident
angles. It is found that this beam emission strongly depends
on the preplasma conditions, while weakly depends on the
laser polarizations and target materials. Our PIC simulations suggest that the electron beam is formed due to the
confinement of the surface quasistatic electromagnetic
fields. The results shed light on the cone-target physics
and should be of interest for applications of fast electron
beams.
The experiments were carried out using the Xtreme
Light II (XL-II) laser system at the Institute of Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences. The laser system can produce a p-polarized pulse with an energy up to 0.6 J in 30 fs
at 800 nm. The amplified spontaneous emission was measured to be 105 . The laser pulse was focused by an
f=3:5 off-axis parabolic mirror onto a 30 m thick aluminum foil. The focal spot size was monitored by an x-ray
pinhole or a knife-edge camera. The diameter of the focus
was 10 m at the full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The angular distributions of fast electrons were measured
by an array of sandwiched imaging plate (IP) stacks. The
stack array radially surrounded the laser focus in the plane
of laser incidence. The distance from the focus to each
stack was 5.5 cm. The 2 radial angle in the plane of the
laser incidence was almost fully covered by the IP stack
array except for an angle of 25 left for laser entrance in
front of the target. The electron energy ranges were chosen
by the aluminum filters in front of the first IP layer and
those inserted in adjacent layers. A magnetic spectrometer
with 1000 G permanent magnets was used to measure the
electron energy spectrum. The energy spectrum was also
recorded by the calibrated IP [21].
Figures 1(a)–1(c) show the angular distributions of the
fast electrons in the incident plane at a laser intensity of
1–2  1018 W=cm2 . Here 0 corresponds to the laser incident direction. The data have been rescaled to 100 for the
maximum. Some fast electrons are emitted between the
target normal and the laser specular directions in front of
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Rear SFE beam

IP image

FIG. 1 (color online). The angular distributions of the fast
electrons with energies >300 keV for three incidence angles
of 22.5 (a), 45 (b), and 70 (c), respectively. An inset with
enlarged scale is also given in (a) to show the surface electron
beam more clearly. The right part of (c) shows the IP image of
the fast electron beam emitted close to the target surface.

the target, similar to previous observations by different
groups [22 –24]. The most striking aspect of our measurements is the presence of a novel fast electron beam emitted
along the front target surface, marked as ‘‘surface fast
electron (SFE)’’ in the figures. The SFE beam becomes
increasingly pronounced when increasing the laser incident angle [25]. The intensity of the SFE beam at the
incident angle 70 reaches 5 times higher than that of
the beam close to the specular direction. It is well reproducible and collimated, with a cone angle less than 15
(FWHM). The single-shot energy spectrum of the SFE
measured at 10 with respect to the front target surface is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The distribution peaks at about 290 keV
and the detectable maximum energy approaches 2000 keV.
The effective temperature, kT, is 305 keV, obtained by
fitting the spectrum with an exponential decay. The dependence of the numbers of fast electrons with energies
>300 keV per sterad, measured within the SFE beam, on
the laser intensity are shown in Fig. 2(b). The electron
numbers are approximately proportional to the laser
intensity.
The peak of the transmitted beam behind the target does
not coincide with the laser propagation direction, but is
deflected towards the rear target surface. This deflection
becomes much pronounced for the large incidence angles.
The transmitted electron beam for 70 is emitted almost
parallel with the rear surface [marked as ‘‘Rear SFE beam’’
in the IP image in Fig. 1(c)].
The fractions of the SFE and the transmitted fast electrons, given by fse  Nse =Ntot and fte  Nte =Ntot , respectively, where Nse denotes the number of fast electrons
along the front surface, Nte the number of all transmitted
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The energy spectrum of the SFE
beam at the incidence angle 70 , detected at 10 relative to the
front target surface; (b) The dependence of the fast electron
number contained in the beam on the laser intensity.

electrons within 1 angle behind the target, and Ntot the
number of total ejected electrons found in both sides of the
target, are listed in Table I. The uncertainty comes from the
shot-to-shot fluctuations from 3–5 shots. The results indicate that, with the increase of laser incidence angles, the
fraction of front SFE fse increases, while the transmitted
fraction fte decreases. For the 70 case, fse increases up to
about 60%, while fte almost reduces to the noise level.
To understand the measurements, numerical simulations
have been conducted with our 2D fully relativistic PIC
code. Figure 3(a) shows the simulation geometry. In the
simulations, a p-polarized laser pulse with an irradiance of
2–5  1018 W=cm2 is incident at 70 onto a 40 thick
plasma slab with an initial density of 8nc , where nc and
0 are the critical density and the laser wavelength, respectively. The diameter of the laser focus is 100 . The
laser electric field is in the Y direction.
TABLE I. The ratios of the front SFE and the transmitted fast
electrons to the total fast electrons.
Incident angle
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22.5
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60
70

fse

fte

<6%
17%–28%
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50%–65%

20%–28%
8%–16%
<6%
<5%
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) 2D-PIC simulation geometry and
selected fast electron trajectories along the front target surface;
(b) and (c) show snapshots of the distributions of the quasistatic
magnetic field Bz and electric field E? , respectively. The dashed
black lines in (b) and (c) mark the initial front target surface. The
fields are normalized by m!0 c=e.

Selected trajectories of fast electrons at the front target
surface are illustrated in Fig. 3(a). A large number of fast
electrons in the focus move along the target surface in an
oscillating form. This novel phenomenon is due to the
confinement of surface quasistatic magnetic and electric
fields. At the early stage, when the fast electrons generated
by J  B heating or vacuum heating in a plasma with a
steep density gradient are accelerated into the target bulk, a
quasistatic magnetic field will be induced by the fast
electron current around the front surface. Simultaneously,
a charge separation field is generated because some electrons are pulled out into vacuum by the laser electric field.
Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the distributions of the quasistatic magnetic field Bz , and the electrostatic field E?
around the laser focus, respectively. The Bz field is positive, directing the readers out of the paper plane. E? is the
electric field perpendicular to the target surface in the X-Y
plane. The fields are normalized by the incident laser
amplitude. Part of the fast electrons generated in the interaction will be reflected back to the vacuum by Bz .
However, the negative E? , whose peak position slightly
shifts to the vacuum relative to that of the Bz , will push
them back to target again. The push-pull processes lead to a
fast electron current along the surface, which in turn enhances the surface magnetic field component. Therefore, a
fast electron flow along the target surface is produced selfconsistently. After running away from the focus, the electrons form the fast electron beam along the front target
surface.
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The oscillations of the fast electrons along the surface
are very similar to the electron motion in a laser selffocusing channel, where electrons make betatron oscillations forced by the self-generated quasistatic electric and
magnetic fields [26,27]. Some electrons in the channel can
gain significant energy from the laser wave when their
oscillation frequency is resonant with the laser frequency.
In our simulations we identify a similar process for some
energetic electrons emitted along the front surface [28].
When changing the laser intensity, similar intensity dependence for the surface electron number as shown in Fig. 2(b)
is found in our numerical simulations.
The deflection of the transmitted electron beam to the
rear target surface observed in the experiments can also be
explained by the surface magnetic field. Some forward
electrons that can overcome the surface magnetic field
are transported into the target. As the electrons pass the
positive Bz field at the front surface, they deviate from their
initial (forward) direction, and are deflected to a direction
between the laser propagation axis and the target surface
due to the magnetic force perceived. Finally, they escape
from the rear target surface, forming the rear SFE beam as
shown in Fig. 1.
In a related theoretical work by Nakamura et al. [29], the
surface magnetic field and fast electron current has also
been discussed. According to their model, the fractions of
the surface electrons increase with the incident angles. This
agrees with our measurements. A critical angle, above
which no fast electrons are injected into the target at all,
is also predicted in their model. This angle, however, does
not appear in our experiments. There are always some fast
electrons observed behind the target. This may be due to
the significant differences between the real experimental
conditions and the simple assumptions used in the model
such as infinite laser and electron beam diameters, etc.
To find out the generation conditions for the SFE beam,
s-polarized and circularly-polarized laser pulses, as well as
different target materials (CH and Al), were also applied at
different laser incident angles in the experiments, respectively. The results were similar to those shown in Fig. 1. To
check the role of the electron density scale length, a
prepulse with a duration of 200 ps, split from the main
beam before the compressor, was used to create a preplasma. The separation between the prepulse and the
main pulse was 0:5 ns. The size of the prepulse focal
spot was 20 m in diameter. The laser intensity for the
main pulse was set to be 1–2  1018 W=cm2 , similar to
that in Fig. 1. Figure 4(a) shows the angular distributions of
fast electrons with and without a 36 mJ prepulse at an
incident angle 60. The emission peak shifts to the laser
specular direction and the electron number close to the
front target surface decrease almost to the noise level after
introducing the prepulse. Figure 4(b) shows the results for
three different prepulse energies at an incident angle 45.
The surface fast electron emission is affected only slightly
when using the smallest prepulse energy 4 mJ. However,
when increasing the prepulse energy further, the surface
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density and the angle of incidence, respectively, becomes
small for large incident angles. For instance, for   45
ntp  0:5ncr . This leads to the effect that the preplasma is
much reduced for large incident angles.
In summary, we have observed a novel fast electron
beam propagating along the target surface due to the
confinement of the quasistatic magnetic and electric fields.
The SFE beam can be used as a laser-based electron source
with an ultrashort pulse length (about ps) for applications. Our results also support the viewpoint that a reentrant cone in fast ignition experiments can guide fast
electrons along the conical inner surface to the compressed
target region.
This work was supported by the NSFC (Grants
No. 10374115, No. 60321003, No.
10510490,
No. 10335020, No. 10425416, No. 10334110, and
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and National Key Laboratory of High Temperature and
High Density Plasma.
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Angular distributions of fast electrons with and without a prepulse at the incident angle 60.
(b) Angular distributions for different prepulse energies at the
incident angle 45.

electron emission switches to the laser specular direction
gradually. For the prepulse energy 27 mJ, the peak has fully
shifted to the specular direction. The electron number close
to the surface also decreases to zero, accordingly.
Similarly, in our PIC simulations, when a large scale
preplasma was added in front of the sharp-boundary
plasma slab, surface fast electrons were not observed either. The experimental and simulation results suggest that
strong quasistatic surface magnetic and electric fields are
essential to the formation of the SFE beam. A large scale
preplasma will spoil the formation of large surface fields
and lead to disappearance of the SFE beams. In our experiments the energy of the intended prepulse must be lower
than 10 mJ in order to observe the surface electron
beams.
Note the SFE beam survives for a small scale preplasma
in the experiments [see Fig. 4(b)]. This is because the
density of the laser turning point (where the light wave is
reflected), ntp  ncr cos2 , where ncr and  are the critical
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We observe a hollow structure and a fine ring in the proton images from a petawatt scale laser
interaction with a ‘‘cone-fiber’’ target. The protons related to the hollow structure are accelerated from the
cone-tip surface and deflected later by a radial electric field surrounding the fiber. Those associated with
the fine ring are accelerated from the fiber surface by this radial electric field. This field is found to decay
exponentially within 3 ps from about 5  1012 V=m. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations
produce similar proton angular distributions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.084802

PACS numbers: 41.85.Ja, 52.40.Mj, 52.57.Kk

High-intensity femtosecond-laser interaction with matter can create plasmas that are extremely energetic and
simultaneously dense [1,2]. An exciting outcome of such
interaction is the production of ultrashort bursts of charged
particles at MeV energies, fueling prospects for novel
accelerators [3] and other related applications, such as
fast ignition fusion [1,4], radiography [5], cancer therapy,
etc. Protons, which have been produced with energies as
high as few tens of MeV with a petawatt (PW) scale laser,
are attracting particular attention [6]. Their generation at
the back of a thin irradiated solid target has been modeled
by the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism [7]. Such proton beams can be focused and used to
heat compressed fusion targets as well as perform radiography of such targets [8]. Their transport, crucially affected
by electric and magnetic fields in plasmas, is now established as a powerful diagnostic tool to understand the
electric field formation responsible for charged particle
acceleration [8].
Recently, we demonstrated guiding and collimation of a
high current of MeVelectrons in a carbon fiber, in a manner
akin to photon transport in an optical fiber [9]. This is
explained to occur by (1) the rapid heating of the carbon
fiber into a plasma fiber, (2) the conduction of the fast
electrons through this ‘‘plasma fiber,’’ and (3) the guiding of these electrons by the magnetic and electric fields
induced at the fiber edge by their own transport. The details
of these fields have not been fully clarified yet in
experiments.
In this letter, we report an experimental investigation of
the transient electric field generated around a plasma fiber.
We detect this field using the energetic (MeV) protons
generated in a ‘‘cone-fiber’’ target. The MeV proton angular distribution, related to the radial electric field around
the fiber, exhibits a unique feature —a hollow structure
around the fiber axis and a fine ring perpendicular to the
fiber axis. The experimental observation has been supported by two-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simula0031-9007=06=96(8)=084802(4)$23.00

tions. The role of the radial electric field in guiding MeV
electrons through the plasma fiber has been pointed out.
Experiments were performed using the PW scale laser
[10] at the Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University. The 1:06 m, 0.75 ps horizontally polarized
240 terawatt (TW) laser pulse with an energy of 180 J
(40% of its total energy on target) was focused by an offaxis parabolic mirror (f=7) into a 20  50 m2 elliptical
spot on the target. The corresponding peak laser intensity
reaches 1019 W cm2 .
We used two types of cone-fiber targets (Fig. 1, left), one
with a solid carbon fiber assembled to the tip disk of a
reentrant cone along its axis, called the ‘‘straight-fiber
cone’’ in the following (black solid line in Fig. 1), and
another with the solid carbon fiber assembled at an angle of
15 , called the ‘‘tilted-fiber cone’’ (white dashed line in
Fig. 1). The reentrant cone [11] was made by assembling a
gold disk of 7 m thick and 30 m in diameter at the tip
of a 900 m long and 20 m thick gold reentrant-cone
wall with an open angle of 30. It was irradiated normally
at its disk by the laser along the cone axis. The carbon fiber
was 5 m in diameter and 1 mm long, extending along the
forward laser direction, with one end sticking to the center
of the tip disk of the reentrant cone.
HISAC

5µm
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pinhole
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental configuration. An electron
spectrometer is put exactly in the forward laser direction to
measure the electron spectrum. A high speed sampling camera
is used to observe the optical emissions from the target. Two
pinhole cameras monitor the x-ray emissions from the target.
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A sandwichlike detector (Fig. 1, right) was placed
30 mm away from the target to measure the energy resolved angular distribution of electrons and protons in the
forward laser direction. This detector consisted of multiple
layers of radiochromic films (RCFs), CR-39 sheets, and
imaging plates [11]. It also used a 10 m thick Al foil at
the front side to stop the target debris and energetic heavy
ions, allowing only hard x rays, energetic electrons, and
protons to reach the detector. The data measured by RCFs
and CR-39 sheets allow one to distinguish the protons (in
the range 0.8–15.1 MeV) from other signals and to obtain
energy resolved proton angular distributions.
Figure 2 shows the proton angular distribution, where a
hollow structure and an intense fine ring are found in
addition to the general feature in the reentrant-cone target.
In the latter case two proton jets are emitted [11]—one
with a direction normal to the disk [around 0 ; 0 ] and
another normal to the cone wall [around 75 ; 0 ]. The
hollow region, indicating absence of protons, is always
located around the fiber axis. Its center changes from
approximately 0 ; 0  in the straight-fiber-cone case
[Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)] to 0 ; 15  in the tilted-fiber-cone
case [Fig. 2(b)]. As the proton energy increases, the open
angle of the hollow structure changes (see inset in Fig. 3)
from approximately 40 , 60 , and 80 to 100. The fine
ring, with an intensity approximately one magnitude
higher than those in other directions, is located approxi-

FIG. 2 (color online). Angular distributions of protons at approximately 6 –8 MeV measured by RCFs, with laser beam at
0 ; 0 , from (a) the straight-fiber cone and (b) the tilted-fiber
cone. The proton distribution along the red dashed line in (a) is
shown in (c). The white curves in (a) and (b) show the contour
lines of protons per solid angle number. The small dim spot close
to the fiber axis in the hollow is from the escaped hot electrons.
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mately 80 to the fiber axis, indicating a beam of MeV
protons with an extremely narrow angular spread in the
direction perpendicular to the fiber axis.
The hollow structure and the fine ring in the proton
angular distributions can be explained as arising from the
induced transient electrostatic fields (see Fig. 1, bottom
left) at the target-vacuum interfaces caused by MeV electrons transporting through the cone-fiber target. Protons are
emitted through the TNSA mechanism: those closely outside the hollow portion in Fig. 2 are from the disk rear
surface outside the cone-fiber connection region, while
those forming the fine ring are from the fiber surface.
The physical processes can be described as follows. First,
when the generated MeV electrons move to the rear surfaces of the cone target, electrostatic fields normal to its
surfaces are created. These electric fields then accelerates
protons in two directions: the normal of the cone wall and
the normal of the disk, resulting in such a proton emission
feature as in the simple reentrant-cone target [11]—two
proton jets [labeled as proton groups B and A (see Fig. 1,
bottom left)]. Next, some energetic electrons in the central
region move into the fiber, heat it, and turn it into plasma
with a high conductivity, and then propagate through this
plasma channel. A new electric field is thus induced in the
radial direction on the fiber surface. The plasma fiber, in
conjunction with this electric field, guides the main part of
the electron beam, in a manner akin to that of light guiding
in an optical fiber [8]. Meanwhile, protons on the fiber
surface [labeled as group C] are also accelerated in the
radial direction by this electric field, forming the fine ring

FIG. 3 (color online). The energy dependence of the proton
angular distribution around the fiber axis in the straight-fiber
cone and a corresponding fitting curve of the time evolution of
the radial electric field. Dots on the curve correspond to the
images with the same serial number. The hollow diameter
increases when the proton energy changes from (a) 3–
5.8 MeV, (b) 6 –8 MeV, and (c) 9.2 –10.9 MeV to (d) 11.8–
13.1 MeV.
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perpendicular to the fiber axis. Finally, the fiber expands in
the radial direction at a high speed (proved by the experimental observation of optical and soft x-ray and extreme
ultraviolet emissions [9,12,13]) due to the fast heating by
the guided electrons. This expansion further spreads the
electric field radially around the fiber. When protons in
group A pass by the fiber, they experience the radial
electric field and are thus deflected outwards, forming a
hollow structure with no protons near the fiber axis. This
expanding fiber plasma together with the proton deflection
by the radial field can explain the significantly reduced
number of protons per unit area observed here compared
with that in the simple reentrant cone [11], in particular, for
those with relatively low energies.
The energy dependence of the hollow diameter shown in
Fig. 3 can also be explained by the transient radial electric
field on the fiber surface. Initially this field keeps on
increasing until a peak value is reached, due to the electron
transport starting from the laser plasma interaction. It then
decreases because of field diffusion processes such as
TNSA and thermal expansion in the plasma fiber. The
protons in group A suffer from a time-dependent deflection
by this electric field while moving forward. A larger deflection is thus expected for those with higher energies
because they are generated at earlier time from the disk
and experience a relatively larger radial field on the fiber,
resulting in a larger diameter in the hollow structure. This
different deflection helps one to understand the time evolution of the radial electric field [see Fig. 3]. It is shown to
decay exponentially within approximately 3 ps from a peak
value of 5  1012 V=m. This is obtained by fitting the
estimated electric field to the transition time of protons
moving from one end of the fiber attached to the cone-disk
tip to another. The electric field is estimated based on the
proton energy and its deflection angle shown by the hollow
diameter in the inset images of Fig. 3. The transition time is
estimated based on the proton velocity and the fiber length
(1 mm).
One of the possible advantages of this radial electric
field is to transfer the radial momentum in the guided MeV
electron beam to the accelerated protons, resulting in a
better collimation (as small as a few degrees [9]) for the
energetic electron beam. It is well known that the hot
electrons generated in laser plasma interaction have a
beaming angle as large as 40. The radial electric field
around the fiber can be thought of as being induced by the
transverse momentum in the electron beam. Therefore part
of the momentum is transferred from the electron beam to
accelerate the protons on the fiber surface. An estimate
based on the measured energy spectrum of the protons in
the fine ring suggests that the total energy carried in this
way by the protons between 0.5 and 20 MeV is approximately 17 mJ. On the other hand, the guided MeVelectrons
could have an energy of approximately 11 J, with assumption of an energy transfer of about 6% from the laser [9].
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Consequently, the energy carried by the protons decreases
the guided electron beaming angle by approximately 10 ,
considering approximately 5% of the energy transfer efficiency [4] from the transverse energy in the guided electrons to the accelerated protons in the fine ring. We assume
here that both the transverse and longitudinal momenta in
the electron beam have a Gaussian distribution and their
temperature ratio decides the beam angle.
Two-dimensional PIC simulations were conducted to
further clarify the physical mechanism associated with
the proton angular distributions discussed above. Our
code solves the relativistic equations of motion for particles and the Maxwell equations self-consistently [14]. A
fiber plasma with the transverse and longitudinal dimensions 5  200 at a few times the critical density is
assembled either to a cone tip or a plane target in the
simulations. A laser pulse with a focused diameter 20
and a duration around 200 laser cycles is incident normally
onto the target. The focused peak laser intensity is around
1:2  1019 W cm2 at a wavelength of   1 m. For
simplicity, only the results for the case of a fiber plasma
attached to a plane target are given in the following, since
we are mainly interested in the particle transport through
the plasma fiber. A cone structure introduces additional
proton acceleration normal to the cone wall only, as expected. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) shows snapshots of the
transverse field, which is perpendicular to the plasma fiber
axis. It is induced near the plasma fiber surface in vacuum
for lack of the charge neutrality. Our simulation shows that
the peak radial field can be as large as m!0 c=e  3:2 
1012 V=m at the predefined conditions for the laser and
target. It decays and spreads with time as the laser interaction terminates and the energetic electrons propagate
through the fiber. The electron spatial distribution [the
left column of Fig. 4(c)] shows a collimated electron
beam through the fiber, where a significant part of electrons
moves inside the fiber and the remaining part is outside the
fiber surface. Charge neutrality by the return current inside
the fiber plasma results in zero electrostatic field there both
in longitudinal and radial directions. This can be illustrated
by the energetic proton distribution in the coordinate space
[the right column of Fig. 4(c)], where no energetic proton is
found inside the plasma fiber. Protons on the fiber surface
are accelerated dominantly in the radial direction by the
radial field, as shown in the momentum space in Fig. 4(d)
(top panel). The angular distribution given in Fig. 4(e)
shows that protons on the plasma fiber are emitted close
to 90 , i.e., normal to the fiber surface [also see Fig. 4(d),
top panel]. These protons are responsible for the fine ring
in the proton angular distribution observed in our experiments. Besides, there are other proton emissions symmetrical about the fiber axis (0 ). The temporal and spatial
dependence of this proton emission shows a deflection by
the radial electric field around the fiber surface. These
protons are known to originate from the rear surface of
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fiber. A time evolution of this electric field is deduced
through the dependence of the hollow diameter on the
proton energy, which is found to decay exponentially
within approximately 3 ps from 5  1012 V=m.
We thank the technical staff at the Institute of Laser
Engineering for their support in laser system operation,
target fabrication, and data acquisition. G. R. K. thanks
JSPS for supporting his visit. Z. M. S. was supported in
part by the National High-Tech ICF committee and the
National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grants
No. 10425416 and No. 10335020).

FIG. 4 (color online). Snapshots of 2D PIC simulations show
the radial electric fields (normalized by m!0 c=e) at the time of
(a) t  3000 and (b) t  4000 , (c) the spatial distributions of
energetic electrons (left column) and protons (right column),
(d) the momentum distribution of energetic protons along the
fiber (top panel) and at the rear surface of the disk (bottom
panel), and the energetic proton angular distributions in (e) the
straight-fiber geometry and (f) the tilted-fiber geometry. The rear
surface of the disk is located at x=  0. The red dashed lines
in (a)–(c) show the original fiber, which is directed at 0 as the
incident laser pulse.  is the laser wavelength, e and i are the
relativistic factors of the electrons and protons, and 0 is the laser
cycle.

the assembled plane target (i.e., group A) and are responsible for the hollow structure in the proton distribution
[also see bottom panel of Fig. 4(d)]. As the fiber plasma
is tilted by 15 , both proton emissions close to 0 and 90
change their directions to follow the fiber, as shown in
Fig. 4(f), in agreement with our experiments.
In summary, we have reported an experimental study of
the transient electrostatic fields and the related proton
generation when MeV electrons are guided through the
plasma fiber [9]. It is shown that the proton angular distribution with a hollow structure and an intense fine ring is
produced via an induced radial electric field around the
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We report the generation of independent entangled photon pairs from two synchronized but mutually
incoherent laser sources. The quality of synchronization is confirmed by observing a violation of Bell’s
inequality with 3.2 standard deviations in an entanglement swapping experiment. The techniques
developed in our experiment are not only important for realistic linear optical quantum-information
processing, but also enable new tests of local realism.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.110501

PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud, 42.62.Eh, 42.65.Lm

Entangled photon pairs are essential for linear optics
quantum-information processing (LOQIP) [1,2]. For example, using linear optical elements one can combine
entanglement swapping and entanglement purification to
efficiently generate highly entangled states between two
distant locations [2,3]. Moreover, one can exploit linear
optics and entangled photon pairs to achieve logic operations between single photons [4]. On this basis, one can
further prepare cluster states to perform one-way quantum
computation [5,6]. Recently, using entangled photon pairs
created by one and the same laser pulse, significant
progress has been made in proof-in-principle demonstration of entanglement swapping [7], entanglement purification [8], and photonic logic operation [9–11]. However, in
reality scalable LOQIP necessitates the ability to synchronously generate entangled photon pairs either at the same
or at distant locations [1,2].
To have a better understanding on this requirement, let
us give a brief introduction on entanglement swapping.
Entanglement swapping [12] is a way to project the state
of two particles onto an entangled state while no direct
interaction between the two particles is required. During
entanglement swapping, if each of the two particles is
originally entangled with one other partner particle, a
Bell-state measurement of the partner particles would
thus collapse the state of the two particles into an entangled
state, even though they are far apart.
One important application of entanglement swapping is
in long-distance quantum communication [13]. Because of
the absorption and decoherence of the quantum channel,
the cost for communication between two distant parties
increases exponentially with the channel length. One excellent solution is to connect distant communicating parties with quantum repeaters [3]: first, dividing the whole
quantum channel into several segments, and then performing entanglement swapping and entanglement purification.
Therefore, in realistic realization of quantum repeaters one
has to achieved entanglement swapping with synchronized
entangled photon sources among all distributed segments.
0031-9007=06=96(11)=110501(4)$23.00

Nowadays, entangled photon pairs are usually created
via spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) from
a pump laser pulse. In this case, the pump laser pulses in
each distributed segment must be synchronized. One natural solution is to split a single pump laser pulse into N
beams and distribute them to each segment [14]. However,
such a naive solution is not a scalable scheme. This is
because the maximal output power of a single laser is
technically limited and the efficiency of the scheme [proportional to 1=NN ] will thus exponentially decrease with
the number of segments. To solve the scalability problem, a
practical solution is to synchronize a number of independent pump lasers with sufficient output power and then
distribute them to each segment. In this way, we can
prepare synchronized entangled pairs in each segment
without the problem of low pump power. Thereafter we
connect these pairs via entanglement swapping.
On the other hand, although significant experimental
advances have been achieved both in proof-in-principle
demonstration of entanglement swapping [7] and in the
test of quantum nonlocality for photons that never interacted [15], a more strict experiment with independent
entangled photon sources is still necessary to fully demonstrate the quantum nature of entanglement swapping. This
is because in all previous experiments the two entangled
photon pairs are generated via SPDC from one and the
same uv laser pulse—they thus have a fixed phase relation
[2,8]; this leaves some ambiguousness in explanation of the
experimental phenomena. In other words, it is not clear to
what extent the previous experiments constituted a full
demonstration of entanglement swapping—entangling
particles that never interacted. In addition, a recent theoretical proposal on the test of local realism by Greenberger,
Horne, and Zeilinger [16] also calls for such independent
but synchronized entangled photon sources.
Here, we report the experimental generation of independent entangled photon pairs from two synchronized but
mutually incoherent femtosecond lasers. The quality of
synchronization is confirmed by observing a violation of
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Bell’s inequality with 3.2 standard deviations in an entanglement swapping experiment.
Consider two independent EPR sources, each emitting a
pair of polarization entangled photons synchronously. The
expected state of the system consisting of two independent
pairs can be written as
jitotal  12jHi1 jVi2  jVi1 jHi2   jHi3 jVi4
 jVi3 jHi4 :

(1)

Here photons 1 and 2 (3 and 4) are entangled in the
antisymmetric polarization state j i. Note that hereafter
we exactly follow the notations as used in Ref. [7]. From
Eq. (1), one can easily see there is no any entanglement of
any of photon 1 or 2 with any of the photon 3 and 4.
Rearranging the terms by expressing photon 2 and photon 3 in the basis of Bell state, Eq. (1) can be expressed as
jitotal  12j i14 j i23  j i14 j i23
 j i14 j i23  j i14 j i23 :

(2)

Equation (2) implies that projecting photons 2 and 3 in one
of the four Bell states will lead the remaining photons 1 and
4 entangled in the corresponding Bell state, despite that
they are produced separately and never interacted with one
another. Because of the limitation of the linear optics
element, only two of the four Bell states can be analyzed.
In our experiment we decide to analyze only the case that
photons 2 and 3 are projected to the j i23 state and
interfering photons 2 and 3 at a 50:50 beam splitter is
able to identify the j i23 state. When detecting a coincident count between the two detectors at the output ports of
the beam splitter, photons 2 and 3 are projected to the
j i23 state, and then photons 1 and 4 will be in the
entangled state j i14 .
Note that, since the Bell-state analysis relies on the
interference of photons 2 and 3, one has to guarantee that
photons 2 and 3 have good spatial and temporal overlap at
the beam splitter. In previous experiments where the two
photon pairs are created by SPDC from the same laser
pulse, the interference of photons is guaranteed by making
the coherence times of interfering photons much longer
than the pump pulse duration [17]. However, since in our
experiment the two photon pair are created by SPDC from
two independent pump lasers, besides increasing the coherence times of the interfering photons by inserting narrow bandwidth filters in front of the detectors registering
photons 2 and 3, one has to further ensure that the two independent laser pulses are synchronized perfectly and the
timing jitter of synchronization is much smaller than the
coherence times. This is experimentally very challenging.
Usually, femtosecond lasers use either active synchronization with an electrical feedback device [18], or passive
synchronization by nonlinear coupling mechanism [19]. In
our experiment, we implement the passive technique to
synchronize two Ti:sapphire lasers, because the passive

technique is stimulated by cross-phase modulation and
should be capable of operating at lower fluctuation; this
will result in a very small timing jitter [20]. Considering
the two lasers before they are synchronized, operating at
repetition frequencies of f1 and f2 , respectively, they cross
a common Kerr medium (KM in Fig. 1) at a repetition rate
of jf1  f2 j and suffer a frequency shift according to their
temporal overlap in KM; for example, the slower pulse
shifts to blue, and the faster one shifts to red. Considering if
the pulses start to cross inside the KM, due to the negative
group dispersions in the laser cavities, the crossing of the
two pulses will be enhanced after they take one round trip
in their cavities, when both cavities are adjusted to be
nearly equal. Therefore, the leading pulse will be slowed
down and the sluggish one will be fastened, until they
overlap maximally in time domain. The common KM
does not contribute to mode locking or the short pulse
formation of each cavity. It is worth noting that the two
femtosecond lasers are independent in two senses: First,
the two lasers are mutually incoherent, i.e., have no fixed
phase relation. Second, the two lasers could have completely different wavelengths; for example, one emits
green light and the other emits red light [20].
In the experiment, we synchronize two Ti:sapphire femtosecond lasers by coupling both laser pulses in an additional Ti:sapphire crystal. Figure 1 is the schematic of the
experimental setup of laser synchronization. It consists of
two Ti:sapphire femtosecond lasers located at the top and
bottom corners in Fig. 1, respectively. The symmetry of
F1 M1

Ti1

M2

SM1

PD1

Verdi
M5

P2

TS

T1
P1

M4
M9

P3

M8
M3

KM

M10 P4

T2

Verdi
F2

M6 Ti2

M7

SM2

PD2

FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup of synchronized
femtosecond pulse lasers. F1 and F2 are lens to focus the
pumping 532 nm laser from two Verdi laser systems; Ti1 and
Ti2 are Ti:sapphire crystals; M5 and M10 are high reflection flat
mirrors; M1-M4 and M6-M9 are concave mirrors of 10 cm
radius of curvature; P1-P4 are prisms; T1 and T2 are 20% output
couplers. On the top of the figure, Ti1, M1-M5, P1, P2, and T1
constitute the first mode-lock femtosecond laser cavity. An
analogous mode-lock femtosecond laser cavity shown at the
bottom of the drawing is constituted of Ti2, M6-M10, P3, P4,
and T2. KM is a Ti:sapphire crystal for synchronization. One end
mirror M5 is driven by a translation stage (TS) to match the two
laser cavity lengths. Both 788 nm infrared laser pulses are
detected by fast photodiodes (PD1 and PD2) behind beam
samplers (SM1 and SM2). Hence we can monitor the synchronization between two laser pulses on an oscilloscope.
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two cavities ensures that both cavities length are approximately the same, and both laser pulses work at the repetition rate of about 81 MHz, which provides the basic
condition of synchronization. To fine-tune the match of
cavities, a translation stage is also used to drive the end
mirror M5 of the first Ti:sapphire laser. Both laser pulses
are coupled into a Ti:sapphire crystal KM to synchronize
with each other. To enhance the cross-phase modulation,
focus mirrors M3 and M4 are inserted into the first laser
cavity, and M8 and M9 are inserted into the second laser
cavity for introducing additional focal point inside the KM.
We pump each Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser with a
solid-state laser (Verdi-V10). Under the pump power of
8 W for each, each Ti:sapphire femtosecond provides
700 mW power at synchronized mode locked status, and
the central wave lengths of the lasers are 788 nm. Thereafter, we measure the pulse durations by an autocorrelator.
The laser pulse durations (FWHM) are 60 and 70 fs,
respectively. Furthermore, we measure the crossing correlation of the synchronized lasers with a homemade cross
correlator. After passing one laser beam through the variable delay line with a motor-driven roof reflector, both
laser beams are focused in a nonlinear crystal BBO
(-BaB2 O4 ) to generate the sum-frequency signal (SFG).
Measuring the SFG signal while scanning the delay line,
we observe the cross-correlation curve. The FWHM of the
cross-correlation curve is about 90 fs. Subtracting the
contributions of individual pulse durations, we can deduce
that the two lasers are synchronized with a timing jitter less
than 2 fs [20]. We observed an ultralong cavity length
mismatch tolerance of more than 10 m, which ensures
the two lasers can keep on synchronizing over 24 h, which
indicates that the laser system is stable for our further
implementation. The short pulse duration and little timing
jitter are sufficient to ensure the perfect interference of two
independent photons produced by synchronized laser
pulses. We should note that system with more lasers can
be synchronized by a similar method. For a system consisted of N independent lasers, every two adjacent lasers
can be synchronized by coupling them to a common Kerr
medium. Thus, only the N  1 Kerr medium is required to
synchronize the N laser pulses.
Figure 2 is the schematic of the experimental setup of
entanglement swapping. Two 394 nm uv pulses are produced by frequency doubling the 788 nm pulses of the
synchronized lasers using two nonlinear LBO (LiB3 O5 )
crystal. For the first uv pulse we obtained an average uv
power of 250 mW, and for the second uv pulse, 300 mW.
Passing the first uv pulses through a 2-mm-thick BBO
crystal creates a pair of photons 1 and 2 in the entangled
state j i12 , via type-II SPDC [21]. The registered event
rate of photon pairs was about 2000 counts per second. In
the same way, another pair of photons 3 and 4 is created by
the second uv pulse in a different BBO crystal. For the
second pair of photons, we obtained 2500 counts per
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D3

Laser Pulse 1

LBO

BBO

BBO
HWP
Delay

POL IF

D4

Laser Pulse 2
HWP BBO

FIG. 2 (color online). The schematic drawing of experimental
setup of quantum entanglement swapping. The two synchronized
lasers produce two pairs of polarization entangled photons,
respectively, by up-conversion and type-II SPDC. In order to
compensate the birefringence of the BBO crystals, we place a
half wave plate (HWP) and a compensating 1 mm BBO crystal
on each path of the four photons. Interference filters (IF) with
FWHM  2:8 nm are place before each single photon detector
(D1 –D4 ). The beam splitter (BS) performs as a Bell-state measurement here. To meet the condition of temporal overlap, we
used a step motor which minimum step is 0:1 m to search for
the position where the two photons arrived in the BS at the same
time.

second. The observed visibility in the 45 polarization
basis is about 90% for both photon pairs.
In the entanglement swapping scheme, upon projection
of photons 2 and 3 into the j i23 state, photon 1 and 4
will be projected into j i14 state. To verify that this
entangled state is obtained, we have to analyze the polarization correlation between photons 1 and 4 conditioned on
coincidences between the detectors (D2 and D3 ) of the
Bell-state analyzer. We utilize a half wave plate and two
detectors (Dk1 and D?
1 ) behind a polarizing beam splitter to
analyze the polarization of photon 1. For example, we can
choose to analyze the polarization of photon 1 along the
45 and 45 by rotating the half wave plate 22:5 .
Photon 4 is analyzed by detector D4 behind a polarizer
with a variable polarization direction 4 .
If entanglement swapping happens, then the twofold
coincidence between Dk1 and D4 , and D?
1 and D4 , conditioned on the j i23 detection, should show two sine
curves as a function of 4 which are 90 out of phase.
Figure 3 shows the experimental one of our result for the
coincidences between Dk1 and D4 , and D?
1 and D4 , given
that photons 2 and 3 have been registered by the two
detectors in the Bell-state analyzer, where we rotate the
half wave plate 22.5 to make Dk1 to register photon 1 with

45 polarization, and D?
1 to register photon 1 with 45
polarization. The experimentally obtained fourfold coincidences shown in Fig. 3 have been fitted by a joint sine
function with the same amplitude for both curves. The
observed visibility of 82% clearly surpasses the 0.71 limit
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with independent entangled photon pairs. Whereas our
experiment presents a strict experimental realization of
entangling photons that never interacted and enables new
tests of local realism, the techniques developed in the
experiment can be readily used to generate synchronized
entangled photon pairs in all segments, hence taking a
significant step towards realistic linear optical realization
of quantum repeaters and quantum computation.
This work was supported by the NNSF of China and the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

FIG. 3. Entanglement verification. Fourfold coincidences, re
sulting from twofold D
1 D4 and D1 D4 coincidences conditioned
on the twofold coincidences of the Bell-state measurement.
When varying the polarizer angle 4 , the two complimentary
sine curve with a visibility of 82% demonstrate that photons 1
and 4 are polarization entangled.

of Bell’s inequalities, which indicates the entanglement
swapping do has been happened.
The high-visibility sinusoidal coincident curves in the
experiment imply a violation of a suitable Bell’s inequality.
In particular, according to the Clauser-Horne-ShimonyHolt (CHSH) inequality [22], S  2 for any local realistic
theory, where
S  jE1 ; 4   E1 ; 04   E01 ; 4   E01 ; 04 j; (3)
and the E1 ; 4  is the coefficient for measurement where
1 (or 01 ) is the polarizer setting for photon 1, and 4 (or
04 ) is the setting for photon 4. In our experiment we set
1  22:5 , 01  67:5 , 4  0 , and 04  45 ,
which maximizes
p the quantum mechanics’s prediction of
QM
S to S  2 2 and leads to a contradiction between local
realistic theory and quantum mechanics. In our experiment, the four correlation coefficients between photons 1
and 4 gave the follow results: E22:5 ; 0   0:570
0:049, E22:5 ;45   0:583 0:046, E67:5 ; 0  
0:600 0:049, and E67:5 ; 45   0:554 0:046.
Hence, S  2:308 0:095, which violates the classical
limit of 2 by 3.2 standard deviations. This clearly confirm
the quantum nature of entanglement swapping.
In summary, in the experiment we have exploited two
synchronized femtosecond lasers to report for the first time
an experimental demonstration of entanglement swapping
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Angular distribution of protons is measured from ethanol droplet spray irradiated by linearly polarized
150 fs laser pulses at an intensity of 1.1⫻ 1016 W / cm2. Fast protons 共with energies ⬎16 keV兲 with an anisotropic distribution can be observed only in or near the polarization plane of the laser fields, while the slow
protons 共with energies ⬉16 keV兲 emit with nearly an isotropic distribution. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell
simulations suggest that three groups of protons originate from different acceleration regimes in the laserdroplet interaction. The first group with the highest energies is accelerated backwards by the anisotropic
charge-separation field near the front surface 共laser-droplet interaction side兲 due to the resonance absorption;
the second group 共forward emission兲 is generated by the target-normal sheath acceleration mechanism; and the
third group, with the lowest energies, is accelerated by the hydrodynamic expansion of the droplet plasmas.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.74.036405

PACS number共s兲: 52.38.Kd, 52.65.⫺y, 52.70.Nc

I. INTRODUCTION

The acceleration of energetic ions to high energies within
a very short distance in the interactions of short intense laser
pulses with a variety of targets has been widely investigated
in recent years 关1–9兴 to the end of the development of
compact ion sources with a well-characterized emission for
various applications 关10–13兴.
The mechanisms for ion 共include the protons兲 acceleration
in the laser-plasma interactions depends on the duration, intensity, and polarization of laser pulses and also is related
with density scale lengths of plasmas and target configurations 关14兴. For the long pulse case, the acceleration of ions
was interpreted as the isothermal expansion of plasmas in the
process of the laser energy absorption in targets 关15兴. For the
ultrashort pulse 共艋1 ps兲 and relativistic intense 共I 艌 1.38
⫻ 1018 W / cm2兲 case using thin foil targets, two mechanisms
play dominant roles in the ion acceleration. Firstly the
pondermotive charge separation at the irradiated surface
induces a double layer and the resulting static fields accelerate ions into the target 关16,17兴; secondly the laser-heated
electrons propagate through the target, building up a space
charge at the rear surface and extract ions by the targetnormal sheath acceleration 共TNSA兲 mechanism 关1,18,19兴.
As for cluster targets irradiated by intense laser pulses,
electrons can be expelled, and then the ions can be accelerated to high energies with a nearly isotropic distribution in
the 4 space by the Coulomb explosion 关20兴. If the size of
clusters is large enough, the ions can also be accelerated by
the hydrodynamic expansion 关21兴.
Due to the advantages of low-debris and easy availability,
droplet targets are suitable for a reliable operation of ion
sources and have attracted attention in recent years 关6,22,23兴.
In these experiments 关6,22兴, large droplet targets with diameters approximately equal to or much larger than the focal
spot size of the laser beam are used. In this case, the spheri-
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cal surface of these large droplets play a small role in the
interaction because the laser beam is focused on the surface
of the droplet as a laser beam is focused on a bulk foil target.
In some experiments 关23兴, small droplets with a diameter
much less than the focal spot size of the laser beam were
used as targets. In this case, the incident angle of the laser
beam irradiating on the front surface of the droplets increases
continuously from 0 to ±90°, thus making this kind of target
very suitable for the study of the mechanisms of particle
acceleration. However, there have been only a few publications concentrated in the study of the proton generation from
the small droplets, and in particular, direct measurements of
the angular distributions of protons under the irradiation of
femtosecond laser beam have not been reported. The physics
process of laser particle acceleration is far from understood
in this case.
In this paper, we directly measure the angular distributions of protons from few-microns ethanol droplets irradiated
by linearly polarized 150 fs laser pulses at an intensity about
1.1⫻ 1016 W / cm2. These measurements can help us understand the mechanisms of the ion 共proton兲 acceleration under
the irradiation femtosecond laser pulses.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were carried out at the Laboratory of
Optical Physics at the Institute of Physics with a Ti:sapphire
chirped pulse amplification 共CPA兲 laser system operating at a
wavelength around 790 nm at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
experimental setup is similar as described in Ref. 关24兴. The
laser delivered 5.2 mJ energy in 150 fs pulses with a peakto-pedestal contrast ratio of 105 at about 20 ps before the
peak measured by a third-order autocorrelator. A linearly polarized laser beam was focused with an 80 mm focal length
lens, yielding a peak intensity around 1.1⫻ 1016 W / cm2 at
the focus with a diameter of about 20 m. The electric field
vector of the laser beam was parallel or perpendicular to the
horizontal plane by rotating a half-wave plate.
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genic ions above 100 keV 关27兴. This means that the protons
mainly contributed to the ion tracks recorded by CR39 detectors, i.e., the ion emission would be predominantly from
protons.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Sketch map of the CR39 array attached
on inner wall of the ring.

A solenoid-driven pulsed valve with a 500-m orifice was
used to generate ethanol droplets under a backing pressure of
2 MPa. The mean size of the droplets was about
4 – 5 microns, about 1 / 5 the size of the focus. The number
density of the spray at 1 mm under the orifice 共the focusing
position兲 was about 7.9⫻ 108 droplets/ cm3. The temperature
of the valve was about 300 K.
The angular distribution of the ion emission was measured with an array of CR39 plastic nuclear track detectors
共products of SY-1, Japan兲 attached on a ring. Each slice of
the detector has a size of 5 ⫻ 5 mm2 with a thickness of
1 mm. In order to conveniently analyze the angular distribution of ions, the same procedures as described in Ref. 关24兴
were taken to ensure the laser light was focused exactly at
the center of the droplet spray at about 1 mm under the orifice so that the angular distribution of ions would be symmetric respect to the propagation of the laser axis. Twentynine slices of CR39 detectors were used to cover nearly all
the inner walls of the ring except the passage of the laser
beam and an observation hole in the direction of 90°. The
angular resolution is about 10°. The schematic of the array of
CR39 detectors is shown in Fig. 1. All the CR39 detectors
were etched for about 2 h in the same sodium hydroxide
solution simultaneously. The ion tracks of different CR39
detectors were observed and recorded by a charge-coupled
device 共CCD兲 camera under a microscope with the same
magnification.
An ethanol molecule has three kinds of atoms: H, C, and
O. All these atoms can be accelerated. However, protons
would be preferentially accelerated due to their high chargeto-mass ratio and subsequently shield heavier ions from the
electric field. The intensity 共1.1⫻ 1016 W / cm2兲 of the laser
beam used in our experiments is much less than the relativistic intensity 共1.38⫻ 1018 W / cm2兲. At such condition, all
ions could be accelerated to only moderate energies. In addition, since the carbon and oxygen ions have a much larger
energy loss rate in the CR39, this results in different track
growth characteristics from protons 关25,26兴. Although in a
few cases the maximum carbon energy was as large as half
of the maximum proton energy, the flux was much lower, and
no more than 10% of the energy was contained in nonhydro-

Figure 2 shows typical images of proton tracks and their
angular distributions relative to the laser axis. The results
were accumulated over 24 000 shots. Firstly we measured
the angular distribution of protons in the polarization plane
of the laser beam. We found that there were not only backward emissions but also lateral and forward protons emissions. However, the proton tracks of backward emissions are
stronger and more distinct than those of the forward emission. Many weak tracks can also be observed on each slice of
CR39 detectors. Figure 2共a兲 shows a typical magnified image
of the proton tracks at the strongest emission direction taken
by the CCD camera fixed on the microscope. By setting a
reading threshold value to count the number of distinct tracks
of protons and reading out the densities of the distinct tracks,
we got the angular distributions of protons in Fig. 2共b兲. From
Fig. 2共b兲 we found that the distribution is anisotropic. The
proton track density of each slice of CR39 detector ranges
from 6.1⫻ 103 mm−2 to 1.3⫻ 106 mm−2 共note that those
weak tracks corresponding to ions with much lower energies
were not counted兲. The strongest emission direction locates
at the angle near ±105° in the back emission relative to the
laser propagation direction. In addition, we also observed
that there are two small but not very distinct “jets” in the
forward emission from Fig. 2共b兲.
When the laser-polarization direction was changed to be
perpendicular to the horizontal plane 共also is the plane of the
ring兲 by rotating the half-wave plate, no distinct tracks as in
Fig. 2共b兲 were observed. There are only very weak and very
small tracks on each slice. This means that these tracks were
produced by some protons with much smaller energies than
those observed in the polarization plane of the laser field. To
distinguish these protons from those with higher energies
共we call them “fast protons”兲 mentioned in Figs. 2共a兲 and
2共b兲, we call these population “slow protons.” It is difficult
to observe and read these very weak tracks. In order to get a
higher contrast to count them, we adjusted the microscope
and deliberately got a virtual image of these weak tracks.
Thus, these weak tracks shown in Fig. 2共c兲 look like white
dots rather than black dots as shown in Fig. 2共a兲. Using this
method we can easily identify even the very weak and very
small tracks formed by the slow protons. By setting a new
reading threshold value to take nearly all count of these weak
tracks of protons and reading out the densities of these
tracks, we got the angular distribution of these slow protons
shown in Fig. 2共d兲. From Fig. 2共d兲, we can see that this
distribution is nearly isotropic. The track density of slow
protons on each slice of CR39 detectors fluctuates from 6.0
⫻ 103 mm−2 to 8.0⫻ 103 mm−2 at a mean value of about
7.0⫻ 103 mm−2. In fact, such very weak and small tracks
could be observed not only on each slice of CR39 detectors
in Fig. 2共c兲 but also on each slice of CR39 detectors in Fig.
2共a兲. This indicates that these slow protons are independent
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The typical image of
the fast proton tracks 共a兲, their angular distributions in the polarization plane of the laser light
共b兲, the typical image of the slow proton tracks
共c兲, and their angular distributions in the plane
perpendicular to the polarization plane of the laser light 共d兲. Frames 共e兲 and 共f兲 are the corresponding distributions of hot electrons under the
same experimental conditions in 共b兲 and 共d兲,
respectively.

on the polarization of the incident laser light and emit at all
directions in the 4 space, while those fast protons only
observed in or near the polarization plane of the incident
laser light are strongly dependent on the polarization of the
incident laser pulses.
To compare the angular distribution of protons with that
of hot electrons, we used the LiF thermoluminescent dosimeter 共TLD兲 detector array attached on the inner wall of the
ring 共covered by a layer of an aluminum film with a thickness of 20 m兲 to measure the angular distributions of hot
electrons from the droplets under the same experimental
conditions as described above. Figures 2共e兲 and 2共f兲 represent the angular distribution of hot electrons with energies
over 50 keV in the polarization plane and in the plane
perpendicular to the polarization plane of the laser light respectively. From Figs. 2共e兲 and Fig. 2共f兲 we can see the two
jets of hot electrons only emit in or near the polarization
plane and takes on a distinct anisotropic angular distribution
just like that of the fast protons in Fig. 2共b兲. Comparing Fig.
2共b兲 with Fig. 2共e兲 we find both the fast protons and the hot
electrons have the same directions for the emission peaks at
the angle near ±105° relative to the laser-propagation direction. This means that the mechanism of the acceleration of
the fast protons is related to that of the generation of the hot
electrons. However, comparing Fig. 2共d兲 with Fig. 2共f兲 we
find there are no relations between the slow protons and the
hot electrons. This indicates that the origin of the slow protons differs from that of the fast protons observed in the
polarization plane of the laser beam.
In the above experiments, the laser beam was focused at
the center of the droplet spray at 1 mm below the orifice in

order to obtain a strong emission of protons. If we move the
focusing position a little further along the laser axis under
the same experimental conditions as in Fig. 2共b兲, we find that
the strongest emission direction of protons changed from
several degrees to tens of degrees accordingly. This phenomenon indicates that the pattern of the distribution of the fast
protons is sensitive to the focusing position in the droplet
spray, similar to that of the hot electrons 关28兴. However, the
movement of the focusing position only changes the angular
distributions of protons in the polarization plane to some
extent, but does not affect the result that the fast protons emit
only in or near the polarization plane, and the angular distributions of fast protons always takes on an anisotropic
pattern.
We used a small dipole magnetic spectrometer with low
energy resolutions especially designed for our small chamber
with a diameter of 20 cm to measure roughly the spectrum of
protons at the angle of 45° relative to the laser axis in the
polarization plane of the incident laser light. Figure 3 shows
the energy spectrum of protons from ethanol droplets using
LiF thermoluminescent dosimeter 共TLD兲 detectors under the
same conditions as those in Figs. 2共a兲 and 2共b兲. We find the
peak of the proton spectrum is around 15 keV from Fig. 3.
By using a strip CR39 detector to substitute the TLD detectors to compare the tracks on it with those tracks in Fig. 2共c兲,
we can confirm the energy of the slow protons corresponding
to the very weak tracks observed in Fig. 2共d兲 and also in Fig.
2共b兲 is 艋16 keV. This threshold energy value 共16 keV兲 can
be used as the dividing ridge between the slow protons 共with
energy 艋16 keV兲 and the fast protons 共with energy
⬎16 keV兲. The energy of the peak of the proton spectrum
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FIG. 3. The rough proton energy spectrum measured in the polarization plane of the laser light by using the TLD detectors.

around 15 keV corresponds to the slow protons observed in
Fig. 2共e兲. This means that the most protons generated in the
laser-droplet interaction are slow protons. We can obtain that
the maximum energy of fast protons is about 32 keV from
Fig. 3. Actually, the data with higher energies over 56 keV
are not plotted in this figure because the TLD detectors corresponding to the energies over 56 keV locate near the entrance direction of the magnetic spectrometer and are possibly irradiated by the scattering light from the droplet spray.
However, we can observe the signals corresponding to the
energy of around 56 keV if we replace the TDL detector in
the magnetic spectrometer by a strip CR39 detector that is
not sensitive to the visible light. So we believe that the maximum energy of the fast protons is at least more than 56 keV.
Another reason why we cannot obtain the maximum energy
of the fast protons accurately from this magnetic spectrometer is its very low energy resolution at its high energy end.
This means those data over 56 keV are not adoptable in Fig.
3. However, we can estimate roughly the maximum energy
of the protons. To estimate the maximum energy of the fast
protons, we used a layer of polyimide 共C33H24N2O5兲 films
with a thickness of 1 m, which corresponds to proton cutoff energy of 70 keV to cover every slice of the CR39 detectors in Fig. 1. But we cannot observe any tracks even the
very weak tracks at all on all detectors. The lowest energy
which can generate the very weak tracks on CR39 such as
those shown in Fig. 2 should be ⭌ ⬃ 16 keV according to the
above analysis. If we expect the signals 共at least the very
weak tracks兲 on CR39 when we use a layer of polyimide film
to cover the CR39 detector, the energies of protons should be
at least 共70 keV+ 16 keV= 86 keV兲. Thus we can deduce that
the maximum energy of the fast protons is less than 86 keV
and is in the range of 56 keV to 86 keV. This result is very
different from that found in Ref. 关23兴, where the maximum
energy of the fast protons is only up to 20 keV under similar
experimental conditions.
IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE-IN-CELL
SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Under the weakly relativistic irradiation of laser beam, the
quasistatic field acceleration due to the charge separation by
the laser pondermotive force plays a very small role in the
acceleration of protons. Our experimental results that the
back emission of protons is stronger than that of the forward

emission in Fig. 2共b兲 indicate that the TNSA mechanism is
not dominant. A strong anisotropic emission of fast protons
indicates that a strong anisotropic accelerating electrostaticfield is formed around the droplet plasmas surface. This field
is related with the hot electrons generated mainly by the
resonance absorption described in our previous work 关24兴.
The population of slow protons with nearly an isotropic distribution and with no relation with the hot electrons 关see Fig.
2共c兲兴 means these slow protons are accelerated by different
mechanisms.
Two-dimensional 共2D兲 particle-in-cell 共PIC兲 simulations
are performed to explain our experiments. Our main attention is paid to the formation of the electrostatic field responsible for the proton distribution. In the simulations, the
spherical droplet plasmas are approximated as infinitely long
cylinders for the sake of simplicity. The droplet diameter is
smaller than the laser focus diameter so the laser light irradiates all the front surface of the droplet. We take a0 = 0.1,
which corresponds to a laser intensity at the focus used in
our experiment. The simulation box size is 400 ⫻ 400;
here, 0 is the laser wavelength in vacuum. A p-polarized
laser pulse with a duration of 600 共0 is the laser cycle in
vacuum兲 is incident along the x direction from the left, normally onto the droplet-plasma with a diameter of 50. Initially the electron density increases exponentially along the
radial direction of the droplet from 0.2nc at the droplet edge
共r = 2.50 from the droplet center兲 until 2.0nc at r = 0.50,
where nc is the critical density. The electron density remains
at 2.0nc from r = 0.50 until to the droplet center. The density
scale length L 关L = 共 ln ne / r兲−1兴 below the critical density is
0.90 corresponding to our experimental conditions that the
prepulse with a peak-to-pedestal contrast ratio of 105 started
at about 20 ps at the intensity of 1.1⫻ 1011 W / cm2 before
the main pulse 关24兴.
Figures 4共a兲 and 4共b兲 show the snapshots of longitudinal
and transverse component of electric fields E at 600 共0 is
the laser cycle兲 respectively from the 2D PIC simulation for
a plasma droplet irradiated by a linearly polarized laser pulse
with its polarization along the y direction. Laser beam propagates from left to the right. Positions x = 15.00 and 20.00
correspond to the front surface 共laser-interaction side兲 and
the rear surface of the plasma droplet. From Figs. 4共c兲 and
4共d兲 we can see the electric field around the droplet-plasma
surface is strongly anisotropic. It is this strong anisotropic
electrostatic field that accelerates the protons near the surface
of the droplet plasmas and results in an absolutely anisotropic distribution of the fast protons in the polarization
plane. Figures 4共c兲 and 4共e兲, and Figs. 4共d兲 and 4共f兲, show
the evolution of the longitudinal and the transverse components of E in a direction crossing the plasma droplet with an
angle of 45° 关corresponding to the dashed line in 共a兲 and 共b兲兴
related to the laser-propagation direction at 500, 600, and
790, respectively. Each plot has three pictures in the same
interval of 0.40 at different times. The red, blue, and the
green lines indicate the position of the resonance electric
field Er, the quasistatic electric field near the front surface
Eqsf, and the quasistatic electric field near the rear surface
Eqsr of the plasma droplet, respectively. From Figs. 4共c兲–4共f兲,
we can see clearly the resonance field decreases and the Eqsf
sustains nearly the same value while the Eqsr increases with
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Snapshots of longitudinal and the transverse component of electric fields E at the 600 共0 is the laser cycle兲 in 共a兲
and 共b兲 respectively from 2D PIC simulation for a plasma droplet irradiated by a linearly polarized laser pulse with its polarization along the
y direction. Laser light propagates from left to the right. 共c兲 and 共e兲, 共d兲 and 共f兲 show the evolution of the longitudinal and the transverse
components of E in a direction crossing the plasma droplet with an angle of 45° 关dashed line in 共a兲 and 共b兲兴 related to the laser-propagation
direction at 500, 600 and 790, respectively. Each plot has three pictures in the same interval of 0.40 at different time. The red, blue, and
the green lines indicate the position of the resonance electric field Er, the quasistatic electric field near the front surface Eqsf, and the
quasistatic electric field near the rear surface Eqsr of the plasma droplet, respectively.

the time. At 790, the resonance field disappears while the
Eqsr grows up to the same level as that of Eqsf. In addition,
from Fig. 4 we can see the maximum of Eqsf is larger than
that of Eqsr. This is well consistent with the experimental

result that the back emission of fast protons is stronger than
the forward emission, and the maximum energy of protons
from the back emission is higher than that of from the
forward emission.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Distributions of hot electrons in the polarization plane of the laser light under different conditions. 共a兲 and
共b兲 represent the typical cases that the resonance absorption dominates in laser-droplet interactions at 500 and 600, respectively. 共c兲
and 共d兲 show the distributions of hot electrons in cases which the
vacuum heating dominates in the laser-droplet interactions at 400
and 500, respectively.

The accelerating E fields are strongly dependent on the
spatial distribution of the “cloud” of the hot electrons. This
can be proved by other simulation results of the hot electron
distributions at different time shown in Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲
corresponding to our experimental conditions described
above 共0.2nc → 2nc, L = 0.9兲. From Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲, we
can see clearly that a very strongly anisotropic distribution of
hot electrons around the droplet plasma surface. This distribution is due to the anisotropic electrostatic field around the
droplet plasma surface in Fig. 4. The anisotropic cloud of
electrons around the rear surface appears later than that
around the front surface. In our previous work 关24兴, we
proved that this anisotropic distribution of hot electrons
could be generated mainly by the resonance absorption. In
this work, we also run some other simulations under the
conditions that the vacuum heating dominates over the resonance absorption. We change the scale length L of the plasmas and the electron density in three cases that initially the
electron density increases exponentially along the radial direction of the droplet from 0.2nc at the droplet edge to 10nc,
5nc, and 2nc at r = 0.5 at 400 and 500, respectively. Then
we get the distributions of hot electrons in the polarization
plane of the laser light. In the first case 共0.2nc → 10nc兲, we
can observe an isotropic distribution of hot electrons other
than two jets of hot electrons when L 艋 0.4. In the second
case 共0.2nc → 5nc兲, this situation happens when L 艋 0.2.
Even in the third case which the density of electrons grows
slowly 共0.2nc → 2nc兲, we cannot see an anisotropic distribution of electrons when L 艋 0.2. Here we only show the results of the second case in Figs. 5共c兲 and 5共d兲 for the sake of
simplicity. The above simulations correspond to the conditions that the vacuum heating mechanism dominates in the
laser-droplet interaction. These simulations indicate that the
vacuum heating mechanism cannot explain a strong aniso-

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 The snapshots of the quasistatic magnetic
fields at 50 laser cycles in 共a兲 and the momentum space of electrons
at 60 laser cycles in 共b兲, respectively. The simulation conditions are
the same as that of in Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲.

tropic field around the droplet surface. In addition, from Fig.
5共c兲 we note that at 400 the hot electron cloud around whole
surfaces 共including the rear surface兲 of the droplet is very
dense and almost does not change with the time up to 500
关see Fig. 5共d兲兴 in all three cases, while in the case of Figs.
5共a兲 and 5共b兲 we cannot observe the dense hot electron cloud
around the rear surface until 600. This means that those
electrons of the anisotropic cloud around the rear surface are
not directly pulled by the laser field.
We notice strong quasistatic magnetic fields around the
two jets of hot electrons at 40 laser cycles and get to the
highest magnitude at 50 laser cycles as shown in Fig. 6共a兲 in
our PIC simulations under the same simulation conditions as
that of in Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲. At 50 laser cycles we also
observe a quasistatic magnetic field covering the two lateral
sides of the droplet. It is possible for this lateral magnetic
field to affect the trajectory of the hot electrons and make
some electrons go around the target 关28兴. But this magnetic
field always makes the electrons emitting from the lateral
sides to have the tendency to drift into the back space around
the droplet and to make some electrons go around the droplet
into the back space. This means we can exclude the possibility that the lateral electrons go around the target to its
rear side 共front space兲 in our case. In addition, since this
magnetic field is not strong 共the lateral electron current is
not so strong in our laser conditions兲 and it is located in
limited space under our experimental conditions, we think
this effect is limited. From the momentum distributions of
the hot electrons as shown in Fig. 6共b兲 in our PIC simulations, we observe not only two jets of back-emitting electrons but also two jets of forward-emitting electrons around
the critical-density surface of droplet plasma. In fact, those
hot electrons with energies over 50 keV can go through an
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In addition, we can also observe a mass of protons with an
isotropic distribution of momentums within the red circle in
Fig. 7共b兲 emit in all directions with much slower velocities in
4 space. Apparently this group of protons 共we call it the
“third group”兲 is independent of the polarization of the laser
light, and they are accelerated by the thermal expansion of
the droplet plasmas that begins at the irradiance of the
prepulse. After the main pulse elapse, both the front and rear
electric field decrease and disappear. At this time, the first
group and the second group of fast protons get to their highest energies while the third group of slow protons is continuously accelerated due to the hydrodynamic expansion of the
droplet plasmas.
With the increase of intensity of the incident laser pulses
from weakly relativistic intensity up to relativistic intensity,
the distributions of hot electrons and protons display some
unique characteristics 关29兴. The hot electron bunches generated by the laser ponderomotive force separated by a laser
period are superimposed to the resonant hot-electron jets and
relevant with the hot-electron emission, energetic protons
can be separated into two groups.

V. CONCLUSION

FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Proton transverse momentum py vs longitudinal momentum px in the polarization plane of laser light at
600 in 共a兲 and 800 in 共b兲, respectively. The simulating conditions
are the same as those of in Figs. 4 and 5.

aluminum film with thickness of 20 m. The mean size of
droplets used in our experiments is 4 – 5 m. Therefore, we
deduce that some of the hot electrons in these two forwardemitting jets coming from the critical-density surface by the
wave breaking due to the resonance absorption going
through the droplet target to the rear side, which builds up a
space charge and then a sheath forms at the rear surface, and
extract protons from the rear side. This mechanism is the so
called target-normal sheath acceleration 共TNSA兲 that has
been discussed in many papers 关1,6,18,19兴. Our result is different from that of in Ref. 关23兴, where the authors deduced
an anisotropic field around the droplet surface from the measurement of energy spectra of electrons and claimed that
those hot electrons were generated by the vacuum heating
mechanism.
Figure 7 shows the proton distributions in momentum
phase space within the polarization plane of the laser light
after different time. At 600 in Fig. 7共a兲 we can see clearly
that two jets of fast protons accelerated by the front field
burst out from the front surface of the droplet plasmas. These
protons correspond to the group we observed from the back
emission of fast protons in Fig. 2共b兲. This group of protons
共we call it the “first group”兲 is continuously accelerated with
time and the two jets of protons pulled out by the rear electric field appear clearly at 80 0 关see Fig. 7共b兲兴, while this
group 共we call it the “second group”兲 has a smaller number
than that of from the front surface. At this time, the distribution of the momentum of the protons looks like a “butterfly.”

We measured directly the angular distributions of protons
from few-microns ethanol droplet spray irradiated by linearly
polarized 150 fs laser pulses at intensity 1.1⫻ 1016 W / cm2.
We observed that the fast protons 共with energies ⬎16 keV兲
emitted with an anisotropic distribution only in or near the
polarization plane of the laser pulse, while the slow protons
共with energies 艋16 keV兲 with nearly an isotropic distribution and independence on the polarization state of the laser
light emitted at all directions. 2D PIC simulations can reproduce our main experimental results. Simulation results suggest that there are three mechanisms of proton acceleration in
the sequence in this laser-droplet interaction: Firstly the first
group with highest energies only coming from the back
emission is accelerated by the anisotropic charge-separation
quasielectrostatic field near the front surface due to the resonance absorption; then the second group coming from the
forward emission is generated by the charge-separation
quasielectrostatic field near the rear surface built up by the
hot electrons from the critical density surface propagating
through the droplet; finally, the third group, with the lowest
energy, is accelerated by the hydrodynamic expansion of the
droplet plasmas. Though both the resonance absorption and
the vacuum heating are dependent upon the polarization state
of the incident laser light, only the former mechanism can
cause an anisotropic electric field around the surface of
droplet plasma and an anisotropic distribution of protons.
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2

The characteristics of the multiple filaments formed by prefocused and freely propagating femtosecond laser
pulses are investigated and compared. It is shown in our experiments that the diameter, length, stability, and
interaction for the two cases can be quite different. The filaments formed by prefocused beam indicate dynamic
spatial evolution with higher laser intensity and electron density. They have a typical diameter of 100 m are
of shorter length. In the free propagation case, the filaments exhibit interesting properties such as hundredmeter propagation distance and mm-size diameter. Moreover, only the interaction of the filaments with the
energy background affects the evolution of the filaments. Filament-filament interactions such as the filament
splitting and merging were not observed in this case.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.74.066402

PACS number共s兲: 52.38.Hb, 42.65.Jx

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of ultraintense femtosecond 共fs兲 laser
technology has made the long-distance propagation of laser
pulses possible. The propagation of an ultraintense fs laser
pulse in air first undergoes nonlinear Kerr self-focusing effect because of the intensity-dependent refractive index of
air. When the focused-laser intensity reaches the ionization
threshold of air, a low-density plasma is produced. This leads
to defocusing of the laser pulse. The self-focusing and defocusing processes repeat and can guide the laser pulse to
propagate over a distance much longer than the Rayleigh
length. As a result, a long plasma channel with enhanced
conductivity is formed in the track of the laser pulse. The
filamentation is accompanied by very large spectral broadening from the UV to the mid-IR, corresponding to supercontinuum 共SC兲 generation, which can be used as a white-light
source for atmospheric trace-gas remote sensing 关1,2兴. The
long-distance conductive plasma channel can also be used to
control lightning 关3–5兴.
Braun et al. 关6兴 first observed that ultrashort laser pulses
can be self-focused into long-distance multiple filaments
共MF兲 in air. Since then, a large number of experimental and
theoretical studies have been performed on laser filamentation in air. Many interesting phenomena have been observed
during the long distance propagation of filaments, such as SC
radiation 关7–10兴, conical emission 关11–13兴, third-harmonic
generation 关14–16兴, multiple refocusing 关17兴, etc. The phenomena result from the complex spatiotemporal process. The
dynamic energy transformation between the filaments core
and the wide low-intensity energy background 共also called
energy reservoir兲 results in the multiple refocusing. The recurrence of the focusing-defocusing supports the long distance propagation of the laser pulse in air.

*Corresponding author. Email address: jzhang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
1539-3755/2006/74共6兲/066402共5兲

The traditional method for investigating MF in the laboratories is to focus the fs laser using a convex lens. MF are
formed before the geometrical focus of the lens. For convenience, this type of filament shall be called prefocused-MF.
However, recent experiments demonstrate that freely propagating fs laser pulses without initial focusing can form MF
with very long propagation distance 关18–20兴. We shall call
such filaments free-MF. The characteristics of such type of
MF are quite different from that of the prefocused-MF. The
understanding of MF is still not quite clear. In this paper, we
experimentally compared the properties of the prefocusedMF and free-MF. Here, the free-MF propagation implies
relatively wide beam, long-distance propagation for several
hundreds of meters up to kilometers, instead of the propagation of a small-size transverse laser beam 共or contracted
beam兲 using a telescope system consisting of convex and
concave lens 关21兴. We found that almost all the characteristics of the MF are quite different for the two cases. In particular, free-MF show unique and unexpected properties. It
should be noted that we did not do all the measurements in

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Profile of the initial laser beam recorded
at the output of the compressor.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The filaments patterns as a function of propagation distance. Upper row is the case of the prefocused laser beam.
Lower row is the free propagation case, and the pulse duration is 257 fs with a negative chirp. Note that they have different scales for the
beam cross section.

the experiments. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is
the first time to systematically explore the problem, although
the value of the intensity 共in the prefocused case兲 and the
electron density were taken from existing publications.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The laser used in our experiments is a Ti:sapphire laser
system 共XL-II兲 with an output energy up to 640 mJ in 30 fs
pulse and a central wavelength of 800 nm. The repetition
rate is 10 Hz. At the output of the compressor chamber, the
initial laser beam diameter is about 2.5 cm 共FWHM兲. The
input beam spatial profile is almost circular, however, the
center high-intensity region is elliptical with an eccentricity
of b / a = 2.12 共a = 0.82 cm, b = 1.74 cm; see the ellipse in Fig.
1兲. For investigating prefocused propagation, tens of milli-

joule 共22 mJ in our experiments兲 is sufficient. Nonlinear effects such as SC generation, dynamic MF interactions, fluorescence, and acoustic radiation, are significant. The laser
pulses are focused by an f = 4 m lens with geometrical focal
length about 5.05 m in air since the laser beam used has a
divergence angle in our experiments. For studying free
propagation, the laser system runs with less than 200 mJ of
laser energy. The grating pair in the compressor chamber is
adjusted so that the fs pulse has a negative chirp, favorable
for long-distance propagation of the MF in air. The effect of
chirp on the free-MF has been studied by our recent experiments and other studies 关19,22兴. The MF evolution is recorded by a charged-coupled device 共CCD兲 camera 共512
⫻ 512 pixels兲 with a pixel size of 24 m and from a white
screen positioned in the beam path at different propagation

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 The
comparison of the diameter of
filaments and its evolution as a
function of propagation distance.
共a兲 and 共c兲 The diameter of a
single filament at 共a兲 Z = 4.9 m and
共b兲 Z = 130 m of propagation distance in the prefocused and free
propagation case respectively 共see
Fig. 2兲. Note that 共b兲 and 共d兲 have
different scales for the propagation distance.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Two
MF patterns formed by two laser
shots. The filaments are labeled
1-4, and their positions are located
with the coordinates 共in units of
CCD chip pixel兲.

distances. Acoustic and fluorescence measurements are also
used in the MF diagnostics.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Recent experimental results indicate that the free-MF
have mm size diameter, and the intensity is near the ionization threshold of air, corresponding to very low density
plasma generation. However, for the prefocused-MF, many
experiments have shown that the typical diameter of a filament is about 100 m and the light intensity inside is about
1013 – 1014 W / cm2, corresponding to an electron density of
1016 – 1018 cm−3 关6,23–25兴. The nonlinear effects and the interaction among the filaments are extremely strong, so that
the filamentation process and its evolution are complicated.
The behaviors of the prefocused-MF are thus different in
many respects from that of the free-MF.
Figure 2 shows the MF patterns induced by the fs laser
pulse with and without a lens, as a function of the propagation distance. The upper row shows the evolution of
prefocused-MF at 22 mJ of laser energy and 30 fs of pulse
duration. The focal length of the lens is 4 m. The lower row
shows the evolution of the free-MF. The laser pulse duration
is about 257 fs with a negative initial chirp in the free case,
in order to be for the filaments long-distance propagation in
air, and 50 mJ of laser energy. There are large differences in
the MF and their evolution for the two cases. First, the filament diameter 共FWHM兲 is about 0.13 mm in the prefocused
case versus 1.6 mm in the free propagation case. The details
are shown in the Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共c兲. Second, the separation
distance of the MF is also different. In the prefocused-MF
case, the filaments are close to each other. The separation is
generally about 0.3 mm or double the diameter of a typical
prefocused filament. However, the free filaments are distributed across the beam cross section, as shown in the lower
row of Fig. 2. The separation distance of the free-MF is
about 12 mm, about one order of magnitude larger than the
free-filament diameter. On the other hand, in the plasma
channel the beam size is only about several millimeters in
the profocused-MF case, whereas it expands up to several
tens of millimeters in the free propagation case. In short, the
diameter of the MF, the space between them, and the corresponding energy reservoir are all different in the evolution of
the two cases.
In another experiment, we studied the relationship between the filament core and the energy background and measured the laser energy in a single filament in the free case,
which is about 1 mJ. 共The details of these results will be

reported elsewhere.兲 Therefore, using the measured values of
the trapped energy and diameter and assuming that the pulse
duration remains constant during the propagation in the
channel 关6兴, we can estimate the intensity in the filament to
be about 6 ⫻ 1011 W / cm2. Méchain et al. 关19兴 have also
demonstrated that the intensity of the free-MF is
1011 – 1012 W / cm2, which is around the ionization threshold
of air. The intensity is about two orders of magnitude lower
than that in the prefocused-MF condition. However, the various nonlinear effects are strongly intensity dependent. Consequently, more complicated interaction processes occur in
the prefocused laser beam, including the evolution from a
single filament into two or three or even more distinct filaments, and the merging of filaments 关26兴. On the other hand,
the evolution of the free-MF does not show any obvious
interaction between the MF. The number and pattern of the
main MF almost do not change. The MF seems to propagate
independently. However, we should note the bright “bridges”
connecting the filaments and the wide low-intensity energy
reservoir surrounding the MF. The filaments form and are fed
by the energy reservoir. The plasma generated by the MF
causes strong defocusing, such that a part of the energy of
the MF is released to the energy reservoir. Self-focusing of
the low-intensity energy reservoir will again return some of
the energy to the MF. That is, the energy reservoir can continuously replenish the energy loss in the MF core and support the filamentation process over a very long distance.
Thus, the dynamic energy interchange between the MF core
and the energy reservoir results in the long-distance propagation of the free-MF in air 关27,28兴. Moreover, the free-MF
propagation does not indicate any filament-filament interaction as in the case of the prefocused-MF. The interaction
among the filaments takes place indirectly through their
competing interaction with the energy reservoir. That is,
some energy exchange between the filaments does occur
through the bright bridges, which is the medium of nonlinear
TABLE I. The parameters of filaments formed by two laser
shots 共see Fig. 4兲.
MF
No.
1
2
3
4
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Intensity 共arb.units兲
共a兲

Intensity 共arb.units兲
共b兲

Excursion
共mm兲

10764
12870
9625
12967

6048
4251
15285
9495

1.8
2.4
3.7
3.9
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TABLE II. Characteristics of multiple filaments generated by the prefocused and free propagation laser
pulse. D is diameter; I is intensity;  is electron density; L is filament length; F-B denotes the filamentbackground interaction, and F-F denotes the filament-filament interaction.
D 共m兲

I 共W / cm2兲

 共cm−3兲

L 共m兲

Stability

Interactions

102
103

1013−14a
1011–12c

1016–18b
1011–12c

100–1
101–3

Reproducible
共see Table I兲

F-B, F-F
F-B

Prefocused-MF
Free-MF
a

References 关6,25兴.
References 关23–25兴.
c
Reference 关18兴.
b

energy transformation within the laser cross section during
its propagation in air 关29兴. As a result, the laser and the MF
propagation can be hundreds of meters long.
Figures 3共b兲 and 3共d兲 show the diameter of the MF as a
function of the laser propagation distance. The error bar of
the diameter measured in our experiments includes both the
standard deviation of measurements and the uncertainty in
the reading of the filaments patterns. In the prefocused case,
there are complicated interactions among filaments in our
experiments as mentioned above. It is impossible to trace a
single filament to study its diameter evolution. In order to
reveal the evolution of the plasma channel, Fig. 3共b兲 shows
its diameter along the channel. The diameter D is the global
approximation of the main filaments

冉 冊
n

D=

兺 D2i

1/2

,

i=1

where Di is the diameter of the number i filament, n means
the total number of the main filaments 关30兴. We can conclude
that the plasma channel induced by the prefocused laser
beam starts at about 350 cm and terminates at about 450 cm.
That is, the MF length is about 100 cm. Figure 3共d兲 shows
the very long propagation distance of the single filament as
indicated in Fig. 3共c兲. The free-MF start to form shortly before 40 m and propagate with mm size diameter up to
130 m. The length of the free-MF is two orders of magnitude
longer than that of the prefocused-MF. Moreover, it can be
much longer than 130 m which is the limit in our laboratory.
The shorter length of the prefocused-MF can be attributed to
the stronger interaction and larger incident angle between the
filaments, as well as the laser beam dispersion caused by the
lens 关31,32兴.
The prefocused-MF are readily reproducible from shot to
shot 关26兴. However, in the free-MF case, the MF position and
their intensities, as well as the appearance of smaller filaments can vary from shot to shot, while the number of the
main filaments does not change. The details are shown in
Fig. 4. Figures 4共a兲 and 4共b兲 show the MF patterns formed
by two laser shots at Z = 130 m. The four main filaments are
labeled 1–4, and their positions are located by the coordi-

nates 共in units of CCD chip pixel兲. A comparison is made in
Table I. It is shown that the intensity and position of the MF
change greatly from shot to shot. This can be attributed to the
fact that each laser shot undergoes different air conditions
and the laser pulse itself has some degree of variation, as
have also been observed by Stelmaszczyk et al. 关33兴.
Table II summarizes the characteristics of MF. The differences in the diameter, intensity, electron density, length, stability, and interaction type for the two cases are pointed out.
We have also used acoustic and fluorescence measurements to detect the MF. We can get strong sound and fluorescence signals in the prefocused-MF case 关30,34–36兴.
However, in the free-MF case, we cannot get obvious signals
from both methods. The reason could be the too low electron
density inside the free-MF because of the weak ionization of
the air. It seems so far there is no promising method for
measuring the precise laser intensity as well as the electron
density in the free-MF. Furthermore, the mechanism underlying the free-MF including their interaction and evolution
also needs further studies.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The propagation of prefocused and free fs laser pulse
beams in air has been experimentally investigated. The different characteristics of the MF are studied in detail. The MF,
their evolution, and the nonlinear interactions among them
are quite different for the two cases. The free-MF exhibit
unique characteristics including the diameter, length, and MF
pattern. Furthermore, each type of MF has its own advantages. The prefocused-MF are stable from shot to shot with
tiny-scaled intensity. The free-MF can deliver high energy to
remote desired destinations. Thus, one can choose different
laser energies, chirp conditions, and focal lengths of the lens
共if any兲, to achieve different purposes.
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Simulations of a grazing-incidence pumped x-ray laser at 14.7 nm
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Numerical simulations of the grazing-incidence pumped Ni-like Pd x-ray laser at 14.7 nm 共4d → 4p,
J = 0 → 1兲 is performed using a modified one-dimensional hydrodynamic code MEDUSA. The effective absorption of the main laser pulse in the gain region is greatly increased due to the lengthened propagation path.
Results predict that a saturated output of the x-ray laser can be achieved with only subjoules driver energy on
a 4-mm-long Pd target.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.73.023812

PACS number共s兲: 42.55.Vc, 32.30.Rj, 42.60.By, 52.50.Jm

I. INTRODUCTION

Since a demonstration of amplification of collisionally
pumped x-ray lasers in 1984 关1兴, great efforts have been
devoted into the development of compact high-repetitionrate x-ray lasers operating in saturation regimes and capable
of delivering sufficient average output powers for various
applications. The most important task to reach such a goal is
to improve the coupling efficiency of the pumping driver
energy into the x-ray laser energy. With the application of the
prepulse technique 关2兴, the required pumping energy has
been reduced from kilojoules to hundreds of joules to
achieve saturation operations of x-ray lasers at wavelengths
as short as 5.8 nm 关3–6兴. A transient collisional excitation
共TCE兲 scheme 关7兴 was also used to improve the efficiency,
where a subnanosecond laser pulse produces a preplasma
abundant of Ne-like or Ni-like ions; a short main laser pulse
then rapidly heats the plasma to a level high enough to generate the transient population inversion. An optimized delay
time is usually introduced between the two successive pulses
to generate a smooth electron density profile. With the TCE
scheme, the drive energy necessary for a saturated operation
of a x-ray laser at wavelengths longer than 15 nm has been
further reduced to several joules 关8–15兴.
However, the coupling of the drive energy into the gain
region is not very efficient. At the normal incidence of the
laser pulses, the drive energy is mainly absorbed near the
critical surface via the resonance absorption, only a little part
is absorbed via the inverse bremsstrahlung 共IB兲 absorption in
the useful gain region. To avoid the deleterious resonant absorption and to improve the drive efficiency, a longitudinal
pumping scheme was proposed with the main laser pulse
incident along the axis of the preformed plasma column. The
Ni-like Mo x-ray laser at 18.9 nm longitudinally pumped by
a laser energy of only 150 mJ was demonstrated to lase 关16兴
yet not in saturation operation, because of the nonuniform
heating of the gain medium region due to the significant
drive energy loss by further ionization and excitation processes along the laser path.
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1050-2947/2006/73共2兲/023812共5兲/$23.00

Recently the grazing incidence pumping 共GRIP兲 scheme,
proposed by Dunn et al., as a promising scheme for efficient
x-ray lasers operating at a high repetition rate with a
middle-Z target 关17,18兴. The GRIP scheme, which in principal is a TCE one, still utilizes a two-step-pumping arrangement, with a prepulse at normal incidence onto a slab target
to produce the plasma column, while a short main laser pulse
incident at a determined grazing incidence angle on the preformed plasma to generate the population inversion. Figure 1
sketches the geometry. The grazing incidence angle can be
determined by the location of the suitable plasma electron
density region chosen for selected atomic kinetics to realize
an x-ray laser at a specific wavelength. The GRIP arrangement allows the controlled use of the refraction of the pumping laser pulse. This brings about several benefits. The length
of the gain medium, produced by the simple optics geometry,
is limited only by the diameter of the pumping laser beam
itself 关19兴. The grazing incidence of the main pulse ensures
more uniform heating of the preformed plasma column in the
fact that different parts in the cross section of the laser pulse
irradiate different parts of the plasma along the axis in successive order, which overcomes defects of the longitudinal
pumping arrangement discussed above 关16兴. The effective
absorption of the pumping pulse by the preformed plasma is
enhanced by 3–10 times due to the lengthened propagation
path in the gain region. This is advantageous for the gain
achievement with the pumping applying short pulses of subjoules. The GRIP scheme also realizes an inherent traveling

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Sketch of the grazing incidence pumping
scheme.
023812-1
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wave pumping, whose speed is determined by the grazing
incidence angle and slightly smaller than c. A grazing incidence pumped Ni-like Mo x-ray laser operation at 18.9 nm
was demonstrated 关18兴 using a total energy of 150 mJ in the
prepulse and the main pulse.
In this paper the operation of the Ni-like Pd x-ray laser at
14.7 nm 共4d → 4p, J = 0 → 1兲 driven by subjoule laser pulses
applying the grazing incidence scheme is numerically investigated using a modified one-dimensional hydrodynamic
code MEDUSA 关20兴 coupled with an atomic code. Note that
several groups have demonstrated lasing in soft x-rays of
different wavelengths 关21,22兴. Those x-ray lasers, all based
on the same atomic system, have saturated or nearly saturated output yet in different regimes. This is because the
pumping laser systems vary in experiments of different laboratories, and parameter flexibilities of a single laser set are
far from sufficient to scan the full range of interests. Numerical simulation is then the study method usually adopted for
explanation of the variation of operating regimes and to perform optimizations of driving laser configurations of specific
systems. The present work reproduces the saturated Mo
x-ray laser of 18.9 nm with one set of optimized experimental conditions 关18兴 and designs other x-ray lasers with the
pumping laser systems of different parameters. Detailed
simulations were performed to optimize the driving laser
configurations. The Ni-like Pd x-ray laser at 14.7 nm is predicted to saturate with drive energy of only hundreds of millijoules on 4-mm-long slab targets.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The numerical simulations of the x-ray lasers were carried
out with the hydrodynamic code MEDUSA coupled with an
atomic package. MEDUSA is a one-dimensional Lagrangian
hydrodynamic code, which was used to simulate the laserplasma interaction. However, the code was only capable of
the normal incidence. Modifications were carried out for the
investigation of the grazing incidence pumping scheme.
The situation of the short main laser pulse is approximated as a plane electromagnetic wave incident onto the preformed plasma column with an electron density ne共x兲. The
vacuum-plasma interface is located at x = 0. The incidence
angle  is defined as the angle between the laser propagation
vector and the direction of electron density gradient. Without
loss of generality, the incidence plane is taken to be the
X-Z plane, as shown in Fig. 2共a兲. In this case, the reflection
of the light wave occurs at ne where sin2  = 1 − ne / nc 关20兴,
with ne as the electron density at the turning point of the
main laser beam, and nc the critical density corresponding to
the pumping laser wavelength.
Absorption is assumed to occur via the inverse Bremsstrahlung in the region with a density  below the critical
density c = 共0MmHme / Ze2兲L2 kg/ m3, where the plasma
frequency equals to the frequency L of the laser light. The
absorption coefficient of the inverse bremsstrahlung is given
by 关19兴

␣ = 13.51−2␤2共1 − ␤兲−1/2T−3/2
⫻ 共5.05 + log Te兲Z2 m−1
e
共1兲

FIG. 2. Sketch illustrating a light ray obliquely incident onto a
plasma slab.

where ␤ =  / c ⬍ 1 and  is the wavelength of the pumping
laser beam. Assuming PL共R0兲 is the laser power incident on
the plasma boundary at r = R0, then
PL共r,t兲 = exp关− ␣共R0 − r兲兴PL共R0,t兲.

共2兲

The equation of the main short laser beam propagating in
the plasma is described with a ray path partitioned into N
intervals 关ri−1 , ri兴 of length L, as shown in Fig. 2共b兲. The
grazing incidence pulse suffers refraction in the plasma due
to the electron density gradient. Assuming the main pulse
beam propagating from a plasma region with a refraction
index n1 into a region with a refraction index n2, we have
n1 sin 1 = n2 sin 2. So the length L can be expressed by
L = 共R0 − r兲 / cos 2, where 1 and 2 are the angles of incidence and refraction, respectively. The propagation path of
the pumping laser beam in the plasma is lengthened when
the pumping pulse beam varies from the normal incidence to
the grazing incidence, which results in the great IB absorption enhancements in the region before the turning point.
III. EXPERIMENT REPRODUCTION

As verification of the modified hydrodynamic code, we
reproduced the experiments with GRIP arrangements 关18兴.
The experiments had a 200 ps prepulse of 5 ⫻ 1011 W / cm2
launched 500 ps before the 1.5 ps main short pulse of
4 ⫻ 1013 W / cm2. With a total driving energy of 150 mJ, the
Ni-like Mo x-ray laser at 18.9 nm was demonstrated to operate near saturation with an achieved gain-length product of
14 for a 4 mm target length, as shown by dots in Fig. 3. A
good agreement between the simulation and the experimental
results is found. Detailed simulation results are shown in Fig.
4, indicating the advantages of the GRIP arrangements.
Figure 4 gives the electron density 共a兲, electron temperature 共b兲, and absorbed laser power density 共c兲 profiles from
the grazing incidence pumping scheme and the normal incidence pumping scheme, respectively. The shadow area rep-
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FIG. 3. Spatially integrated x-ray laser output intensity as a
function of the plasma column length for simulations of experiments 关18兴.

resents the gain region. The grazing incidence angle for the
Ni-like Mo x-ray laser at 18.9 nm is 13.8°. The corresponding electron density at the turning point is about 1020 cm−3.
Figure 4共a兲 indicates that the x-ray laser beam is emitted at
an electron density of 3 – 5 ⫻ 1019 cm−3 and up to a maximum of 1020 cm−3. This agrees with the expected electron
density in Ref. 关18兴. For the normal incidence scheme, the
highest electron temperature Te of 150 eV locates near the
critical electron density, while Te is only 50 eV in the gain

FIG. 5. Contours of the Ni-like Pd ion abundance versus space
and time. The color from light to dark represents the Ni-like ion
abundance over 20%, 50%, and 80%, respectively.

region. The highest Te can reach 520 eV in the gain region
for the GRIP scheme due to the greatly increased absorption
density in the selectable media region, as shown in Fig. 4共c兲.
The simulation results reproduce the experimental results of
the plasma media in Ref. 关18兴 and result in a good agreement.

IV. THE SIMULATION OF THE PD X-RAY LASER
AT 14.7 NM

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Details of the simulation for experiments
in 关18兴. Figure shows electron density 共a兲, electron temperature 共b兲,
and absorbed laser power density 共c兲 versus space for the grazingincidence pumping scheme and the normal-incidence pumping
scheme, respectively. The shadow represents the gain region.

In this section we show the optimization of the driving
configuration with about 600 mJ energy for a saturated operation of the Ni-like Pd x-ray laser at 14.7 nm. In the following simulation, a Gaussian pulse profile at 800 nm and a
100-m-thick slab Pd target are used.
First, we carried out the optimization of the prepulse.
Since the duration of the uncompressed laser pulse is fixed at
300 ps, we mainly optimize the pulse intensity. Figure 5
shows the contours of the spatial and temporal evolution of
the Ni-like ion abundance in the plasma formed by the
prepulse with a peak intensity at 1.2⫻ 1012 W / cm2. The target surface is located on the figure at 100 m and the pumping pulse reaches its peak intensity at 360 ps. The color from
the light to the dark represents the Ni-like ion abundance
over 20%, 50%, and 80%, respectively. In the optimization,
we deliberately used a higher peak intensity of the prepulse
to induce a little overionization in the preformed plasma with
high Ni-like ion abundance. Such arrangement results in a
higher electron temperature, preventing decrease of the Nilike ion population via electron-ion recombination due to
longer delays between the prepulse and the main pulse and
generating more smooth electron density profile.
The temporal delay between the two pumping pulses is of
fundamental importance to x-ray laser performance as in the
transverse pumping scheme because it determines the state of
the plasma column, which in turn affects dramatically the
propagation and absorption of the main pulse. Figure 6 gives
the spatial and temporal distribution of the electron density
produced by the prepulse. The optimum electron density
for the Ni-like Pd x-ray laser of 14.7 nm is about
1 ⫻ 1020 cm−3 关23兴. In combination with the requirements of
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FIG. 6. Contours of the electron density versus space and time.
The color from light to dark represents the electron density over
5 ⫻ 1019, 8 ⫻ 1019, 1 ⫻ 1020, and 2 ⫻ 1020 cm−3, respectively.

the electron density and Ni-like Pd ion population distribution as shown in Fig. 5, the turning point of the main pulse at
grazing incidence is determined at 3 ⫻ 1020 cm−3, while the
optimum time to launch the main pulse is determined between 800 and 900 ps, and from 450 to 550 ps after the peak
of the preforming pulse. Before this time range, the electron
density gradient is too steep for the x-ray laser propagation.
On the other side, both of the electron temperature and the
Ni-like Pd ion population decrease if the main pulse is
launched too late. This will in turn increases the requirement
for the main pulse energy. The existence of such a narrow
temporal lasing window indicates the sensitive dependence
of the x-ray laser performance on the driving pulse configuration demanding.
Figure 7 gives the detailed simulation results at the peak
of the main pulse. The electron temperatures in the grazingincidence pumping scheme and the normal-incidence pumping scheme are compared. It shows that for the normal incidence the pumping laser energy is mainly absorbed near the
critical density surface of 1021 cm−3 but not in the gain region of 1020 cm−3, and the highest electron temperature is
only around 300 eV. The grazing incidence has much higher
coupling efficiency of energy into the 1020 cm−3 density re-

FIG. 7. Comparisons of the electron temperature between the
grazing-incidence pumping scheme 共GRIP兲 and the normalincidence pumping scheme 共NIP兲 for Ni-like Pd 14.7 nm x-ray laser system. The shadow represents the local gain region. The solid
line is the electron density profile.

FIG. 8. Contours of the gain vs space produced by the main
pulse of 1 ps with a peak intensity of 2 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 共a兲. 共b兲
shows the spatially integrated x-ray laser intensity as a function of
the plasma column length.

gion and shows electron temperature of about 1000 eV because of the enhancement of absorption. The shadow in the
figure represents the local gain region. The solid line is the
electron density profile, which is mainly determined by
the long prepulse. During the main pumping pulse, the electron density has little change. The x-ray laser is expected to
be amplified at the region with electron density between
4 – 8 ⫻ 1019 cm−3 and 1.2⫻ 1020 cm−3.
The parameters of the main pulse are also optimized following the optimization of the prepulse and delay conditions.
Figure 8共a兲 shows the gain contours produced by the main
pulse of 1 ps with a peak intensity of 2 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2. The
color from the light to the dark represents the gain over 50,
70, and 100 cm−1, respectively. The highest local gain is over
150 cm−1 in several micrometers of the effective absorption
region and only maintains several picoseconds. Figure 8共b兲
shows the profile of spatially integrated laser output intensity
as a function of the plasma length with the refraction and
saturation effects taken into account under the optimized
pumping configuration. The x-ray lasers operate in the saturation regime with a target longer than 0.3 cm and the gainlength product around 15. The effective gain coefficient is
58.7 cm−1. Based on the above analysis, we predict that the
saturation operation of the x-ray laser at 14.7 nm can be
realized using the optimized driving pulse configuration with
only subjoule energy.
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V. CONCLUSION

In summary, MEDUSA was modified for the research of
the grazing-incidence pumping scheme of x-ray lasers.
The operation of the Ni-like Pd x-ray laser at 14.7 nm
共4d → 4p, J = 0 → 1兲 pumped by such a scheme is investigated. The grazing incidence angle of the main short pulse is
optimized to be 14.5°. The effective gain coefficient is
58.7 cm−1. The results predict that saturation operation of the
x-ray laser at 14.7 nm can be achieved with only several
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Simulations of the output of the Ne-like Ti x-ray laser at 32.6 nm driven by the grazing-incidence
pumping scheme
J. Zhao, Q. L. Dong, F. Yan, and J. Zhang*
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共Received 10 January 2006; published 23 March 2006兲
Numerical simulations are presented for the output of a Ne-like Ti soft x-ray laser at 32.6 nm driven by the
grazing-incidence pumping 共GRIP兲 scheme, using a modified one-dimensional 共1D兲 lagrangian hydrodynamic
code MED103 coupled with an atomic physics data package and a 2D RAYTRACE code as a postprocessor. We
predict that saturation can be achieved at a plasma length of 0.2 cm by an optimized driving configuration with
an energy of only 200 mJ. We also compare the output beam quality of the Ne-like Ti soft x-ray laser generated
by an optimized pump energy of 200 mJ and a higher energy of 385 mJ. Better spatial coherence is expected
for a higher pump energy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.73.033816

PACS number共s兲: 42.55.Vc, 42.60.By, 52.50.Jm

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first demonstration of Neon-like x-ray lasers
at about 20 nm in 1984 by using Kilo Joule lasers, great
efforts have been made to improve efficiency and reduce
the driving energy of x-ray lasers. A number of techniques
have been developed including multiple pumping pulses and
double targets 关1–5兴, curved targets 关6,7兴. The driver energy
requirements have been dramatically reduced to a few joules
by application of the transient collisional excitation scheme
关8,9兴. Recently the driven energy for the transient collisional
excited soft x-ray lasers has been further reduced using the
grazing-incidence pumping 共GRIP兲 scheme. In this scheme a
main driven pulse irradiates a preplasma at an optimized
incidence angle and is refracted into the gain region. This
significantly increases the energy deposition into this region.
Furthermore, it is an inherent traveling wave pump
very close to the speed of light. Using this scheme the
saturated Ni-like Mo soft x-ray laser at 18.9 nm was demonstrated with a pump energy as small as 150 mJ 关10兴. To
date this GRIP scheme has been successfully applied to
many Ne-like or Ni-like ions. High repetition rate opteration
of saturated soft x-ray lasers have been demostrated in
the 2p 53p 1S0 → 2p 53s 1 P1 transitions of Ne-like ions Ti
共Z = 22兲, V 共Z = 23兲 at 32.6 nm, 30.4 nm and also in the
4d 1S0 → 4p 1 P1 transitions of Ni-like ions Ru 共Z = 44兲, Pd
共Z = 46兲, Ag 共Z = 47兲, Cd 共Z = 48兲 at 16.5, 14.7, 13.9, and
13.2 nm 关10–13兴. Strong lasing approaching gain saturation
was observed at 11.9 nm for the Ni-like Sn 共Z = 50兲 x-ray
laser 关12兴. The grazing-incidence pumped Ni-like Mo x-ray
laser at 18.9 nm has been demonstrated by many groups using different drive pulse configurations with very different
pump energies 关10,14,15兴.
In this paper we numerically investigate a transient collisional Ne-like Ti x-ray laser at 32.6 nm using the grazingincidence pump scheme. A modified version of the onedimensional 共1D兲 Lagrangian hydrodynamic code MED103
coupled with an atomic physics data package is used to pre-

*Electronic address: jzhang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
1050-2947/2006/73共3兲/033816共5兲/$23.00

dict the time evolution of the laser-plasma interactions and
gain coefficients. This code has been used to predict the
grazing-incidence pumped Ni-like Mo experiment successfully 关16兴. A 2D ray-tracing code is developed to calculate
the variation of the output intensity of x-ray lasers versus the
plasma length. The refraction effects in the radial direction
and saturation effects are taken into account. Using this code
we can reproduce the main results of the experiments done
by Alessi et al. 关11兴, where double prepulses followed by a
8 ps main pulse were used to pump the Ne-like Ti soft x-ray
laser and the total pump energy was about 1.36 J.

II. PREPLASMA CONDITIONS FOR THE GRIP X-RAY
LASERS

The conditions of the plasma just before the onset of the
main pulse are crucial for strong x-ray laser action. It is well
known that for the collisional pump Ne-like x-ray lasers, the
prepulse共s兲 should make the population on the ground state
of the Ne-like ions in the preplasma as high as possible. The
density gradient in the plasma must be sufficiently shallow to
prevent significant refraction of the x-ray laser beam. The
difference from the traditional tranverse pump is that for the
GRIP scheme x-ray lasers, the short main pump pulse irradiates into the preplasma at a grazing incidence angle. The
main pump pulse with an initial incidence angle 共兲 turns
back into the preplasma at the density ne = ncsin2共兲, where
nc ⯝ 1.1⫻ 1021 / 2共cm−3兲 is the critical density for the wavelength of the pump laser. For each specific soft x-ray laser of
Ne-like or Ni-like ions there is a desired electron density for
laser gain 关17兴. The energy of the main pulse should be efficiently absorbed in the gain region, if there is a spatial
matching of the gain region and the refraction point in the
preplasma. For low and middle Z elements, like titanium, it
is easy to maintain a high fraction of Ne-like ions for a long
time. It is also easy to satisfy the optimum plasma conditions
required for the GRIP Ne-like Ti soft x-ray lasers simultaneously. Later in this paper we will apply different drive
configurations to find an optimized drive conditions for the
GRIP Ne-like Ti x-ray laser.
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FIG. 1. Numerical simulation and experimental results of the
output intensity of the Ne-like Ti x-ray lasers at three grazing incidence angles of 17°, 20°, and 23ⴰ.
III. SIMULATION OF A TYPICAL EXPERIMENT

First of all, using our modified 1D Med103 and 2D raytracing code we try to reproduce the experiment done by Alessi
et al. 关11兴. The wavelength of the pump laser is 800 nm. The
pump geometry is set to be the standard line focus on a
100 m — thick slab target. All pulses are in a Gaussian profile. Two uncompressed laser prepulses 共120 ps duration兲
with an interval about 5 ns are used to form a plasma by
irradiating the target at normal incidence. Their intensities
are 2.37⫻ 1012 and 6.77⫻ 1010 W / cm2, respectively. A 8 ps
main pulse with an intensity of 1.0⫻ 1014 W / cm2 is used to
rapidly heat the preplasma at a selected grazing incidence
angle onto the plasma. Figure 1 gives the simulation and
experimental 关11兴 results of the output intensity of x-ray lasers at three grazing incidence angles of 17°, 20°, and 23°,
which were adopted in the experiment 关11兴. The optimized
delay time between the main prepulse and the short pulse for
a grazing incidence angle of 20° is also simulated and found
to be 600 ps for the Ne-like Ti ions. This proves that this
modified code can reproduce the experimental results of
grazing-incidence Ne-like Ti soft x-ray lasers.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF DOULE PULSE PUMPING
SCHEME

The drive configuration with double prepulse is complicated to control the parameters in soft x-ray laser experiments. So we try to simplify this to a prepulse pump scheme,
in which one prepulse followed by a short main pulse. In
order to observe the influence of the prepulse durations on
the final output of the Ne-like Ti x-ray lasers, two different
duration of 300 ps and 1 ns full width at half maximum are
applied. The duration of the main short pulse is fixed to be
300 fs for the transient collisional pump scheme. To find the
minimum energy necessary to pump saturated soft x-ray lasers, optimizations are performed in terms of the peak intensity of the prepulse, the delay time between the prepulse and
the short main pulse, the peak intensity and the incidence
angle of the main pulse.
The optimized peak intensity for a 300 ps and a 1 ns
prepulse to get a high fraction of Ne-like ions without overi-

FIG. 2. Spatiotemporal profile of the ground state Ne-like ions
fraction and the electron density in the plasma for 共a兲 a 300 ps
prepulse with a peak intensity of 4 ⫻ 1011 W / cm2 and 共b兲 a 1 ns
prepulse with a peak intensity of 2.5⫻ 1011 W / cm2. The fraction of
the Ne-like Ti ions is depicted by a grey scale from 30% 共white兲 to
90% 共black兲. The electron density is described only by lines with
further inside a step of 5 ⫻ 1019 cm−3. The outmost line indicates
the electron density of 5 ⫻ 1019 cm−3.

onization, is found to be 4 ⫻ 1011 and 2.5⫻ 1011 W / cm2,
respectively. Figure 2 gives the spatiotemporal profile of
the ground state Ne-like ions fraction and the electron
density distributions in the plasma for 共a兲 a 300 ps prepulse
with an optimized peak intensity of 4 ⫻ 1011 W / cm2 and
共b兲 a 1 ns prepulse with an optimized peak intensity of
2.5⫻ 1011W / cm2, respectively. The horizontal axis presents
the spatial distance in the direction of plasma expansion. The
peak time of those two prepulses are set to be 540 and
1200 ps. The fraction of Ne-like Ti ion is depicted by a grey
scale ranging from 30% 共white兲 to 90% 共black兲. High fraction of Ne-like ions can be maintained for over 500 ps. The
electron density is described only by lines with further inside
consecutive steps of 5 ⫻ 1019 cm−3. The outmost line indicates the electron density of 5 ⫻ 1019cm−3and the most inside
line indicates the desired electron density of 2 ⫻ 1020 cm−3
for the Ne-like Ti x-ray laser. The critical surface at the density of 1.72⫻ 1021 cm−3 is located at 110 and 125 m respectively. The 1 ns prepulse in Fig. 2共b兲 has shown a much
more spatially extended Ne-like ions distribution and a low
electron density gradient.
With the optimized prepulses a main pulse with a peak
intensity of 3 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 is turned on and irradiated into
the preplasmas at an incident angle of 20° which is an optimized incidence angle in the experiment 关11兴. The optimized
delay time between the prepulse and the main pulse is found
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FIG. 3. Coutours for the Ne-like Ti gain versus space and time
for 共a兲 a 300 ps prepulse and 共b兲 a 1 ns prepulse. The gain is depicted by the grey scale besides in a unit of cm−1.

to be 380 and 700 ps for the two prepulses respectively. Figure 3 shows the coutours of the gain coefficient versus space
and time for 共a兲 the 300 ps prepulse and 共b兲 the 1 ns prepulse
with the optimized delay time. The maximum local gain coefficient for each prepulse is 100 versus 140 cm−1. We can
see the gain extent for the 1 ns prepulse case is almost twice
as wide as in the case with a 300 ps prepulse. After raytracing post-processing Fig. 4 gives the output of the soft
x-ray laser intensity versus 共a兲 the plasma length and 共b兲 the
anglar distribution for both prepulses. Saturation is achieved
at a plasma length of 0.36 and 0.2 cm for the 300 ps prepulse
and the 1 ns prepulse. If the focal width is assumed to be
30 m and the pump energies are 227 and 204 mJ, respectively. Because of the low electron density in the plasma
generated by the 1 ns prepulse, the corresponding output has
a better beam quality as shown in Fig. 4共b兲. So the drive
configuration with a nanosecond prepulse is favorable for a
better beam quality of the GRIP Ne-like Ti soft x-ray lasers.
The peak intensity and the grazing incidence angle of
the main pulse are also optimized for the 1 ns prepulse.
Figure 5 gives the ray-tracing results of the output of the
soft x-ray laser intensity versus the plasma length for
short main pulses 共a兲 with different peak intensities from
1 ⫻ 1014 to 4 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 at an incident angle of 20° and
共b兲 at different incident angles with a peak intensity of
3 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2. It is obvious that the optimum intensity of
the main pulse is 3 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 which provides saturation
with a shortest plasma length, corresponding to a minimum
pump energy. From Fig. 5共b兲 at the optimum incidence angle
of 20° the pump beam is refracted at an electron density of

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Ray-tracing results of the output of x-ray
laser intensity versus 共a兲 the plasma length and 共b兲 the angular
distribution at the saturated plasma length of 0.36 and 0.2 cm for
the two drive configurations, 300 ps and 1 ns prepulse.

about 2 ⫻ 1020 W / cm2 where is the gain region of the Nelike Ti soft x-ray laser. It significantly helps increase energy
absorption of the pump beam in the gain region. It is also
easy to understand that at some steeper incidence angle of
23° and 25°, most of the beam energy is absorbed in a higher
electron density away from the gain region and has a steeper
gradient which is disadvantageous for amplification of x-ray
lasers.
The optimized prepulse pump scheme is found to be
a normal incident 1 ns prepulse with a peak intensity of
2.5⫻ 1011 W / cm2, followed by a 300 fs main pulse with a
peak intensity of 3 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 at an incidence angle of
20°. Saturation can be achieved at a plasma length of 0.2 cm.
The pump energy is about 204 mJ which is much less than
the energy used in the experiment. Saturated operation of
Ne-like Ti x-ray lasers can be demostrated using relatively
small laser system.
V. COMPARISON OF OPTICAL QUALITY OF THE
OUTPUT OF X-RAY LASERS

For those demonstrated grazing incidence pumped Ni-like
Mo x-ray lasers, different pump energies ranging from
⬃150 mJ to ⬃1.3 J, were used in experiments 关10,14,15兴.
Here we try to introduce a higher pump energy to grazing
incidence Ne-like Ti soft x-ray lasers. A 1 ns prepulse with a
higher peak intensity of 3.5⫻ 1011 W / cm2 is applied to irradiate on the target at normal incidence. An over-ionized preplasma is induced, which results in higher electron tempera-
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Ray-tracing results of the output of x-ray
laser intensity versus plasma length for main pulses 共a兲 with different peak intensities from 1 ⫻ 1014 to 4 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 at an optimum
incident angle of 20° and 共b兲 at different incidence angles from 17°
to 25° with an optimum peak intensity of 3 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2.

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 The output of the 32.6 nm x-ray laser
intensity versus 共a兲 the source position and 共b兲 the anglar distribution for two pump cases with the optimized energy of 204 mJ and a
higher energy of 385 mJ.
VI. CONCLUSION

ture, prevents Ne-like ion population decreasing through
electron-ion recombination after longer time delay between
pre- and main pulses and generates much smoother electron
density profile. After an optimum delay time of 800 ps, a
1.5 ps short pulse with a peak intensity of 1 ⫻ 1014 W / cm2 is
irradiated into the plasma at a grazing incidence angle of
20°. Saturation is achieved at a plasma length of 0.25 cm.
Assuming that the target is 30 m wide, the related total
pump energy is then about 385 mJ. Using the 2D ray-tracing
code, the beam quality of the anglar distribution 共far field兲
and the source position 共near field兲 of the output of soft x-ray
lasers at the end of the target are recorded. Figure 6 gives the
output of the 32.6 nm x-ray laser intensity versus 共a兲 the
source position and 共b兲 the anglar distribution for two pump
cases with optimized energy of 204 mJ and higher energy of
385 mJ. Here we can see using a higher pump energy, which
causes overionization in the plasma, can reduce refraction,
produce a smaller tilt angle ⬃1 mrad, and a higher output
intensity of x-ray lasers. So higher pump energy is required
if high beam quality of x-ray laser is expected.

Numerical simulations are presented for the output of the
grazing incidence pumping Ne-like Ti soft x-ray laser at
32.6 nm. We simplify the double prepulse drive configuration used in the experiment to a prepulse pump scheme
which is much easy to control for practical experiments. Optimizations are performed in terms of the peak intensity of
the prepulse, the delay time between the two pulses, the peak
intensity, and the incidence angle of the main pulse. Saturation can be achieved at a plasma length of 0.2 cm by the
optimized drive configuration with an energy about 200 mJ.
Better beam quality of the output of the Ne-like Ti soft x-ray
laser can be obtained using a higher pumping energy of
385 mJ.
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The angular distribution of fast electrons generated during the interaction of an ultrashort intense
laser pulse incident obliquely onto solid targets is studied both analytically and numerically. A
formula on the emission angles of electrons as a function of the electron kinetic energy, the
incidence angle of the laser pulse, and induced quasistatic fields is found by two different methods.
The quasistatic fields include electric and magnetic ones, which are generated near the target surface
by the fast electrons. The two fields have the opposite contribution to the electron trajectories. In
certain conditions, electrons can move near the target surface. © 2006 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2167914兴
Fast electrons generated in the interaction of ultrashort
intense laser with solid targets have attracted extensive attentions for their broad applications, such as the fast ignition of
fusion target,1 ultrashort burst x-ray sources,2 etc. The emission direction of fast electrons, an issue closely related with
concerned applications, has been studied significantly in
theory and experiments over the last several years.3–10 It has
been shown that the emission direction depends upon laser
parameters, incidence angles, and the preplasma conditions.
In particular, a formula has been proposed on the electron
angular distributions as a function of the particle energy, the
induced quasistatic electric fields, and the incidence angle of
the laser pulse by Sheng et al.3 However, the effect of quasistatic magnetic fields has not been taken into account. It is
well known that a large quasistatic magnetic field as large as
100 MG can be generated during high intensity laser interaction.
In the proposed scheme of fast ignition with cone-guided
targets 共see Refs. 11 and 12兲, the ignition laser first interacts
with gold cone walls with oblique incidence. Simulations by
Sentoku et al. show that not only the laser pulse but also the
hot electrons are guided to the center of the pellet because of
the self-generated magnetic field along the internal surface of
the cone.13 This results in enhanced neutron yields. Recently,
the effect of the magnetic field on the electron emission in
the laser interaction with plane solid targets has been discussed theoretically by Nakamura et al.14 It is shown that the
magnetic field tends to confine energetic electrons to the target surface regions, particularly when the incidence angle is
sufficiently large such as over 70°, in agreement with the
cone-target experiment11 and corresponding simulations.13
Until now, a general discussion on the effect of the quasistatic magnetic field on hot electron emission is still not
available. In this paper, we present a formula on the angular
distribution of fast electrons taking into account of the quasistatic magnetic field generation. This represents an extension of our earlier formula as given in Ref. 3.
a兲
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We consider a geometry shown in Fig. 1 where a planar
laser pulse is incident at angle ␣ onto a solid target. In this
case, simulations and analytical theories have shown that
there will be quasistatic electric 共Ex兲 and magnetic 共Bz兲 fields
near the target surface region. To get the fast electrons emission directions, we start with the Lagrange function for the
electron motion,

៝ 共x,y,t兲 + A៝ 共x,y,t兲兴/c
L = − m0c2冑1 − v៝ 2/c2 + qv៝ · 关A
L
0
− q共x,y,t兲,

共1兲

where m0 is the rest electron mass, c is the light speed in
vacuum, ៝ is the electron speed, q is electron charge,  is the
scalar potential associated with the quasistatic electrostatic
field, A៝ 0 is the vector potential associated with the quasistatic
៝ is the vector potential of the laser
magnetic field, and A
L
fields. Since the quasistatic magnetic field is along the z direction, we have A៝ 0 = A0yêy. In our model we assume the
system is uniform along both the y ⬘ and z⬘ directions in the
boosted frame that moves along the target surface with vy
= c sin ␣, equivalent to the one-dimensional approximation.
All the variables in the moving frame satisfy F⬘ = F⬘共x⬘ , t⬘兲,
which corresponds to F = F关x , 共t − y sin ␣ / c兲 / cos ␣兴 in the
laboratory frame. So we get

៝ 共x, 兲 + A៝ 共x, 兲兴/c
L = − m0c2冑1 − v៝ 2/c2 + qv៝ · 关A
L
0
− q共x, 兲,

共2兲

where  = 共k0 / 0兲y sin 共␣兲 − t with k0 / 0 = 1 / c. Note that the
៝ 共x , 兲 includes both the incident and revector potential A
L
flected laser fields. From the Hamilton-Lagrange equation
we can get
dH
c L
L L
,
=−
=
=
dt
t  sin ␣ y

共3兲

defining the canonical momentum Py = L / ẏ = py + q / cAy,
where py is the electron momentum and Ay = ALy + A0y, by use
of the Lagrange equation d / dt共L / ẏ兲 − L / y = 0, one obtains from Eq. 共2兲
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲. Schematic plot of the laser-target interaction and
emission regions of fast electrons.

冋

冉

cpy
qALy
A0y
d
␥mc2 −
−
+q −
dt
sin ␣ sin ␣
sin ␣
Then one obtains a constant of motion,

␥mc2 −

冉

冊册

= 0.

冊

cpy
qALy
A0y
−
+q −
= const.
sin ␣ sin ␣
sin ␣

共4兲

共5兲

If the electrons are at rest before the laser interaction, the
constant of motion is just mc2 and then we know that after
the interaction, electrons satisfy ␥mc2 − cpy / sin ␣ + q共␦
− ␦A0y / sin ␣兲 = mc2, where ␦ and ␦A0y denote the scalar and
vector potential changes experienced by the particles. By defining the emission angle  as sin  = py / p , tan  = py / px and
assuming pz = 0, ␥ = 冑1 + 共p2x + p2y 兲 / m2c2, we can obtain the
emission direction of electrons,
sin  =

␥ − 1 + q̂␦⌽
sin ␣ .
共␥2 − 1兲1/2

共6兲

This equation can be written in a different way as follows:
tan  = ±

冉

2共␥ − 1兲共1 − q̂␦⌽兲 − 共q̂␦⌽兲2

+ tan−2 ␣

冊

共␥ − 1 + q̂␦⌽兲2

sin−2 ␣

−1/2

共7兲

,

where ␦⌽ = 兩e兩关␦ − ␦A0y / sin ␣兴 / mc2 is the normalized potential variation and q̂ = q / 兩e兩 is the normalized charge. One
may note that it is formally the same as the relation we have
gotten before if one takes q̂ = −1 for electrons.3 Here the effect of the quasistatic magnetic field has been taken into
account, which plays in an opposite way with the quasistatic
electric field as we will show.
Alternatively, by use of momentum and energy conservations, one can get the relation in a simpler way. As it is
well known the component of the total canonical momentum
along the target surface is always conserved.4,5,15 Thus one
has
Ne p储 = N pបk储 − Neq

␦A0y
c

,

共8兲

where Ne and N p are electron density and photon density.
The last term of the right-hand side of this equation is the
contribution of the static magnetic fields to the electrons. The
number of the interacting photons per electron, N p / Ne, can
be found from the energy conservation equation,

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲. Angular directions of forward moving electrons as a
function of the electron energy for different values of ␦⌽ when ␣ = 30°.

N pប = Ne共␥ − 1兲mc2 + Neq␦ .

共9兲

Here the contribution of the quasistatic electric field to the
electrons should be included. From Eqs. 共8兲 and 共9兲, making
use of បk储 = 共ប / c兲 sin ␣, one can get Eqs. 共6兲 and 共7兲.
In Eqs. 共6兲 and 共7兲, the parameter ␦⌽ associated with the
quasistatic fields distributions is unknown. The latter depend
upon laser and plasma conditions and generally can be determined only through numerical simulations. In Fig. 2 we
plot the angular directions of forward moving electrons 共q̂
= −1兲 as a function of the electron energy for different ␦⌽
when ␣ = 30°. When ␦⌽ = 0, Eq. 共6兲 reduces to sin 
= 冑共␥ − 1兲 / 共␥ + 1兲 sin ␣. It means the nonrelativistic electrons
emit toward the target normal direction and relativistic electrons tend to emit in the specular reflection direction of the
laser pulse with the increase of the electron energy. Our earlier numerical simulations suggest that ␦⌽ ⬎ 0 for most of
fast electrons.3 This means that the quasistatic fields tend to
reduce the emission angles of hot electrons as shown in Fig.
2 for lines ␦⌽ ⬎ 0. In this case, electrons are expected to
appear in the regions 1 and 4 as shown Fig. 1. However,
some recent experiments suggest that electron emission in
regions 2 and 3 shown in Fig. 1 is also possible. This implies
that ␦⌽ ⬍ 0 according to Fig. 2. In the following, we show
this really occurs, in particular for those emitted outwards
from the target.
According to particle-in-cell 共PIC兲 simulations, when an
ultrashort intense laser pulse obliquely incident onto a solid
target, negative static electric fields and positive static magnetic fields are generated in front of the target surface.3,13
Therefore one has Ex = − / x ⬍ 0 and Bz = A0y / x ⬎ 0. One
notes that ␦⌽ in Eqs. 共6兲 and 共7兲 is a path integral for individual particles,

␦⌽ =

兩e兩
mc2
−

冕 冋冉
l

冊 冉

1 A0y


−
dx +
x sin 共␣兲 x


冊 册 冕冋
冉
冊 册

兩e兩
1 A0y
d =
sin 共␣兲 
mc2

+ Bsz/sin 共␣兲兴dx +

− 关Esx

l

1 A0y

−
d .
 sin 共␣兲 

共10兲

Here l means the integration is along the electron trajectories, and Esx and Bsz are the static electric and magnetic fields,
respectively. As we can see, there are two terms on the right-
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hand side of Eq. 共10兲, the first one 共dependent upon x兲 is
related to the spatial structures of the quasistatic fields and
the second term 共dependent upon 兲 is related to the temporal evolutions of the potentials. In the simulation we find the
second term varies slowly after the laser pulse is reflected
away. Since the two static fields are opposite in sign, Eq. 共10兲
suggests that the contributions of the two quasistatic fields to
␦⌽ are always opposite. In fact, once the quasistatic fields
have been generated near the target surface, there is ␦⌽
= −兩e兩 / mc2兰lEsxdx ⬍ 0 for electrons initially at rest in the target and then escaping from the target surface to its left. In
this case, the emission direction of electrons can be smaller
than  − ␣ if we only consider the effect of the static electric
field and neglect the effect of the second term on the righthand side of 共10兲. On the other hand, when we consider only
the effect of the quasistatic magnetic field, there is ␦⌽
= −兩e兩 / mc2兰lBszdx ⬎ 0. This means that the quasistatic magnetic field turns to increase the emission angle to make the
electrons closer to the target normal. In general, if the total
quasistatic fields felt by electrons satisfy ␦⌽ ⬍ 共␥ − 1
− 冑␥2 − 1兲 according to Eq. 共6兲, the final emission direction of
the electrons satisfies  ⬍  − ␣ and close to the target surface. The situation for electrons transmitted through the target to its rear side is the same. Thus electrons can also be
found in regions 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 1.
In the following, we present an example from PIC simulations to show that individual electrons can experience various ␦⌽ values either positive or negative. Figure 3 shows the
simulation results by use of a 1D3V PIC code accommodated in the Lorenz-boosted frame for oblique incidence of
laser pulses.3,16–18 The target is composed of a high density
region at 5nc with width d = 13⬃ 180 and preformed plasma
which decreases exponentially with length L = 10⬃ 130
from the high density platform, where nc and 0 are the
critical density and laser wavelength in vacuum, respectively.
The ions are protons with a mass ratio to electrons by
M / m0 = 1836 and a charge number Z = 1. The temporal profile of the incident laser pulse is f共t兲 = a0 sin2 共t / t0兲 for 0
艋 t 艋 t0 and a0 is the peak amplitude of the normalized vector
potential. We take a0 = 2.0 and t0 = 15 with  the oscillation
period of the pulse. The incidence angle is ␣ = 30°. Figure
3共a兲 shows the initial density profile and the quasistatic fields
after the laser pulse has been reflected away from the target.
The angular distribution of electrons is shown in Fig. 3共b兲
and its boundaries are fitted by Eq. 共6兲 with different ␦⌽. As
we can see some of them really satisfy ␦⌽ ⬍ 0. These electrons are initially at rest when the quasistatic fields have been
built up. Later they are accelerated in the combined laser and
quasistatic fields. Most of the electrons are emitted out of the
target later and they already had a nonzero velocity when
they left the target. We can divide the accelerated electrons
into two parts. In the first part, electrons mainly emit during
the interaction of the laser pulse with the target. In this period, the quasistatic fields are generating and localized. It
means ␦⌽1 ⬇ 兩e兩 / mc2兰l关 /  − 1 / sin 共␣兲A0y / 兴d ⬎ 0,
and the electrons’ angular distribution is described in our
earlier papers.3 In the second part, electrons emit after the
quasistatic fields have been built up and are relatively static.
The electrons leaving the target to the vacuum feel ␦⌽2
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲. 共a兲 Initial density profile for the simulation 共given by
the dashed line兲, induced quasistatic magnetic field 共Bz兲 and electric field
共Ex兲 共normalized by mc / e and smoothed with neighbor points兲 after the
laser has reflected away from the target found in one-dimensional PIC simulation 共t = 65兲. The combined value Ex + Bz / sin ␣ is also shown. 共b兲 Angular
distributions of electrons outside of the target after the interaction of a laser
pulse 共with p-polarized pulse兲 with a solid target. The solid lines give the fit
curves with Eqs. 共6兲 or 共7兲 for different values of ␦⌽. The incident laser
pulse takes a sine-square profile with peak amplitude a0 = 2.0, pulse duration
t0 = 15, and incidence angle ␣ = 30°.

= −兩e兩 / mc2兰l关Esx + Bsz / sin 共␣兲兴dx ⬍ 0 and their emission directions are closer to the target surface.
Usually it is difficult to get an explicit expression for
␦⌽. Some attempts have been done in Refs. 3 and 14. Because of the dependence on the electron trajectories, in numerical simulations we can only give the approximate value
of ␦⌽. For example, the value for the electrons moving to
the left is ␦⌽ ⬇ −0.2 following the field distributions at t
= 65T0 given in Fig. 3共a兲. In another way, one can get the
minimum ␦⌽ by fitting the numerical simulations as shown
in Fig. 3共b兲 with Eqs. 共6兲 or 共7兲, which gives ␦⌽min = −1.0.
In conclusion, by two different methods a relation on the
angular directions of electrons is found analytically as a
function of the incidence angle of laser pulses, the electron
energy, and experienced scalar and vector potential changes.
These scalar and vector potentials are associated with the
quasistatic electric and magnetic fields induced in the laser
interaction. The formula suggests that more emission regions
of fast electrons than those predicted in Ref. 3, including
near the target surface, are possible.
The authors would like to thank the reviewer for his
insightful advice.
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The characteristics of proton beam generated in the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with a
large prepulse with solid foils are experimentally investigated. It is found that the proton beam
emitted from the rear surface is not well collimated, and a “ring-like” structure with some
“burst-like” angular modulation is presented in the spatial distribution. The divergence of the proton
beam reduces significantly when the laser intensity is decreased. The “burst-like” modulation
gradually fades out for the thicker target. It is believed that the large divergence angle and the
modulated ring structure are caused by the shock wave induced by the large laser prepulse. A
one-dimensional hydrodynamic code, MED103, is used to simulate the behavior of the shock wave
produced by the prepulse. The simulation indicates that the rear surface of the foil target is
significantly modified by the shock wave, consequently resulting in the experimental
observations. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2358971兴
The generation of energetic proton beams in ultraintense
laser-plasma interactions has recently attracted great attention because of its potential for various applications, such as
tabletop ion accelerators, proton radiography, fast ignition in
inertial fusion, proton therapy in oncology, etc.1 There are
mainly two acceleration mechanisms for the protons observed behind a foil target in ultrashort laser-foil interactions.
One is the front surface acceleration mechanism;2 the other is
the target normal sheath acceleration 共TNSA兲 mechanism.3
Simulations and experimental results all indicate that the
TNSA mechanism is more effective than the front surface
acceleration mechanism under the present laser conditions.4
In the TNSA mechanism, the hot electrons produced by the
laser-solid interactions penetrate through the foil target and
induce an intense electric field at the rear surface, which
accelerates the ions to energies of the order of MeVs. The
density profile of the rear surface plays an extremely important role in the TNSA mechanism. Mackinnon et al. have
shown that the maximum proton energy is reduced from
20 MeV to less than 5 MeV when a plasma is produced at
the rear surface by a picosecond prepulse.5 Besides the artificially introduced prepulse, the amplified spontaneous emission 共ASE兲 can also affect the proton beam. Kaluza et al.
have found that the maximum cutoff energy is achieved
when the target is thick enough to prevent ASE-induced
plasma formation at the rear surface, but thin enough to
avoid significant inhibition of the hot electrons inside the
a兲
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target.6 Lindau et al. have observed that when the strength or
duration of the ASE increases, the proton beam gradually
deviates from the target normal direction and orients toward
the laser forward direction.7 They propose that the deviation
is caused by the dynamic expansion of the rear surface due to
the ASE-controlled shock waves, combining with two distinct groups of electrons along the target normal and laser
propagation direction.
In this Brief Communication, we report experimental results of proton beams produced in the laser-foil interactions
when a large laser prepulse is present. The results show that
the shock wave induced by the prepulse can greatly affect the
spatial distribution of the proton beams.
The experiments were performed using the SILEX-I laser facility at the National Key Laboratory of Laser Fusion,
China Academy of Engineering Physics.8 A schematic view
of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The laser facility is based on the chirped pulse amplification technique and
can deliver up to 6 J of energy in 50 fs pulse every 15 min.
In our experiment, there was a 50-fs replica at 8 ns before
the main pulse. The intensity ratio of the prepulse to the main
pulse was about 10−2. The p-polarized pulse was focused
with an f / 3 off-axis parabolic mirror on tantalum 共Ta, Z
= 73兲 foils at an incident angle of 24°. The diameter of the
focal spot was about 50 m, monitored by an optical microscope system, and an x-ray pinhole camera with a magnification factor of 14.6. The spatial distributions of the accelerated protons were recorded with 5 cm⫻ 5 cm CR-39 nuclear
track detectors. The detectors were placed 4 cm behind the
foil target in the normal direction and parallel to the target
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Schematics of the experimental setup. The dash-dot
line shows the target normal direction, while the dot line shows the laser
propagation direction. The inset shows the shape of the laser pulse.

foil. In some shots, the distance between the detectors and
the foil was changed to 6 cm. The central part of the CR-39
was covered by a polyimide film with a thickness of 3.6 m
共only protons ⬎250 keV can pass it兲 and a width of 3 mm
⬃ 5 mm to estimate the upper limit of the proton energy.
The spatial distributions of the ion beams for 3-, 10-, and
20-m-thick foil at the laser intensity 1.5⫻ 1018 W / cm2 are
shown in the Figs. 2共a兲–2共c兲, respectively. For the 3- and
10-m cases the CR-39 detectors are placed at a distance of
4 cm from the target and are centered in the target normal
direction. While for the 20-m-thick foils, the distance is
changed to 6 cm and the center of the detector is not in line
with the target normal direction. The dashed lines in Fig. 2共c兲
indicate the target normal and laser propagation directions.
The horizontal dark strip on the images corresponds to
the region covered by the 3.6-m-thick polyimide film. Only
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a few ion tracks can be observed in the dark region under the
optical microscope. This indicates that the maximum energy
of the proton beam is only about 350 keV.
Several interesting features appear in the spatial distribution of the proton beams. Firstly, the protons are mainly
emitted in the target normal direction and the angular distribution is symmetric with respect to the target normal. However, the protons are not well collimated. The divergence
angle of the global beams is as large as 60°. Secondly, the
spatial distribution exhibits a ring-like feature, containing a
dark region with relatively low proton flux at the center of
the image. The area of the dark region decreases as the target
thickness is increased. The cone angle of the dark region is
about 20° for the 3-m target. It reduces to about 15° for the
10- and 20-m targets. Thirdly, for the thinnest targets, the
spatial profile shows obvious burst-like angular modulations.
The modulation gradually fades out and the distribution becomes relatively uniform when the target thickness is
20 m.
We also measure the spatial distribution of the proton
beams for different laser energy and pulse duration. Figure
2共d兲 shows the result for a 0.5-J / 50-fs laser pulse, while Fig.
2共e兲 shows the result for a 1.6-J / 141-fs pulse. The laser intensity is kept to be ⬃5 ⫻ 1017 W / cm2 and the target thickness is 20 m for the two shots. The distance between the
CR-39 detector and the target is 6 cm in Fig. 2共d兲, while it is
4 cm in Fig. 2共e兲. From the two images one can see that the
proton beams become well collimated with a divergence
angle of 20° when the laser intensity is low. Furthermore, the
ring structure disappears for the 0.5-J case. For the 141-fs
case, the ring is still present. However, its cone angle is
reduced to 6°, which is much smaller than that at higher
intensities. Note that the proton flux for the long pulse is
greatly enhanced.
The ring structure in the rear-side proton beams has also

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Spatial distribution of the proton beams for 共a兲 3, 共b兲
10, and 共c兲 20 m foils, respectively.
The
laser
intensity
is
1.5
⫻ 1018 W / cm2 and the pulse duration
is 50 fs. The divergence of the ion
beams reduces when a low laser energy of 共d兲 0.5 J or 共e兲 a long pulse of
141 fs is used. For 共d兲 and 共e兲, the laser intensity is kept to be 5
⫻ 1017 W / cm2 and the target thickness
is 20 m.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Schematic
view of the rear surface expansion into
the vacuum and 共b兲 the local modulation due to the perturbation by the
shock wave induced by the large
prepulse.

been observed by Zepf et al. using the Petawatt laser facility
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.9 They proposed that
the ring component is due to the deflection of the protons
originating from the front surface by a strong magnetic field
induced by a large current of energetic electrons inside the
target. Under our experimental conditions, the energy of the
protons from the front surface is relatively low. According to
Sentoku et al.’s formula,10 we can estimate the maximum
energy of the protons accelerated from the front surface to be
only 130 keV, which means that most of the front protons
are stopped inside the target. So the possibility of deflection
of the front protons by the magnetic field is excluded in our
experiments.
Recently, Gaillard et al. suggested that the saturation effect of the CR-39 nuclear track detector can also result in an
artificial ring structure in the proton beams.11 The CR-39
detector has a nonmonotonic response in its optical density
as a function of proton fluence. When the fluence of the
protons is above the order of 108 particle/ cm2, the etched
detector can exhibit a false ring structure even if the incident
beam has a smooth and uniform distribution. However, the
maximum local fluence of the protons on CR-39 ever observed in our experiments is only about 8.7
⫻ 107 particles/ cm2, so the artificial phenomenon cannot occur.
We propose that the perturbation of the rear surface of
the foils by the shock wave induced by the prepulse leads to
the observed ring structures. In our experiments, there is a
femtosecond prepulse with an intensity of ⬃1016 W / cm2 at
8 nanoseconds before the main pulse. When the prepulse
irradiates the foil, it produces a preplasma at the front surface
and launches a shock wave into the target with a velocity of
the order 104 m / s. After the prepulse is switched off, the
shock wave propagates further into the target and reaches the
back surface in a few nanoseconds. It causes a dynamic expansion of the rear surface toward the vacuum 关see the schematic in Fig 3共a兲兴. We simulate the behavior of the shock
wave with a one-dimensional 共1D兲 Lagrangian hydrodynamic code MED103 共Ref. 12兲. In the simulation, the laser
energy is absorbed via inverse bremsstrahlung and resonance
absorption mechanisms. The resonance absorption fraction

of the laser energy at the critical density is set to be 20%. A
Gaussian-shape prepulse with a pulse duration of 50 fs and
an intensity of 1 ⫻ 1016 W / cm2 is incident normally onto the
planar foil. The thickness of the foil is 3, 10, and 20 m,
respectively. The boundaries of each foil are set to be free of
expansion. Figure 4 shows the density profile of the preplasma at 0.2 and 8 ns after the prepulse irradiates the foils.
When the main pulse reaches the targets at 8 ns after the
prepulse, the preplasma is still overdense for the 800-nm
laser. However, the hydrodynamic effect of the shock wave
共as can be seen from the density profile at t = 0.2 ns in the
graphs兲 has modified the original steep density gradient of
the rear surface into a relatively flat profile. The plasma density scale length at the initial left boundary 共x = 0兲 is about
70 m for the 20-m foil. For the 3- and
10-m foils it is even larger. The sheath electric field at the
rear surface is greatly weakened compared to that for the
unperturbed target,3 which can explain why the maximum
energy of the proton is only about 350 keV in the experiments. It also results in significant suppression of the proton
emission at the central part of the beam and thus forms the
ring structure. The area perturbed by the shock wave breakout is larger for the thinner foils. Therefore, the corresponding angle of the central dark region of the proton beam is
also large for the thinner foil. For the low laser intensity the
ring structure disappears due to the weak perturbation of the
shock wave on the rear surface 关see Fig. 2共d兲兴. However, the
ring still exists for the long-pulse case because the perturbation is still strong due to the large laser energy used, as
shown in Fig. 2共e兲.
The deformation of the rear surface by the shock wave
induced by the prepulse can also explain the other two features of the proton beams. The divergence of protons is directly related to the shape of the ion front.13 The shock wave
deforms the rear surface to be convex, which can lead to a
large divergence angle because the protons tend to be accelerated in the local target normal by the TNSA mechanism.
Under our experimental conditions, the maximum distance
from the ion front to the initial surface is estimated to be
larger than 50 m for the 20-m foil according to the hy-
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1.5⫻ 1018 W / cm2. The deformation includes not only global
expansion, but also an azimuthal modulation on the convex
surface, as sketched in Fig. 3共b兲. In this way, the proton
beams can be locally focused or defocused,14 causing the
observed burst-like structure in the spatial distribution. The
modulation structure fades out for the low intensity and thick
target, because the influence of the shock wave on the rear
surface decreases.
The existence of the ASE pedestal or intentionally introduced prepulse can give rise to high laser absorption and
efficient production of hot electrons in the laser-plasma interactions. From this point of view, the prepulse can benefit
the proton production. However, we find that when the
prepulse is too intense, it can significantly affect the energy
and spatial distribution of the proton beams. In order to obtain energetic, collimated, and bright proton beams, the unperturbed and flat rear surface with steep density profile must
be preserved.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Density profiles of the preplasma simulated by the
1D hydrodynamic code Medusa. The parameters are similar to the experimental conditions. The thicknesses of the tantalum foils are 共a兲 3, 共b兲 10, and 共c兲
20 m, respectively. The red solid lines show the initial surface at the beginning of the interaction 共t = 0 ns兲. The blue dashed lines show the density
profile at t = 0.2 ns, which indicates that a shock wave is formed at the front
surface. The black lines show the plasma density profile at t = 8 ns, when the
main pulse arrives.

drodynamic simulations. This can explain why the observed
divergence angle is as large as 60° when the laser intensity is
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Two-dimensional Fokker-Planck simulations have been conducted to investigate the inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption and the evolution of the electron distribution function 共EDF兲, where the
electron-electron 共e-e兲 collisions are taken into account, allowing for highly anisotropic electron
distributions. The numerical results show that the anisotropic part of the EDF is comparable to the
isotropic part even for a moderate laser field. The resulting EDF is no longer a simple
super-Gaussian, but a hybrid of the super-Gaussian and Maxwellian distributions. Furthermore, the
e-e collisions tend to enhance the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption; the contribution ratio of e-e
collisions to the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption rate increases with increasing ion charge state Zi
in the high laser frequency regime, while it decreases in the low laser frequency regime. It indicates
that one cannot simply neglect the e-e collisions in high Zi cases. © 2006 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2370725兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Collisional absorption by inverse bremsstrahlung 共IB兲
plays an important role in laser-plasma interactions. As a
process in laser-heated plasmas, the full description of IB
absorption requires knowledge of the electron distribution
function 共EDF兲. Even though this problem has been investigated extensively for a few decades, the accurate description
of an EDF in laser-heated plasmas remains an open problem,
where a self-consistent calculation of the highly anisotropic
EDF with e-e collisions included still does not exist.
An important parameter determining the modification of
the EDF is ␣ = Ziv2max / v2e , where Zi is the ion charge state,
vmax is the peak velocity of electrons oscillating in the laser
fields, and ve is the thermal velocity of electrons. When ␣
ⱕ 1, the EDF is close to the Maxwellian distribution. When
␣ ⱖ 1 the IB absorption results in a so-called self-similar
state f ⬇ exp共−v5兲, for which the absorption rate is reduced
dramatically.1–3 Afterward, a number of investigations have
extended these results to more particular cases.4–14
Porshnev et al. obtained the EDF with an arbitrary anisotropy by solving a two-dimensional partial differential
equation.4 They found that an initially isotropic EDF transformed rapidly into an anisotropic one with two temperatures, in which the parallel temperature is larger than the
perpendicular one.4,5 However, the e-e collisions are ignored
in these studies. Notes that the e-e collision effects with large
anisotropy are usually more significant than those with small
anisotropy. As a result, an accurate description of the evolution of the EDF with high anisotropy should take the e-e
collisions into account self-consistently.
Numerical calculations6 and theoretical analyses7–9 have
shown that the EDF can also assume the super-Gaussian selfsimilar state distributions f ⬇ exp共−v兲 when one includes
a兲
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the e-e collision term acting only on the isotropic part of the
EDF. Later, Chichkov et al.10 found large deviations of the
self-similar state distributions from the super-Gaussian distributions in high velocity regions. Using a perturbation approach, Fourkal et al.11 also discussed the deviations from
the super-Gaussian distributions. They computed the e-e collisions involving the anisotropic part of the EDF and suggested the applicable conditions for the perturbation theory.
The contributions of the anisotropic part of e-e collisions to
the IB absorption were also considered by Bendib et al.
when they considered the Weibel instability12 and computed
the transport coefficients.13,14 However, these Fokker-Planck
共FP兲 kinetic models rely on the assumption that the anisotropic part of the EDF f − f 0 is small as compared to the
symmetrical part f 0,11 which is valid only if vmax  ve0,
where ve0 is the initial electron thermal velocity. Fourkal also
used the particle-in-cell 共PIC兲 simulations to investigated the
evolution of the EDF and gave the modified self-similar state
of the EDF, which is a hybrid of a super-Gaussian bulk of
slow electrons and a Maxwellian tail of energetic electrons.11
When the EDF is strongly anisotropic, the approximan

tion f共v , 兲 ⬇ 兺 f l共v兲Pl共兲 will be inappropriate for small n.
l=0

Therefore, solving a two-dimensional partial differential FP
equation for f共v , 兲 is essential to the removal of the assumption of small anisotropy of the EDF. We have treated the
evolution of the EDF and the related IB absorption more
accurately by a two-dimensional FP code. In our code, the
e-e collisions are taken into account, allowing for highly
anisotropic EDFs. We find that the anisotropic part of the
EDF is comparable to the isotropic part even for a moderate
laser field 共vmax = 0.5ve0兲. As a result, the produced EDF is no
longer a simple super-Gaussian, but is comprised of a superGaussian bulk of slow electrons, a Maxwellian tail of energetic electrons, and a transition region where the distribution

13, 113302-1
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is neither super-Gaussian nor Maxwellian, which is in good
agreement with the PIC results.11 Numerical results show
that the e-e collisions tend to enhance the IB absorption.
Furthermore, the contribution ratio of e-e collisions to the IB
absorption increases with increasing ion charge state Zi in
high laser frequency regime, while it decreases in the lowfrequency regime. Therefore, it will be inappropriate to simply neglect the e-e collisions in high Zi cases. Instead, the
details of the EDF should be taken into account.

Ge共vជ 兲 =

1
2

冕

f e共vជ⬘兲兩vជ − vជ⬘兩dvជ⬘ ,

共7兲

He共vជ 兲 =

冕

f e共vជ⬘兲兩vជ − vជ⬘兩−1dvជ⬘ ,

共8兲

which can be calculated efficiently by the Legendre polynomials. First, we decompose the EDF and the Rosenbluth potentials into the Legendre polynomials as follows:
⬁

II. FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION FOR INVERSE
BREMSSTRAHLUNG ABSORPTION

f e共vជ 兲 = 兺 f el 共v兲Pl共cos 兲,

The evolution of the EDF in a homogeneous, fully ionized, laser-heated plasma can be described by the wellknown FP equation15

Ge共vជ 兲 = 兺 Gel 共v兲Pl共cos 兲,

 f e eEជ
+
· ⵜvជ f e = Cei共f兲 + Cee共f兲,
t
m

共1兲

ជ is the electric field, and C 共f兲 and C 共f兲 are the
where E
ei
ee
electron-ion 共e-i兲 collision term and e-e collision term, respectively. Here we assume that the laser fields are at moderate amplitudes so that the Lorentz force is ignored.
In this paper, we just consider the case of linearly polarized laser fields. Then we can choose a spherical coordinate
system and assume that the laser field is along the z direction. In this coordinate system, all functions are independent
of the azimuth angle , so that we simplify the original problem into a two-dimensional problem. In this case, we have
ជ
eE
· ⵜvជ f e = ⵜvជ · 关共Lveជ v + Leជ 兲f e兴,
m

⬁

⬁

He共vជ 兲 = 兺 Hel 共v兲Pl共cos 兲,

where the Legendre coefficients for a given EDF can be calculated as follows:
f el 共v兲 =

冕

2l + 1
2

L = − 2Lvmaxcos共2Lt兲sin  ,

共4兲

where vmax is the peak velocity of the electron oscillating in
the laser field, and L is the laser frequency.
Because the mass of ion mi is much larger than that of
electron me and usually the thermal velocity of ion vi is
much smaller than that of electron ve, we can simplify the e-i
collision term as16

冉

冊

1
1  fe
eជ eជ  ·
eជ  ,
2v
v 

共5兲

where Zeff = −qiln ⌳e兩i / qeln ⌳e兩e ⬇ Zi with Zi being the ion
charge state. As shown in Eq. 共5兲, we can consider the e-i
collision effect as a restoring force to redistribute the EDF
isotropic, and the e-i collision effect is proportional to the
anisotropy of the EDF and Zi.
The form of the e-e collision term can be written as a
divergence of the particle flux,16,17
Cee共f兲 = ⵜvជ ·

冋

册

⌫
⌫
共ⵜvជ ⵜvជ Ge兲 · ⵜvជ f e −
ⵜvជ He f e ,
ne
ne

⌫e/e = neq2e q2e

where
tials are defined by

e/e

ln⌳e/e / 4m2e ,

e/e



f e共v, 兲Pl共cos 兲sin d .

Given f el 共v兲, we have18
Gel 共v兲 = −
+

2
4l2 − 1

冕

Hel 共v兲 =

⬁

4
2l + 1
+

冕

⬁

v

共12兲

0

v

共3兲

共11兲

l=0

共2兲

Lv = 2Lvmaxcos共2Lt兲cos  ,

共10兲

l=0

where

Cei共f兲 = ⵜvជ · ⌫e/eZef f

共9兲

l=0

冋冕 冉
v

0

冉

冊

2l − 1 共v⬘兲2
共v⬘兲l+2
1−
f l共v⬘兲dv⬘
l−1
2l + 3 v2
v

冊

册

2l − 1 v2
vl
f l共v⬘兲dv⬘ , 共13兲
l−3 1 −
共 v ⬘兲
2l + 3 共v⬘兲2

冋冕

v

0

共v⬘兲l+2
f l共v⬘兲dv⬘
vl+1

册

vl
f l共v⬘兲dv⬘ .
共v⬘兲l−1

共14兲

Similar to e-i collisions, we can consider the e-e collision as a restoring force to drive the EDF to Maxwellian.
Thus the e-e collision effect is proportional to the departure
of the EDF from Maxwellian.
For convenience, we normalize the velocity to the original electron thermal velocity ve0, the particle density to the
electron density ne, the distribution function to ne / v3e0, the
energy to the initial thermal energy 3mev2e0 / 2, and the time to
ee = v3e0 / ⌫e兩e = 1 / ee, which is the reciprocal of the thermal
collision frequency.
Substituting Eqs. 共2兲–共14兲 into 共1兲, we have the normalized FP equation for IB absorption as

 fe
= ⵜvជ ·
t

共6兲

冋冉

冊

ជជ e兩e + Zeff eជ eជ · ⵜ ជ f e
D
 
v
2v

册

ជ e兩e + L eជ + L eជ 兲f e ,
− 共F
 
v v

and the Rosenbluth poten-

共15兲

where
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2 3
共v − v3i 兲共cos  j − cos  j+1兲,
3 i+1

ជជ e兩e = ⵜ ជ ⵜ ជ Ge ,
D
v v

共16兲

Vi+1/2,j+1/2 =

Fជ e兩e = ⵜvជ He .

共17兲

Si,j+1/2 = 2共cos  j − cos  j+1兲v2i ,

We can use the expressions

 f e D v  f e
Jv = − Dvv
−
+ 关Fv + Lv兴f e ,
v
v 
J  = − D v

冉

冊

 fe
Zeff 1  f e
− D +
+ 关F + L兴f e
v
2v v  

Si+1/2,j = 共v2i+1 − v2i 兲sin  j .
共18兲

共19兲

From the expressions 共18兲 and 共19兲, we can get the discrete form of Jv and J:
Jv,i,j+1/2 = − Dvv,i,j+1/2

to write Eq. 共15兲 as

f
= − ⵜvជ · 共Jveជ v + Jeជ 兲.
t

e
e
 f i,j+1/2
Dv,i,j+1/2  f i,j+1/2
−

v
vi

e
+ 关Fv,i,j+1/2 + Lv,j+1/2兴f i,j+1/2
,

共22兲

e

共20兲

J,i+1/2,j = − Dv,i+1/2,j
−

III. NUMERICAL SCHEME

In order to solve Eq. 共15兲, we develop a two-dimensional
FP code with a scheme similar to that described in Ref. 16
together with some special numerical methods19–21 to enforce the stability and the conservation of the particle number.
As in Ref. 16, we take the computational domain for the
FP equation to be

 j ⱕ j⌬

for j = 0,1, . . . ,N,

⌬v ⱕ vmax/M,⌬ ⱕ /N.
This grid system defines a system of cells,
Vi+1/2,j+1/2:vi ⱕ v ⱕ vi+1,  j ⱕ  ⱕ  j+1 ,
and the EDF is represented by its values at the center of these
cells,
f i+1/2,j+1/2 = f共vi+1/2,  j+1/2兲.
However, in order to avoid the singularity at internal
boundaries v = 0,  = 0, and  = , the finite element scheme21
will be used instead of the difference scheme. The finite element scheme is also required for the strict particle number
conservation.21 Integrating Eq. 共20兲 upon the cells Vi+1/2,j+1/2,
we can get the discrete FP equation for IB absorption,

共24兲

e
e
 f ei+1/2,j f i+1/2,j+1/2
− f i+1/2,j−1/2
=
,

⌬

共25兲

e
 f i,j+1/2
− fe
fe
= i,j+3/2 i,j−1/2 ,

2⌬

共26兲

 f ei+1/2,j f ei+3/2,j − f ei−1/2,j
=
.
v
2⌬v

共27兲

e
e
e
,
f i,j+1/2
= 共1 − ␦i,j+1/2兲f i+1/2,j+1/2
+ ␦i,j+1/2 f i−1/2,j+1/2

共28兲

e
e
+ ␦i,j+1/2 f i+1/2,j−1/2
,
f ei+1/2,j = 共1 − ␦i+1/2,j兲f i+1/2,j+1/2

共29兲

where

␦i,j+1/2 = g共− ⌬vFv,i,j+1/2/Dvv,i,j+1/2兲,

共30兲

␦i+1/2,j = g共− ⌬F,i+1/2,j/D,i+1/2,j兲,

共31兲

with
g共x兲 =

1
1
−
.
x exp共x兲 − 1

共32兲

Substituting Eqs. 共22兲–共32兲 into 共21兲, we have gotten the
discrete FP equation for numerical calculation

e
 f i+1/2,j+1/2
t

= − 关Si+1,j+1/2Jv,i+1,j+1/2 − Si,j+1/2Jv,i,j+1/2
+ Si+1/2,j+1J,i+1/2,j+1 − Si+1/2,jJ,i+1/2,j兴,

e
 f i,j+1/2
− fe
fe
= i+1/2,j+1/2 i−1/2,j+1/2 ,
v
⌬v

In order to get the good steady-state distribution, we
choose the Chang and Cooper method to evaluate the value
of f e at the cell edges by16,20

where

Vi+1/2,j+1/2

共23兲

where the derivatives of f e can be computed as

then divide v and  into M and N equal pieces, respectively.
Thus we get the mesh
for i = 0,1, . . . ,M ,

冊

2vi+1/2D,i+1/2,j + Zeff  f ei+1/2,j
2

2vi+1/2

+ 关F,i+1/2,j + L,j兴f ei+1/2,j ,

0 ⱕ v ⱕ vmax,0 ⱕ  ⱕ  ,

vi ⱕ i⌬v

冉

 f ei+1/2,j
v

共21兲

where the volume and the surface areas of cell are defined as

f
+ Af = 0,
t

共33兲

where f is a vector of length MN of the values f i+1/2,j+1/2 and
A is an MN ⫻ MN nine-banded matrix of coefficients. Equa-
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tion 共33兲 can be recognized as the modified nonlinear version
of Eq. 共71兲 in Ref. 16, and it is convenient to split A into
three pieces:

e
e
+ b⫻ f i−1/2,j+1/2
共A⫻ f兲i+1/2,j+1/2 = a⫻ f i−1/2,j−1/2
e
e
+ c⫻ f i−1/2,j+3/2
+ d⫻ f i+1/2,j−1/2
e
e
+ e⫻ f i+1/2,j+3/2
+ f ⫻ f i+3/2,j−1/2

共34兲

A = Av + A + A⫻ .

e
e
+ g⫻ f i+3/2,j+1/2
+ h⫻ f i+3/2,j+3/2
,

The modified Av and A can be written as
e
e
e
+ bv f i+1/2,j+1/2
+ cv f i+3/2,j+1/2
,
共Av f兲i+1/2,j+1/2 = av f i−1/2,j+1/2

共35兲

where
a⫻ = − Bv,i

Dv,i,j−1/2
D
␦i,j−1/2 − B,j v,i−1/2,j ␦i−1/2,j ,
2 v i⌬ 
2⌬v

b⫻ = − B,j

Dv,i−1/2,j
D ,i−1/2,j+1
⑀i−1/2,j + B,j+1 v
␦i−1/2,j+1 ,
2⌬v
2⌬v

e
e
e
共A f兲i+1/2,j+1/2 = a f i+1/2,j−1/2
+ b f i+1/2,j+1/2
+ c f i+1/2,j+3/2
,

共36兲

冋

册

− Dvv,i,j+1/2
− 共Fv,i,j+1/2 + Lv,j+1/2兲␦i,j+1/2 , 共37兲
⌬v

冋
冋
冋

bv = Bv,i+1

+ Bv,i

cv = Bv,i+1

Dvv,i+1,j+1/2
+ 共Fv,i+1,j+1/2 + Lv,j+1/2兲␦i+1,j+1/2
⌬v

册

− Dvv,i+1,j+1/2
+ 共Fv,i+1,j+1/2 + Lv,j+1/2兲
⌬v

册

冋

a = B,j −

2
2vi+1/2
⌬

冋
冋

Dv,i,j−1/2
D ,i+1,j−1/2
⑀i,j−1/2 + Bv,i+1 v
␦i+1,j−1/2 ,
2 v i⌬ 
2vi+1⌬
共47兲

Dv,i,j+3/2
D ,i+1,j+3/2
⑀i,j+3/2 − Bv,i+1 v
␦i+1,j+3/2 ,
2 v i⌬ 
2vi+1⌬
共48兲

f ⫻ = Bv,i+1

D ,i+3/2,j
Dv,i+1,j−1/2
⑀i+1,j−1/2 + B,j v
␦i+3/2,j ,
2⌬v
2vi+1⌬
共49兲

g⫻ = B,j

Dv,i+3/2,j
D ,i+3/2,j+1
⑀i+3/2,j − B,j+1 v
␦i+3/2,j+1 ,
2⌬v
2⌬v
共50兲

2vi+1/2D,i+1/2,j+1 + Zeff
2
2vi+1/2
⌬

册

h⫻ = − Bv,i+1

2vi+1/2D,i+1/2,j+1 + Zeff

− B,j+1

2
2vi+1/2
⌬

册

− 共F,i+1/2,j+1 − L,j兲⑀i+1/2,j ,

冋

d⫻ = − Bv,i

共40兲

+ 共F,i+1/2,j+1 − L,j+1兲␦i+1/2,j+1
+ B,j

共46兲

e⫻ = Bv,i

− 共F,i+1/2,j+1 − L,j兲

⫻␦i+1/2,j ,

b = B,j+1

Dv,i,j+3/2
D
␦i,j+3/2 + B,j+1 v,i−1/2,j+1 ⑀i−1/2,j+1 ,
2 v i⌬ 
2⌬v

共39兲

2vi+1/2D,i+1/2,j+1 + Zeff

册

c⫻ = Bv,i

册

Dvv,i,j+1/2
− 共Fv,i,j+1/2 + Lv,j+1/2兲⑀i,j+1/2 , 共38兲
⌬v

⫻⑀i+1,j+1/2 ,

c = B,j+1 −

共41兲

2vi+1/2D,i+1/2,j+1 + Zeff
2
2vi+1/2
⌬

册

+ 共F,i+1/2,j+1 − L,j+1兲⑀i+1/2,j+1 .

共44兲

共45兲

where
av = Bv,i

共43兲

共42兲

The cross-derivative term A⫻ is required to describe the
evolution of the anisotropic EDF, and it can be written as

Dv,i+1,j+3/2
⑀i+1,j+3/2
2vi+1⌬
Dv,i+3/2,j+1
⑀i+3/2,j+1 ,
2⌬v

共51兲

with
⑀ = 1 − ␦,
Bv,i = Si,j+1/2 / Vi+1/2,j+1/2,
and
B,j
= Si+1/2,j / Vi+1/2,j+1/2.
Finally, we can use the alternating-direction-implicit
method,22 which is a frequently used standard
technique,16,19,23 to advance Eq. 共33兲 in time.

IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

First, it is useful to define the following quantities to
evaluate the IB absorption rate and the evolution of the EDF.
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The average thermal energy of electrons at the nth
laser period:
En =

1
L

冕

共n+1/2兲L

Edt,

共n−1/2兲L

共52兲

where L = 1 / L is the laser period, and E is the thermal energy of electrons defined as
E = me
共ii兲

3
f e共v, 兲v4sin dvd = mev2e .
2

1
共En+1 − En−1兲.
2L

共54兲

The contribution ratio of e-e collisions ␥n is defined
as

␥n = 共Ren − R0n兲/Ren ,

共iv兲

共53兲

The average IB absorption rate over a laser period:
Rn =

共iii兲

冕冕

共55兲

where Ren and R0n are the IB absorption rate with e-e
collisions and without e-e collisions, respectively. A
bigger ␥n suggests that e-e collisions play a more important role in IB absorption.
The dimensionless parameter n is defined at t = nL
共n is an integer兲 to measure the anisotropy of the
EDF:

n = 共2E储 − E⬜兲/E⬜ ,
where
E储 = me

冕冕
冕冕

E⬜ = me

共56兲

f e共v, 兲共v cos 兲2v2sin dvd ,

共57兲

f e共v, 兲共v sin 兲2v2sin dvd ,

共58兲

are the average parallel kinetic energy and perpendicular kinetic energy, respectively. Usually since
E储 ⬎ E⬜ / 2, we have n ⬎ 0. The larger the parameter
n is, the larger is the anisotropy of the EDF.
Numerical calculations have been carried out in four
representational cases: 共A兲 Zi = 10, L = 10ee; 共B兲 Zi = 1,
L = 10ee; 共C兲 Zi = 10, L = 1.25ee; 共D兲 Zi = 1, L = 1.25ee,
with an invariable parameter vmax = 0.5ve0, where ee is e-e
collision frequency. The cases L = 1.25ee relate to the lowfrequency regime that the laser frequency is close to the collision frequency, which has rarely been investigated up to
now.
A. Electron distribution functions

Most of the present FP model, such as the diffusive approximation and the perturbation approach, are based on the
assumption of small anisotropy of the EDF. However, we
find that the anisotropic part of the EDF is comparable to the
isotropic part even for a moderate laser field 共vmax = 0.5ve0兲.
For the case Zi = 10, L = 10ee, it satisfies Ziv2max / v2e0
= 2.5⬎ 1 and eeL = 0.1 1, so the IB absorption is sufficient and collisions are very slow. In this case, usually the

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 High-order Legendre components of the EDF compared to the zero-order term vs velocity at t = 50L. The laser and plasma
parameters are vmax = 0.5ve0, Zi = 10, and L = 10ee.

e-e collisions are considered to be not rapid enough to redistribute the EDF to the Maxwellian, but a self-similar state of
the EDF is formed.
We plot the Legendre coefficients of the EDF f 1, f 2, and
f 3 at t = 50L in Fig. 1. We can find that the first-order
Legendre coefficient of the EDF f 1 is comparable to the
zero-order Legendre coefficient f 0, which is the isotropic part
of the EDF, in some velocity region. And the higher-order
Legendre coefficients of the EDF are also of the same magnitude of the zero-order Legendre coefficient. So the anisotropy of the EDF is no longer small and the self-similar state
of the EDF is also changed. It has been known that the IB
absorption can result in a super-Gaussian11 self-similar state,
which can lead to a significantly reduced heating rate.1 After
accounting e-e collisions accurately with the high anisotropic
part of the EDF, we confirm that this super-Gaussian distribution describes the EDF well at the low-energy region but
fails at the high-energy region in Fig. 2. Then from Fig. 3,
we find that the self-similar state is comprised of a superGaussian bulk of slow electrons, a Maxwellian tail of energetic electrons, and a transition region where the distribution
is neither super-Gaussian nor Maxwellian, which is in good
agreement with the PIC results.11 That means the laser energy absorbed by the fast electrons is very small, and the e-e
collisions dominate the heating term and thus redistribute the
EDF tail toward the Maxwellian. And the existence of the
Maxwellian tail for high-energy electrons in laser-heated
plasmas may be important for the description of other processes in plasma, such as wave damping,11 Weibel
instability,12 and transport coefficients.13,14
B. High laser frequency region: L = 10ee

To show the effects of e-e collisions in this region, the
average thermal energy of electrons En and the absorption
rate Rn with and without e-e collisions are shown as functions of time in Figs. 4共a兲 and 4共b兲, respectively. The isotropic part of the EDF, f e0共v兲, is shown in Fig. 5 at different
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The EDF obtained from the simulation 共the solid
line兲 vs velocity at t = 50L. The super-Gaussian distribution is shown as a
dashed curve. The laser and plasma parameters are as in Fig. 1.

time. The Maxwellian distributions with corresponding thermal velocities at these times are also drawn for comparison.
From the simulations, one notes that the absorption rates
Rn for the case Z = 10 decrease acutely with time in the first
50 laser periods and then decrease softly. This allows one to
divide the evolution of the EDF into two stages distinguished
by different absorption rates. In the first stage, the EDF departs from the Maxwellian distribution and achieves a superGaussian-like distribution, which reduces the absorption rate
significantly. Afterward, the EDF keeps this super-Gaussianlike profile with an increasing thermal velocity ve, and then
the absorption rate decreases mainly due to the decrease of
Ziv2max / v2e in the second stage. This is in good agreement
with earlier analytical studies.1,4
For the case Z = 1, the absorption rate is reduced by an
order of magnitude comparing with those in the previous
case 共see Fig. 4兲. This is mainly in agreement with the fact

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 The EDF obtained from simulation 共the solid line兲 vs
velocity at t = 50L. The dot-dashed line represents the Maxwellian distribution and the super-Gaussian distribution is shown as a dashed curve in the
high-energy region. The laser and plasma parameters are as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The average electron thermal energy En and the
absorption rate Rn for two different Zi as functions of time in 共a兲 and 共b兲,
respectively. The energy is in the unit of the initial thermal energy 3mev2e0 / 2.
The time is in the unit of the laser period L. The solid curves are for the
cases accounting for the e-e collision term, the dashed curves are for the
cases without the e-e collision term. The laser and plasma parameters are
vmax = 0.5ve0 and L = 10ee.

that the absorption rate is proportional to the ion charge state
Zi. Compared with the case Z = 10, the absorption rate in this
case decreases softly with time in the whole heating process.
The reason is that the inefficient absorption in this case cannot drive the EDF apart from the Maxwellian seriously.
Therefore, the self-similar state is close to the Maxwellian,
and the absorption rate decreases mainly due to the slow
increase of ve only.
From the simulations, one sees that the e-e collisions
can enhance the IB absorption. In order to quantify the
contribution ratio of e-e collisions, we give the ratios
␥n = 共Ren − R0n兲 / Ren for all cases as functions of time in Figs. 6.
Figures 5 and 6 suggest that e-e collisions will be enhanced
while the EDFs depart from the Maxwellian in the first stage.
However, the shape of the EDF will not change obviously in
the second stage, but Ziv2max / v2e for the cases with e-e collisions will decrease slightly faster than the cases without e-e
collisions. This explains why ␥n decrease slightly with time
for some cases in the second stage.
For high Zi, e-e collisions are usually assumed to be
negligible. However, our numerical results illustrate an interesting feature: not only the e-e collision effects Cee共f兲 but
also the contribution ratio of e-e collisions ␥n of the case
Zi = 10 are larger than those of the case Zi = 1 in the high laser
frequency region.
In the high-frequency region, the absorption rate for high
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 The anisotropy of the EDF n = 共2E储 − E⬜兲 / E⬜ as
functions of time for two different Zi and two different laser frequencies.

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The evolution of the isotropic part of the EDF f e0共v兲
for two different Zi. Laser and plasma parameters are as in Fig. 4. The solid
curves marked by numbers only are f e0共v兲 after corresponding laser periods,
and the dashed curves marked by numbers with M are the Maxwellian
distributions with the thermal temperatures at the corresponding time steps.

Zi is more efficient than for low Zi. So the EDF departs from
the Maxwellian much more seriously with increasing Zi.
Consequently, the e-e collision effect, which is proportional
to the degree of non-Maxwellian, will increase fast with increasing Zi. On the other hand, for the fixed anisotropy of the
EDF, the i-e collision effect will increase rapidly with increasing Zi. But with increasing Zi, the anisotropy of the

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 The contribution ratios of e-e collisions
␥n = 共Ren − R0n兲 / Ren as functions of time for two different Zi and two different
laser frequencies.

EDF will decrease significantly 共see Fig. 7兲. As a whole, the
i-e collision effect does not increase as fast as the e-e collision effect does with increasing Zi, and the contribution ratio
of e-e collisions ␥n may increase with increasing Zi in the
high-frequency region.
C. Low laser frequency region: L = 1.25ee

Our program can be applied to the case in which collision frequency ee closes to laser frequency L. The evolution of the variables En and Rn in this region is shown in
Figs. 8共a兲 and 8共b兲, respectively. The isotropic part of the
EDF f e0共v兲 and the corresponding Maxwellian distributions
are shown in Fig. 9 at different time.
Similar to those in the high-frequency regime, one observes that the absorption rate of case Zi = 1 is reduced almost
by an order of magnitude compared with that of case
Zi = 10 in the low-frequency regime.
Not only do the e-e collisions have an effect, but also the
contribution ratio of e-e collisions ␥n in the low-frequency
region is found to be much larger than those in the highfrequency region. With the increase of laser frequency L,
Fig. 7 shows that the anisotropy of the EDF n will increase
significantly, while the EDFs depart from the Maxwellian
distributions not so obviously, as shown in Figs. 5 and 9.
Consequently, the ratio ␥n will decrease with increasing L.
Our numerical results also show that the contribution
ratio of e-e collisions ␥n of case Zi = 10 is smaller than that of
case Zi = 1 in the low-frequency region. This seems to be
contrary to the situation in the high-frequency regime. We
can explain it as follows.
In the low-frequency region, the e-e collisions and e-i
collisions are efficient enough to rebuild up the Maxwellian
distributions. Thus the degree of non-Maxwellian and the
anisotropy of the EDF are found to be very small for all Zi
共see Fig. 9兲 and there is not much space remaining for the
EDF departing from the Maxwellian. Therefore, the increase
of the e-e collision effect will be limited with increasing Zi.
Also there is not much space remaining for the anisotropy of
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FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 The average electron thermal energy En and the
absorption rate Rn for two different Zi as in Fig. 4. The laser and plasma
parameters are vmax = 0.5ve0 and L = 1.25ee.

the EDF decreasing with increasing Zi. Therefore, the increase of the e-i collision effect will be significant with increasing Zi. Finally, the contribution ratio of e-e collisions ␥n
will decrease with increasing Zi in the low laser frequency
region.

V. SUMMARY

We have developed a two-dimensional FP code to investigate the IB absorption and the evolution of the EDF. In our
code, e-e collisions are taken into account self-consistently,
allowing for highly anisotropic EDFs.
We find that the anisotropic part of the EDF is comparable to the isotropic part even for a moderate laser field
共vmax = 0.5ve0兲, which implies that the models based on the
assumption of small anisotropy of the EDF will be inappropriate to describe the IB absorption and the evolution of the
EDF. Therefore, the produced EDF is no longer a simple
super-Gaussian, but a hybrid distribution of a super-Gaussian
bulk of slow electrons, a Maxwellian tail of energetic electrons, and a transition region where the distribution is neither
super-Gaussian nor Maxwellian.
Numerical results also show that the e-e collisions tend
to enhance the IB absorption. It is found that the e-e collision
effect is similar to a restoring force to drive the EDF into the
Maxwellian. It is thus proportional to the degree of nonMaxwellian. While the e-i collision effect is similar to a

FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 The evolution of the isotropic part of EDF f e0共v兲 for
two different Zi as in Fig. 5. Laser and plasma parameters are as in Fig. 8.

restoring force to redistribute the EDF into an isotropic one.
Thus it is proportional to the anisotropy of the EDF and the
ion charge state Zi. As a result, the contribution ratio of e-e
collisions ␥n = 共Ren − R0n兲 / Ren is a complex function of the degree of non-Maxwellian, the anisotropy of the EDF, and the
ion charge state Zi. Therefore, the factor ␥n will not always
decrease with increasing Zi as usually assumed. Our numerical results confirm those suppositions well. Furthermore, numerical simulations show that the relative contribution ratio
of e-e collisions to the IB absorption rate increases with
increasing Zi in the high-frequency regime, while it decreases in the low-frequency regime. This indicates that one
cannot simply neglect the e-e collisions in the high Zi cases.
The current work can be extended to describe other processes in plasma, such as wave damping11 and the Weibel
instability.12 After including the space coordinates, our code
will be competent for the more accurate description of transport coefficients,13,14 filamentation instability, and nonlocal
electron heat transport. This is a subject of future studies.
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A scheme is proposed to produce high-quality quasi-monoenergetic attosecond electron bunches
based on laser ponderomotive-force acceleration along the surface of wire or slice targets. Two- and
three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations demonstrate that the electron energy depends weakly
on the target density. A simple analytical model shows that the electron energy scales linearly with
the laser field amplitude, in good agreement with the simulation results. Electron bunches produced
by this scheme are suitable for applications such as coherent x-ray radiation, radiography, and
injectors in accelerators, etc. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2388958兴
Laser acceleration of electrons in plasmas has been proposed as mechanism for future compact accelerators because
of the huge electric fields 共⬎100 GV m−1兲 a plasma wave
can sustain.1 Numerous experimental and theoretical studies
have been devoted to this topic in the last decades. Usually,
one observes electron bunches with a large energy spread.2,3
Until very recently, both numerical simulations and experiments have demonstrated that quasi-monoenergetic electron
bunches can be generated directly from laser wakefields
without additional injection of electrons.4,5
In this Letter, we propose an alternative scheme to produce attosecond quasi-monoenergetic electron bunches at
tens of MeV from the interaction of an intense short laser
pulse with thin solid wire or slice targets. Such electron
bunches are produced through surface ponderomotive force
acceleration 共SPFA兲, as demonstrated by self-consistent multidimensional particle-in-cell 共PIC兲 simulation.
It is well known that electrons can be accelerated by the
laser ponderomotive force in vacuum and underdense
plasmas.6–9 Usually, electrons accelerated by the laser ponderomotive force have a large angle and energy spread. This
is because the ponderomotive force is always nonuniform in
the transverse direction.6 Electrons initially at different transverse positions will experience different ponderomotive acceleration. Stupakov and Zolotorev suggested to produce
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quasi-monoenergetic electron bunches by a suitably tailored
laser pulse both in the longitudinal and transverse directions
in vacuum.8 This imposes a new technical difficulty. Different from these studies, we introduce a transversely thin solid
target as shown in Fig. 1共a兲. In this case, when the target is
thin enough as compared with the laser spot size, electrons at
the target surface will experience almost the same ponderomotive acceleration and their energy spread will be suppressed.
In such a geometry, the accelerated electron energy can
be estimated as follows. For simplicity, we neglect the
charge-separation field induced near the target surface,
assuming that the transverse laser fields are much stronger.
We consider a linearly polarized laser pulse with an electric field E = E0 exp共−y 2 / 2兲sin共0t兲ŷ, where  is the
laser waist radius and 0 is the laser frequency. Electrons at the solid surface will be drawn out of the target
in the y direction with a momentum py = eE0 exp
共−y 2 / 2兲−1
0 cos共0t兲. Meanwhile, the V ⫻ B force will turn
the transverse electron motion into the laser propagation
direction.
The electrons acquire energy only from the laser electric
field Ey. The acquired electron energy can be expressed as
dEkin / ds = −eEy, where Ekin is the kinetic energy of the electron, and s is the displacement of the test electron in the y
direction, and y 1 and y 2 are the initial and final positions,
respectively. The energy gain in the displacement is then
⌬Ekin = −兰yy2eEydy. Since the electron acceleration length is
1
short, we have
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Schematic
of laser interaction with a narrow slice
target. 共b兲 Electron energy spectra obtained for targets with the width of D
= 0.10 and 200, where the target
density is n = nc and its length is L
= 50. The incident laser pulse has a0
= 8.54 and  = 20. 共c兲 Electron energy
spectra for different initial densities
for a0 = 8.54. 共d兲 Electron energy spectra for different laser intensities at t
= 4.1 T for n = 0.5nc.

⌬Ekin = −

冕

y2

y1

eE0 exp共− y 2/2兲dy
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冎

关共y 1 + y 2兲/2兴2
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2

再 冎
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共1兲

When the transverse dimension is thin enough, one can take
y 1 Ⰶ y 2 and obtain

冉 冊
冉 冊

⌬Ekin ⬇ − eE0 exp −
= 2a0

y 22
· 兩y 2兩
42

L2
Ly
exp − y2 mc2 ,
0
4

共2兲

where a0 = 兩e兩E0 / m0c is the normalized laser amplitude,
Ly = y 2 the acceleration length of the electron, and 0 the
laser wavelength. At any given time, the electron energy is
only a function of y. Obviously, if the electrons are located in
a narrow layer, the energy of the accelerated electrons will be
almost monoenergetic.
When the laser spot size is small enough, electrons can
be accelerated only in half a laser cycle. In the first half of a
laser cycle, some electrons are pulled out from the target and
accelerated. In the next half-cycle, they will not be decelerated since the laser field becomes weak at large transverse
positions. Moreover, if the plasma density of the thin target is
over critical, the laser pulse will be tailored naturally and
split into two pulses in the transverse direction. This also
prevents the deceleration to occur. Since the maximum velocity of the accelerated electrons is close to the light speed
in vacuum, the acceleration length can be estimated as
Ly ⬇ c · T / 2 = 0 / 2, where T is the laser cycle. Therefore, we
have

20
162

共MeV兲.

共3兲

This shows that the electron kinetic energy is proportional to
the laser parameter a0 and depends only weakly on the laser
waist radius. Thus, one can estimate the maximum electron
energy using Eq. 共3兲. Note that this energy scaling is different from that found for ponderomotive force acceleration in
vacuum, where the electron energy scales linearly with the
laser intensity.
To show quantitatively how quasi-monoenergetic electrons can be produced with such an interaction configuration,
we carry out numerical simulations using our parallel
particle-in-cell codes PLASIM-2D and PLASIM-3D, corresponding to the two-dimensional 共2D兲 and three-dimensional 共3D兲
geometries, respectively.10 The interaction configuration is
the same as that given in Fig. 1共a兲. In the 2D case, the target
is actually a slice. In the 3D case, both the slice and wire
targets are used. The simulation box is 200 ⫻ 200 for the
2D case. The target is a uniform plasma slice with width
D = 0.10 共in the y direction兲 and length L = 50 共in the x
direction兲. The laser enters from the left boundary of the
simulation box. The electric field vector is in the y direction.
The incident laser has a Gaussian transverse profile with a
beam waist of 20. Grids of 1024⫻ 1024 and 8⫻106 particles were used for the 2D simulations.
Figure 1共b兲 shows the electron energy for the slice target
plasma at the critical density nc. It shows that the energy
spectrum has a quasi-monoenergetic peak around 11 MeV.
For comparison, we have also simulated the interaction of
the same laser pulse with a plasma slab with a width
D = 200. The resulting electron energy spectrum shows the
usual exponential distribution. This suggests that a trans-
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Energy density profile 共ne␥兲 obtained using a 2D
slice target at n = 30nc. 共b兲 Some typical electron trajectories. 共c兲 Angular
distribution of emitted electrons. 共d兲 Projection of electron energy profile in
the 共y , z兲 plane from a 3D simulation at t = 10 T for a slice target.

versely thin target is necessary for the generation of quasimonoenergetic beams.
To see the dependence of the electron acceleration on the
plasma density and laser parameters, useful for future experiments, a series of simulations has been conducted. Figure
1共c兲 shows the energy spectra for different plasma densities
共from 0.1nc to 10nc兲 at t = 4.1 T. One sees that the energy
spectra are all quasi-monoenergetic for these plasma densities. The energy peaks for the different plasma densities are
also almost at the same level around 10.8 MeV. When the
plasma density increases, the peaks shift toward the left
slightly, and more low-energy electrons are generated. The
reason is that the space-charge field becomes important at
higher plasma densities.
Figure 1共d兲 shows the electron energy for different laser
intensities. It shows that quasi-monoenergetic electrons can
be produced with different relativistic laser intensities. The
peak is at 10.8 MeV when a0 = 8.54. For this case, Eq. 共3兲
predicts electron energy of 13.4 MeV, which is qualitatively
in agreement with the numerical simulation. The overestimation of the electron energy by our model is due to the overestimated acceleration length 0.50 adopted in Eq. 共3兲. Actually, we find that Eq. 共3兲 gives the maximum electron energy,
rather than the quasi-monoenergetic peak. For example,
when a0 = 27.3, Eq. 共3兲 gives the electron energy 43.2 MeV,
which is very close to the maximum electron energy
44.3 MeV found in the simulation.
Now let us look at how the electrons are accelerated.
Electrons near the peak of the transverse laser field are pulled
out from the target surface to the vacuum, accelerated, and
finally turned to the forward direction by the Lorentz force.
Since both positive and negative peaks can pull electrons
out, the emitted electrons appear as separated bunches both
at the upside and downside, as shown in Fig. 2共a兲. Note that
each bunch corresponds to a particular field peak of the laser
pulse and that they co-move forward. In the same electron
bunch, each electron is dragged out from the slice target at
different time and positions. Because of the presence of the
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transverse component of the momentum, electrons emitted at
earlier times 共from the target region at smaller x兲 are located
farther from the target transversely. Those emitted at later
times 共from the target region with larger x兲 are located transversely closer to the target. They accumulate with time to
form a single bunch. Because the longitudinal speed of the
emitted electrons is smaller than the laser pulse, the electrons
pulled out at earlier times slip backward relative to the field
peak and the electrons pulled out later are located closer to
the field peak. Therefore, the electron bunch appears to be
curved, as shown in Fig. 2共a兲. Similar electron bunches were
observed in a different configuration by Naumova et al.11
Because these electrons are accelerated only near the target
surface, we call it surface ponderomotive force acceleration
to distinguish it from usual ponderomotive force acceleration
in vacuum.
The trajectories of typical electrons are shown in Fig.
2共b兲. One sees how electrons are expelled from the target
surface by the laser. Some of the trajectories appear to be
similar to that from ponderomotive-force scattering in
vacuum.6 Figure 2共c兲 shows the angles of energetic electrons
as a function of electron energy. For comparison, we also
plot the relation between the electron energy and the emission angle tan共兲 = ± 关2 / 共␥ − 1兲兴−1/2, obtained for a planar laser pulse in vacuum.13 For electrons with relatively low energy, the two results basically coincide. For high-energy
electrons, the planar-pulse formula underestimates the emission angle. This can be attributed to the presence of the
plasma slice, which breaks the original Gaussian pulse into
two pulses. The two pulses do not propagate exactly along
the original pulse direction. Note that, even though the electrons emit at a certain finite angle from the laser propagation
axis, the beam divergence for electrons between 15 and
25 MeV is as small as less than 0.5°. The finite emission
angle from the original laser propagation axis is also advantageous for applications. These scenarios suggest that there is
a significant difference between the SPFA and vacuum ponderomotive force acceleration.
To see the 3D effects, we have conducted 3D PIC simulations with a plasma slice target. Quasi-monoenergetic electron bunches similar to that in the 2D case are found when
the laser electric field component is perpendicular to the slice
surface. To show the 3D effects, we plot in Fig. 2共d兲 the
transverse space distribution of electrons, which is the projection of the electron distribution in the transverse plane. It
shows that electrons are pulled out not only at the beam
center but also from the nearby region by the huge laser
electric field.
Under certain conditions, the SPFA scheme can also generate a single isolated dense monoenergetic electron bunch
with a slice or wire target. When the plasma density is not
high and the laser ascending part is sharp 共within a laser
cycle兲, the electrons in the target can be accelerated and
compressed into a single bunch with a quasi-monoenergetic
spectrum. Such a result was obtained in our 2D as well as 3D
simulations. In the 2D simulation, the plasma used is in the
form of a short slice with 50 in the x direction, and the
plasma density is 0.5nc. The laser intensity is 1021 W / cm2,
and its ascending part has a sharp sine profile. Note that laser
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produced by the interaction of relativistic laser pulses with a
thin wire target at moderate densities. The electron acceleration scheme presented here offers a way to obtain quasimonoenergetic electron bunches with a higher electron density, shorter bunch duration than that in laser wakefield
acceleration. The electron bunches produced in our scheme
may be particularly suitable for applications in compact injector of accelerators, compact high-brightness sources of radiation, and ultrafast electron diffraction imaging, etc.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Generation of an isolated monoenergetic pulse. The
electron density profiles at t = 0 and t = 10 T from a 3D PIC simulation is
shown. The simulation box is 150 ⫻ 150 ⫻ 150. The wire target is initially
at the center of the 共y , z兲 plane, for n = 0.5nc, L = 50 and diameter D
= 0.10. The linearly polarized laser pulse has a0 = 27.3 and  = 20. The
laser is polarized in the z direction and propagates along the x direction.

pulses with such a high intensity have been delivered
recently.12 In the 3D case, the parameters are almost the
same as that in the 2D cases, except that the target is a thin
wire. The results for the 2D and 3D simulations are essentially quite similar. Figure 3 shows that the electron density
profiles found in 3D simulations at t = 0 and t = 10 T, respectively. At t = 10 T, almost all the electrons in the target are
pulled out and accelerated as a single bunch by the ultrahighintensity laser pulse. The electron bunch is compressed to a
space of 0.05 m or about 160 attoseconds in duration. The
density of the electron bunch reaches 18nc, which is 36 times
the target plasma density. The electron bunch includes nearly
108 electrons in a spot size of 0.2 m 共full width at halfmaximum兲. The quasi-monoenergetic peak can reach
34 MeV and the maximum energy exceeds 100 MeV in this
case. Such isolated single attosecond bunches are particularly interesting to the investigation of fast phenomena at the
attosecond level.14
A precondition for our scheme to work is to have an
intense laser with a very good contrast in order to avoid the
explosion of the target before the short pulse arrives. Another
concern is the space charge effect with the produced dense
electron bunches, which may lead to explode after few millimeters. The size of a spherical electron bunch evolves approximately dr2 / dt2 = 共2p0 / 2␥3兲共r30 / r2兲, where r0 and r are
the transverse size of the bunch at beginning and at given
time t, respectively,  p0 is the electron plasma frequency
corresponding to the initial electron bunch density, and ␥ is
the relativistic factor for the electrons. For r Ⰷ r0, one has
r ⬃ 共 p0t / ␥3/2兲r0. If taking  p0 = 0.10 for the electron density about 1019 cm−3 and ␥ = 20, for example, the bunch size
will become ten times of the initial one after a propagation
distance of about 1.4 mm. Therefore, a beam focusing tool is
necessary for its application.
In summary, we have shown that quasi-monoenergetic
ultrashort electron bunches can be produced by SPFA. The
energy peak scales as the square-root of the laser intensity
and it depends weakly upon the target density. The latter
mainly changes the number of the accelerated electrons. Furthermore, PIC simulations show that a single attosecond
bunch of dense and quasi-monoenergetic electrons can be
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The effect of light intensity on resonance absorption of p-polarization laser pulses in plasma with
steep density gradients is studied by particle-in-cell simulations. For given incident angle and
density scale length, the absorption rate decreases with an increase of the laser intensity. This can
be attributed to a relativistic reduction of the local plasma frequency and thus detuning of the
driving laser field from the excited electron plasma waves near the critical surface. With a further
increase of the laser intensity, the absorption rate begins to increase since the laser field can now
further penetrate into the plasma up to higher densities and drive density cavities and peaks there.
As a result, multiple-resonant absorption is found at different locations. © 2006 American Institute
of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2397580兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Resonance absorption, which is an important issue in
laser-plasma interactions, is caused by the linear mode conversion of an obliquely incident p-polarization laser pulse
into an electron plasma wave 共EPW兲 near the critical surface
of inhomogeneous plasma.1 This phenomenon has been well
studied in the linear regime.2–7 Following the development of
ultrashort-pulse ultraintense lasers, a new parameter regime
of very short scale lengths, typically of the order of a laser
wavelength, appears. As a result, resonance absorption together with several closely related phenomena have been receiving much interest.8–12 It has been shown that laser pulses
with different intensities can heat plasma electrons to different temperatures 共and thus produce plasma with different
scale lengths and collisional frequencies兲, which result in
different laser absorption.11,13–15
On the other hand, for ultrashort ultraintense laser
pulses, both the laser and the excited fields near the critical
surface can be very strong. In particular, the relativistic electron mass variation has a significant effect on the mode conversion and resonance absorption. Drake et al. found that the
threshold amplitude for wave-breaking is decreased.16 Ma
et al. showed that the peak amplitude of the excited EPW
shifts to a higher density region beyond the critical surface.17
When the driving laser field is greater than a threshold value,
the spatial distribution of the EPW amplitude exhibits a hysteretic structure. Sheng et al. found that the excited EPW can
only take the lower branch of the hysteretic structure and
resonance absorption decreases with increase of the incident
laser field.18 Most of these studies are based on the so-called
capacitor model1 and assume long pulse laser interaction. To
our knowledge, a self-consistent analysis of the effect of the
a兲
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light intensity on linear mode conversion and resonance absorption in the ultrashort pulse regime is still not available.
In this paper, we investigate self-consistently the effects
of the relativistic and ponderomotive-force nonlinearities on
mode conversion and resonance absorption in plasma with a
density scale length of few laser wavelengths. At moderate
laser intensities, the relativistic effect associated with the
driven EPW appears to dominate, leading to a reduction of
laser energy absorption. At high laser intensities, both the
relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities associated with
the incident laser pulse become important, and the absorption
increases with the laser intensity.

II. NONLINEAR CAPACITOR MODEL

It is instructive to start with a simple analytical model of
the EPW excitation near the critical surface region. Following the capacitor model1,3,19 and taking into account both the
relativistic and ponderomotive-force nonlinearities, one finds
that the driven EPW satisfies

冋

冉 冊

2i 
i
+1− 1+
0 t
0

−1

册

1 n̄ 3v2te 2
+
E = Ed ,
¯␥ nc ¯␥20 x2

共1兲

where E = eE / m0c is the normalized EPW amplitude with m
the rest mass of electrons, 0 the driving frequency,  the
collisional damping rate, ¯␥ the time-averaged relativistic factor for electrons, n̄ the slowly varying electron density,
vte = 共Te / m兲1/2 the thermal velocity of the electrons, and Ed
the 共normalized兲 effective driving field, which depends on
the incident laser and plasma parameters.1–3 For short-pulse
lasers, the ions do not respond and the electron density is
given approximately by n̄ / nc = n0 / nc + 共c2 / 20兲2¯␥ / x2, where
in the weakly relativistic approximation we have ¯␥ ⬇ 1
+ 3兩E兩2 / 8.17,20 It is also convenient to assume a linear back-
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ground density profile, namely n0 = nc共1 + x / L兲, where
nc = m20 / 4e2 is the critical density.
Equation 共1兲 can be solved analytically for some limiting
cases. For example, in the case of weak nonlinearity
共兩E兩 Ⰶ 1兲 and weak damping 共 / 0 Ⰶ 1兲, near the critical
layer x = 0 one can obtain from Eq. 共1兲

冋

i

册

3

2
− 共 − i0兲 + E2d兩E兩2 + ␣ 2 E = 1,
8



共2兲

where E has been renormalized by Ed,  = 0t / 2,  = x / L,
0 =  / 0, and ␣ = 3v2te / 20L2. A similar equation was obtained by Morales and Lee19 for describing the interaction of
plasma ions and electrons by a long-pulse laser, where the
plasma response is governed by the ponderomotive-force
driven ion-acoustic waves. In contrast, here the response is
governed by the excited EPWs and the nonlinearity is associated with the relativistic electron-mass variation in the latter. That is, the “capacitor” here involves much smaller time
and space scales than in Ref. 19.
If the electron thermal effect is neglected 共␣ = 0兲, Eq. 共2兲
has the stationary solution

⬘ = pc兩E⬘兩2 ± 冑1/兩E⬘兩2 − 1,

共3兲

where E⬘ = 0E / Ed, ⬘ =  / 0, and pc = 3E2d−3
0 / 8. That is, the
field amplitude is completely determined by the parameter
pc, which is in turn determined by the driving field and the
collisional damping rate. Figure 1共a兲 plots the EPW amplitude profiles for various pc values. With an increase of pc, the
peak amplitude of the EPW shifts to the higher-density region beyond the critical surface, and local wave breaking
can occur when pc exceeds the threshold pth = 8冑3 / 9. For
pc ⬎ pth, 兩E⬘兩 exhibits a hysteretic structure, where it has three
different values in the high-density region. Numerical solution of the time-dependent Eq. 共2兲 for ␣ = 0 shows that wave
breaking, or shock formation, appears at the point T2, rather
than at T1.18 That is, the peak amplitude of the EPW remains
relatively low but the peak region becomes broadened.
If we define the absorption rate as  ⬃ 兰兩E⬘兩2d⬘,1 the
solid curve in Fig. 1共b兲 shows nonlin / linear, or the ratio of
the integrals with and without relativistic effects, as a function of pc. Thus, the absorption rate does not change until pc
reaches a threshold value pth = 8冑3 / 9. With further increase
of pc, the absorption rate decreases monotonously. In fact,
for pc Ⰷ 1 one can show that nonlin / linear ⬇ 共6 / 兲共2pc兲−1/3.
When the thermal effect is included, the shock-like discontinuity in the EPW amplitude profile as predicted in the
cold-plasma limit disappears. Figure 1共c兲 shows typical amplitude profiles of the EPW obtained by solving Eq. 共2兲 for
␣ = 1 with absorbing boundary conditions.19 It can be seen
that, when the parameter pc is very small, the amplitude profile will reach a steady-state with an Airy-function type distribution. With the increase of the pump strength, this distribution is distorted. But as long as the nonlinear parameter pc
does not exceed a threshold value about 7.0, the EPW amplitude can always reach a steady state. The peak amplitude
is lower than that of the linear case and it is shifted to the
high-density region beyond the critical density, similar to

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲. 共a兲 Stationary amplitude profiles of the driven electron plasma wave near the critical surface for different values of pc in the
cold-plasma limit, where pth = 8冑3 / 9; 共b兲 the ratio of the nonlinear absorption coefficient to the linear one for different pc, where the solid line is
found for cold plasma and the stars label the result for thermal plasma for
␣ = 1 and 0 = 0.1; 共c兲 stationary amplitude distributions of the driven plasma
wave for a thermal plasma for ␣ = 1, 0 = 0.1, L = 30, and different pc. There
is no stationary solution for pc = 10, where the corresponding curve is shown
at the normalized time t = 1.5.

that shown in Fig. 1共a兲. It is also found that, with the increase
of the pump field, the absorption rate decreases continuously
as shown in Fig. 1共b兲, qualitatively in agreement with the
cold plasma case. When the pump amplitude is increased up
to beyond pc = 7.0, we find that there is no steady-state solution of Eq. 共2兲. The peak in the amplitude profile builds up,
decays, and rebuilds up successively. The green line in Fig.
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1共c兲 shows a snapshot of the EPW profile. In this case, we do
not think it is interesting to calculate the absorption rate.
The results given above are based on the classical
capacitor model1,3,19 of the driven EPW. The driving field is
assumed to be given. That is, the processes of mode conversion, density cavitation and pileup, reflection of the laser
light, etc. in the presence of relativistic and ponderomotiveforce nonlinearities are not treated self-consistently. Furthermore, relativistic and ponderomotive-force nonlinearities
caused by the incident laser pulse itself have not been included. The relativistic effect should enable the pulse to penetrate deeper into plasma and be reflected at a higher density
␥1/2nc cos  than in the linear case, where ␥ is the relativistic
factor for electrons in the laser field at the reflection layer
and  is the incident angle of the laser pulse. Meanwhile, the
resonant surface also changes with time as the incident laser
pulse grows and shrinks in intensity leading to a detuning of
the resonance at a given fixed density due to the changing
relativistic mass effect. Thus the real resonant density is
shifting in time making it hard for the resonant wave to build
up at one fixed point in the density profile, in particular when
the laser pulse duration is very short. This may also reduce
the laser absorption. Moreover, when the laser intensity is
large enough it may be possible to obtain ␥1/2nc cos  ⬎ nc.
This means that the reflection point is even beyond the critical surface for the linear case. Finally, at higher laser intensities the ponderomotive force of the laser pulse can modify
the electron density profile. All these effects can significantly
modify the absorption behavior.
III. PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS

We now use one-dimensional particle-in-cell 共PIC兲
simulations to study the combined nonlinear effects on the
mode-conversion process self-consistently. The PIC code
uses a boosted frame moving along the y direction to treat
the oblique incidence of the laser pulse.21–23 The incident
laser pulse has a sine-square profile a = a0 sin2共t / 兲, where
a is the vector potential normalized by mc2 / e, a0 is the
peak amplitude which is related with the laser intensity by
I20 = a20 ⫻ 1.37⫻ 1018 W / cm2m2, and  is the laser pulse
duration normalized by the laser cycle 0 = 2 / 0. The
p-polarized pulse enters the left boundary of the simulation
box at the incident angle . The plasma slab has a linear
plasma density profile n0 = 共x / L兲nc, where L is the density
scale length.
A. Intensity-dependent resonance absorption

We first consider the case with the density scale length
L = 0, initial electron temperature Te = 10 eV, and laser pulse
duration  = 200. We recall that, according to the linear
theory, the maximum resonance absorption should occur
when the incident angle of the laser pulse satisfies sin 
= 0.68共2L / 0兲−1/3.6 Thus the incident angle for maximum
absorption for the present case should be  ⬇ 21.6°. Figure 2
shows the absorption as a function of the laser peak amplitude a0. When a0 is close to 0, the absorption rate is about
0.5, which agrees with the linear theory of resonance
absorption.4,6 The absorption rate decreases with increasing
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲. Absorption found in PIC simulations for p- and
s-polarized lasers with different peak amplitudes a0. The other parameters
are L = 0, Te = 10 eV 共and 500 eV兲,  = 21.6°, and  = 200.

a0 until a0 ⬃ 0.5. This agrees qualitatively with our simple
model presented in the preceding section that the relativistic
effect tends to decrease the absorption rate. However, with a
further increase of the laser intensity, the absorption rate begins to increase. Note that this intensity-dependent behavior
depends weakly upon the electron temperature, as shown in
Fig. 2. When the laser pulse is s-polarized, the absorption
rate remains at a very low level even at high laser intensities,
as shown in Fig. 2. This suggests that the contribution of
Raman scattering is very small, and therefore cannot explain
the increased laser absorption at high intensities for
p-polarized light.
To understand the absorption behavior in Fig. 2, one
needs to examine the excited EPW near the critical surface.
When the laser intensity is small 共e.g., a0 = 0.01兲, at the early
stage, the EPW is centrosymmetric near the critical surface
and a density peak is formed as shown in Figs. 3共a兲 and 4共a兲.
Later, the plasma wavelength becomes shorter and several
density peaks are formed during its evolution near the critical
surface. At this laser intensity, the electron velocities are
small 关see Fig. 7共a兲兴 and all these processes are mainly linear.
At moderate laser intensities 共e.g., a0 = 0.2兲, as shown in
Fig. 3共b兲, the electrostatic field near the critical density forms
a shock-like distribution, similar to those shown in Fig. 1共a兲
for large pc. Meanwhile, the corresponding density profile
near the critical density region is modified significantly and a
sharp density peak is formed as shown in Fig. 4共b兲. This
suggests that the relativistic effect associated with the
EPW plays a significant role for the initial reduction in the
absorption.
When the incident laser field is still larger 共e.g., a0 = 0.8兲,
two density peaks appear, with one near the initial critical
surface and another in the higher density region, as shown in
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Snapshots of the electron density ne 共normalized by
nc兲 and the excited electric field Ex 共normalized by m0c / e兲 for 共a兲
a0 = 0.01, L = 0, and  = 21.6° at t = 260; 共b兲 a0 = 0.2, L = 0, and  = 21.6° at
t = 180; 共c兲 a0 = 0.8, L = 0, and  = 21.6° at t = 240; 共d兲 a0 = 0.8, L = 20, and
 = 17° at t = 200. The initial electron temperature Te = 10 eV and the laser
pulse duration  = 200.

Figs. 3共c兲 and 4共c兲. This can be explained as follows. For the
rising edge of the pulse where the laser field is not high, the
corresponding reflecting surface and the critical surface are
still located in regions predicted by the linear theory, although the EPW already exhibits nonlinear characteristics.
Close to the laser-pulse peak, both the reflection and critical
surfaces are found in the higher density region by
␥1/2nc cos  and ␥1/2nc, respectively, owing to the relativistic
electron-mass increase in the laser field. During the pushing
process, huge electrostatic fields are induced, which, together
with the reflected pulse front, tend to draw electrons backward. The pushing and dragging motion of the plasma electrons can be seen in Fig. 4共c兲. This results in the second peak
for the electric field and electron density. In addition, the
standing wave formed by the incident and reflected pulses
also tends to drive multiple density peaks in underdense
plasma. For the same laser parameters but with a longer
plasma scale length, more plasma density peaks are formed,
as shown in Figs. 3共d兲 and 4共d兲. Together with the formation
of multipeaks of the electron density, multiple critical layers
are generated. At each critical surface, plasma waves are excited. This results in enhanced laser absorption as shown in
Fig. 2. In addition, in some simulations in particular when
the incident laser pulse has a high intensity, it is found that
part of the incident laser fields are trapped in the cavities
between the density peaks, forming spatial solitons.24 The
trapped fields will be absorbed finally via heating electrons,
which also enhance the laser absorption.
To further clarify the mechanism of the density cavities
and the second density peak, we examine the interaction of
s-polarized light pulses. Figures 5共a兲 and 5共b兲 illustrate the
evolution of the plasma density with s-polarized lasers at
peak amplitudes 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. It appears that a
new density peak is formed around a0 = 0.6. Note that this
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Space-time evolution of the electron density for the
p-polarization case for 共a兲 a0 = 0.01, L = 0, and  = 21.6°; 共b兲 a0 = 0.2,
L = 0, and  = 21.6°; 共c兲 a0 = 0.8, L = 0, and  = 21.6°; 共d兲 a0 = 0.4, L = 40,
and  = 13.4°. The initial electron temperature Te = 10 eV and the laser pulse
duration  = 200.

amplitude is just consistent with the turning point at which
the laser absorption begins to increase as shown in Fig. 2. It
shows that the ponderomotive force of the laser field digs a
density cavity near the reflecting surface nc cos  at the beginning. Meanwhile electrostatic fields are induced nearby,
which drag electrons backwards. This results in a density
peak in the low-density region. In addition, the incident and
reflected fields form a standing wave, which may modulate
the plasma density profile and helps to create density peaks.
This is particularly obvious when the plasma density scale
length is relatively long such as L = 20 or 40. Figure 5共c兲
shows the spatial-temporal evolution when a0 = 0.6 and
L = 40, demonstrating that multiple density cavities are
formed around t = 200. In addition, multiple small density
spikes are formed, which are superimposed upon the density
modulations as shown in Fig. 5共d兲. This may result from the
blowout of the density peaks in the later stages of the interaction from the ponderomotive pressure in the standing wave
formed by the incident and reflected light pulses.25 Note that,
in the s-polarization case, even though the ponderomotive
force of the laser pulse can lead to density modification, it
cannot directly lead to efficient laser absorption. With the
p-polarized incident laser, similar density modulations driven
by the ponderomotive force exist. Due to the additional excitation of the EPW near each critical surface, the process of
the plasma density modification is even more complicated
and density cavities are found on a longer time scale, as
shown in Figs. 3共d兲 and 4共d兲.
The pushing and dragging motion of the reflecting surfaces by the laser ponderomotive force and induced electrostatic fields can be examined by looking at the spectra of the
reflected laser pulse, where high harmonics are generated
due to the nonlinear quiver motion of electrons at the reflection layer.23 At moderate laser intensities, the harmonics are
exactly located at the integer values with narrow peaks as
shown in Fig. 6共a兲. At high laser amplitudes, however, the
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Space-time evolution of the electron density for the s-polarization case for 共a兲 a0 = 0.5,
 = 21.6°, and L = 0; 共b兲 a0 = 0.6,  = 21.6°, and L = 0;
共c兲 a0 = 0.6,  = 13.4°, and L = 40; 共d兲 snapshot of 共c兲 at
t = 200. Other parameters are  = 200 and Te = 10 eV.

reflection spectra display complicated features as shown in
Fig. 6共b兲 for a0 = 0.8, where the harmonic peaks are split and
broadened. These can be explained as follows. In the rising
front of the laser pulse, its ponderomotive force pushes forward electrons at the reflection surface, where the reflected
pulse acquires a redshift in the spectrum. Later with the de-

crease of its ponderomotive force at the rear side of the
pulse, electrons near the reflection surface are dragged back
by the electrostatic force induced before. The reflected pulse
then acquires a blueshift in the spectrum. As a whole, the
reflected pulse obtains split and broadened spectra for each
harmonic.
The absorption at different light intensities corresponds
to different electron distributions in phase space. At low and
moderate light intensities, electrons are accelerated backward
in the EPW driven near the critical surface, as shown by the
longitudinal phase-space plots in Figs. 7共a兲 and 7共b兲. Here px
is the longitudinal electron momentum along the plasma density gradient. Note that there is obvious plasma wavebreaking near the critical surface in Fig. 7共b兲. At high intensities,
electron acceleration is not localized any more. Electrons are
accelerated both backward and forward in different positions,
as shown in Fig. 7共c兲. This demonstrates that the nonlinearities caused both by the laser and EPW become significant.
B. Effects of the plasma scale length and pulse
duration

FIG. 6. Spectra of reflected fields for a0 = 0.2 共a兲 and a0 = 0.8 共b兲. Other
parameters are L = 0,  = 21.6°,  = 200, and Te = 10 eV.

It is worthwhile to examine the effects of the plasma
density scale length and the pulse duration on the intensitydependent laser absorption. Figure 8共a兲 shows that the relativistic effect for the reduced absorption is more significant
for the intermediate scale lengths. For example, at L = 20
where the relativistic effect is the greatest, the absorption
reduces to about 0.3 at about a0 = 0.35. At high laser intensities, because of the relativistic effect and ponderomotive
force push of the laser pulses, multiple density peaks are
formed as shown in Fig. 3, and the absorption becomes
larger than the case with short scale lengths. At even larger
scale lengths such as L = 40, multiple density peaks are
more easy to occur, so that the laser absorption begins to
increase at about a0 = 0.25.
Figure 8共b兲 shows the absorption for different laser durations. For the given plasma density profile, the absorption
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FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Absorption for different scale lengths for
 = 200; the incident angles for L = 0, 20, and 40 are 21.6°, 17.0°, and
13.4°, respectively. 共b兲 Absorption for different laser durations for L = 0 and
 = 21.6°.

FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Electron distributions in phase space at t = 200 for 共a兲
a0 = 0.01; 共b兲 a0 = 0.2; 共c兲 a0 = 0.8. Other parameters are L = 0,  = 21.6°,
 = 200, and Te = 10 eV.

for  = 100 dips to the lowest level. With an increase or
decrease of the pulse duration, the influence of the relativistic reduction in absorption is reduced. When the pulse duration is too short, there is insufficient time for the EPW to
grow to a sufficiently high level for the effect to become as
pronounced. Therefore, the relativistic effect is smaller than
those for longer laser durations. This is most obvious for the

case with  = 30, where the absorption rate does not show a
decrease with increasing laser intensity as illustrated in Fig.
8共b兲. In fact, the absorption rate is shown to depend weakly
upon the laser intensity and is slightly smaller than the linear
theory for long pulses, indicating that the ultrashort pulse
duration restricts the buildup of the electron plasma wave to
a high level and thereby reduces the absorption. On the other
hand, if the pulse duration is too long, the electric field can
be excited sufficiently. Then the large amplitude EPW will
break within the interaction period leading to increased absorption even in the intermediate intensity range.
In passing, we mention that, when the plasma density is
very steep, the laser absorption appears to increase with the
laser intensity.12 This is caused by a “push-pull” combination
of the laser ponderomotive force, the laser field itself, and
space-charge fields near the solid surface. In addition, twodimensional 共2D兲 effects such as hole boring26 and deformed
targets27 have not been included in our calculation. These
usually tend to enhance the laser absorption even at the nor-
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mal incidence. It is expected that for certain plasma conditions, the 1D effects discussed in this work can be coupled
with these 2D effects.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the relativistic effect and ponderomotive
force caused both by the driven EPW and incident laser pulse
can significantly modify the resonant absorption process. At
moderate laser intensities, the relativistic effect in the excited
EPW near the critical surface tends to reduce the laser absorption, i.e., the absorption decreases with increasing intensities. For laser intensities larger than certain value around
a0 = 0.5 or 3 ⫻ 1017 W / cm2 for laser wavelengths of 1 micrometer, a value depending upon the plasma density scale
lengths and laser pulse durations, the absorption increases
with the laser intensity. This is mainly due to the relativistic
and ponderomotive-force effects caused by the incident and
reflected pulses, which tend to drive new density cavities and
peaks beyond the normal critical surface. This intensity dependence of the resonance absorption is valid for a range of
laser pulse durations, plasma scale lengths, and electron temperatures around those presented here. When both the pulse
durations and plasma density scale lengths are very short, the
intensity-dependent feature of the laser absorption presented
in this paper begins to weaken or disappear.
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A scheme for electron injection into a laser wakefield is presented, which makes use of two
orthogonally directed laser pulses and a gaseous medium with a moderate or high atomic number
such as neon. A pump laser pulse ionizes the medium to its midcharge states to form underdense
plasma and meanwhile excites a high amplitude wakefield firstly. Another ultrashort laser pulse with
higher intensity is then injected transversely, which further ionizes the medium to high-charge states
to produce new free electrons with certain energy. Part of these new-born electrons can be trapped
and accelerated by the laser wakefield to high energies. Numerical simulations using a
particle-in-cell code with field ionization included are conducted to verify the scheme. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2179194兴
Since the concept of electron acceleration using a laserproduced plasma waves was proposed,1 extensive theoretical
and experimental studies on this subject have been
conducted.2 Because it is not limited by dielectric breakdown, plasma can support acceleration gradients three orders
of magnitude higher than the conventional radio-frequency
linear accelerations. Plasma waves can be driven by laser
pulses and charged particle beams. Corresponding to driving
schemes of the plasma waves, well-known proposals include
the laser wakefield accelerator 共LWFA兲,1 the plasma wakefield accelerator 共PWFA兲,3 the plasma beat wave accelerator
共PBWA兲,4 the self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator
共SM-LWFA兲,5 and the cross-modulated laser wakefield accelerator 共XM-LWFA兲.6
Normally background electrons oscillating in a plasma
wave cannot be accelerated by the wakefield since they are
out of phase with it.7 Electrons can only be accelerated unless they are trapped in the wakefield, i.e., they move nearly
at the phase velocity of the wave and stay in the accelerating
phase of the field. Trapping can come from the background
plasma electrons by longitudinal wave breaking when the
wave amplitude exceeds some threshold values,8 transverse
wave breaking when there is a transverse inhomogeneity of
the wave amplitude,9 and wave breaking induced by a
plasma density inhomogeneity.10 These self-injections from
plasma wave breaking usually result in a broadband electron
energy spectrum, which is unfavorable for real applications.
There are few proposals for electrons injection such as from
a conventional linac1 or by an additional laser pulse through
laser ionization and ponderomotive acceleration.11–14 But
these schemes require accurate temporal and spatial matching between the electron injection and the wakefield to obtain high quality accelerated electron beams.
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In this Communication, we propose another electron injection scenario for the LWFA called laser injection by highorder ionization 共LIHI兲, which uses high-order ionization of
gases by the injection pulse. In our scheme, special gas targets such as neon are adopted, whose ionization potentials
have a large gap between different high-charge states. For
example, the ionization energies for the outer eight electrons
are all below 240 eV, but the ionization energy for Ne8+ is
up to 1195.8 eV. Under such a condition, a pump laser pulse
with certain moderate intensity, which is to excite a laser
wakefield, can only partially ionize such gas up to Ne8+.
Thereafter another ultrashort laser pulse with an intensity
above the ionization threshold of the highly charged state
共Ne8+兲 is orthogonally injected and focused into the density
troughs of the wakefield of the pump pulse. Then ions in that
regions are quickly ionized to a high-charge state by the
injected laser pulse, and a significant amount of free electrons are produced. This process occurs in a short time compared with the plasma oscillation period. New-born free electrons then move in the combined fields of the injected laser
pulse and the wakefield, part of which can be trapped and
accelerated by the wakefield. We illustrate the LIHI scheme
by particle-in-cell 共PIC兲 simulations.
We start by deriving the amplitude threshold of the
wakefield for trapping the new-born electrons. In a weak
relativistic condition, we assume that the wakefield has the
form Ex = E0 sin关k p共x − vgt兲兴, where k p =  p / vg;  p
= 冑4nee2 / me = L冑ne / nc is the plasma frequency, L is the
laser frequency, ne and nc are the unperturbed electron density and the critical density, respectively. It is assumed that
the phase velocity v p of the wakefield is the same as the
group velocity of the laser pulse vg. It is further assumed that
the electrons are initially in −␦x 艋 x0 艋 ␦x and with a longitudinal velocity v = v0. For the sake of convenience we take a
relativistic transformation from the laboratory frame to the
wave frame with the velocity vg. In the wave frame, the
wakefield is Ex⬘ = E0 sin共k px⬘ / ␥g兲 with ␥g = 1 / 冑1 − v2g / c2, the
particles are at −␥g␦x 艋 x0⬘ 艋 ␥g␦x with a velocity of v0⬘
= 共v0 − vg兲 / 共1 − v0vg / c2兲. For an electron to be trapped by the
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FIG. 1. 共a兲 Relationship between the electron density and the threshold
amplitude of the wakefield for electron trapping when their initial positions
are at x0 = 0. 共b兲 Momentum evolution of an untrapped electrons when the
wakefield amplitude is less than the threshold th = 0.061 32, where  = k p共x
− ct兲. 共c兲 Momentum evolution of a trapped electrons when 0 = 0.0614
⬎ th.

wave, its kinetic energy should be less than the wave potential, i.e., 共␥0⬘ − 1兲mc2 艋 q关⬘共−⬘p / 2兲 − ⬘共x0⬘兲兴, where q = −e is
the electron charge, ⬘p = 2␥g / k p is the wavelength of the
wake in the wave frame, ⬘ = ␥gE0 cos共k px⬘ / ␥g兲 / k p is the
electric potential, and ␥0⬘ = 1 / 冑1 − v0⬘2 / c2. Thus we get
E0 艌

␥0⬘ − 1
m  pc 2
.
e ␥gvg关1 + cos共k px0兲兴

共1兲

After normalization by taking 0 = eE0 / mLc, x̂0 = x0k p / 2,
n̂ = n / nc, and ␤g = vg / c = 冑1 − n̂, the threshold amplitude of the
wakefield can be written as th 艌 关冑n̂共1 − 冑n̂兲 / 冑1 − n̂兴关共␥0⬘
− 1 / ␥g − 1兲兴关1 + cos共2x̂0兲兴−1. It is obvious that the threshold
amplitude get its minimum value at x0 = 0. For a given amplitude E0, if the electrons are dispersed in the wakefield,
only part of them can be trapped. If the new-born electrons
are released in the field with zero momentum, i.e., ␥0⬘ = ␥g,
the threshold amplitude is given by th 艌 关冑n̂共1
− 冑n̂兲 / 冑1 − n̂兴关1 + cos共2x̂0兲兴−1. Figure 1共a兲 plots the relationship between the threshold and initial electron density for the
new-born electrons at x0 = 0. It shows that when the density is
low, the threshold increases with the density. This is because
the acceleration length  p = 0冑1 − n̂ / 冑n̂ decreases quickly,
where 0 is the wavelength of the pump laser pulse. When
the density is high, however, the threshold becomes lower
since the plasma phase velocity ␤g = 冑1 − n̂e decreases
quickly. In the wave frame it is easy to get the maximum
energy gain of the electrons. For the trapped electrons, it is
calculated by

␥⬘ 艋 ␥0⬘ + e

冕

␥g␦x

E0 sin共k px⬘/␥g兲dx⬘/mc2

0

⬘ = 1/冑1 − ␤max
⬘2 ,
= ␥0⬘ + r2g0␤g关1 − cos共2x̂0兲兴 = ␥max
共2兲
where ␥max
⬘ and ␤max
⬘ denote the maximum energy and veloc-

ity in the moving frame, respectively. The electron energy in
the laboratory frame is limited by ␥ 艋 ␥g␥max
⬘ 共1 + ␤g␤max
⬘ 兲. As
we can see the energy spectrum of the electrons is related
with their initial positions. To get narrow energy spread from
the wakefield acceleration, the focused injection pulse should
be used. For the electrons initially at x0 = 0 and v0 = 0, the
maximum energy is ␥ = 共2 − n̂兲 / n̂. Figures 1共b兲 and 1共c兲 show
two trajectories of electrons, one is trapped in the wakefield
and the other is not trapped. The electron density is n̂ = 0.02,
the corresponding threshold amplitude of the wakefield is
0 = 0.061 32 according to Eq. 共1兲, and the maximum energy
of the electrons is ␥ = 99 according to Eq. 共2兲.
To test the principle of this injection scheme, a PIC
simulation was performed. The code is one dimensional in
coordinate space and three dimensional in momentum space
and is fully relativistic. To simulate the ionization injection,
the field-ionization process has been included.15,16 Our code
can also deal with the impact ionization and two body collision processes, but both of them have been switched off in
the present case for the low plasma density condition. The
gas medium is neon with a normalized density of n̂Ne
= 0.0025, corresponding to an electron density of n̂e = 0.02
when the atoms have been ionized to eighth order by the
pump pulse. The simulation box is 1100 long, where gas
medium is uniformly distributed in the middle of the box
with a length of 1000. Both of the two laser pulses are sin2
pulse profile aL = a0 sin2关t / 兴, with a wavelength of 1 m.
The normalized peak amplitude of the first pulse is a0 = 2.0
and its pulse duration is  = 7.70, where 0 is a laser cycle.
The second pulse has a0 = 5.0,  = 60, and the transverse
width is 50, which decides the position and dispersion of
the new-born electrons as mentioned above. The pump pulse
is p polarized and injects into the simulation box from the
left boundary at t = 0, while the second laser pulse is s polarized and orthogonally injects into the wakefield at certain
time delay after the pump pulse. The field-ionization model
in our code is based on the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov
共ADK兲 model17 of tunnel ionization of complex atoms in
alternating electric fields in the form of Penetrante and
Bardsley.18
Figure 2 shows a typical simulation results. In this case
the injection laser pulse is focused at x0 = 22.50 and its peak
intersects with the wakefield at T = 30T0. The longitudinal
momenta of all the electrons have been shown in Figs. 2共a兲
and 2共b兲 for T = 30T0 and 35T0, respectively. As it shows
some electrons with zero longitudinal momenta are produced
at the first density trough of the wake by the injection laser
pulse, which are trapped later by the wakefield and accelerated. The electrons injected into the wakefield from the left
boundary have also been trapped and accelerated to 5 MeV
in 18 m. Their energies are higher than the injected electrons because of the longer acceleration distance. In Fig. 3共a兲
the longitudinal electron momenta are plotted for later time.
It illustrates that many electrons have been trapped in the
first two wakefield structures and accelerated to a few tens of
MeV in less than 100 m. To check where these trapped
electrons come from, we plot the longitudinal momenta of
the new-born electrons through ionization by the second injection laser pulse in Fig. 3共b兲. Two bunches of electrons in
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Distribution of longitudinal momenta of all electrons at T = 30T0, where electrons within the circle are ionized by the injection pulse during 27T0 艋 t 艋 30T0. 共b兲 Distribution at T = 35T0, where electrons within the circle are trapped in the first wave trough.

the first two wakefield structures are found. It is obvious that
the most energetic trapped electrons are associated with the
ionization process. In addition to the new-born electrons, a
small amount of background electrons are also trapped in the
first trough of the wakefield and accelerated to high energy
when comparing Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲. We attribute these to the
modified trajectories of some of the background electrons by
the second pulse as suggested by Umstadter et al.11 As comparison, Fig. 3共c兲 displays the longitudinal electrons obtained
without the injection pulse. The first electron bunch and part
of the energetic electrons in the second bunch found in Figs.
3共a兲 and 3共b兲 disappear.
It is worthwhile to mention the effect of transverse momentum due to transverse electric field and pondermotive

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Distribution of the longitudinal momenta of all
electrons at T = 100T0 with the second injection pulse. 共b兲 Distribution of the
longitudinal momenta of the new-born free electrons produced by the second injection pulse at T = 100T0, where electrons within the circles are
trapped and accelerated. 共c兲 The case without the second injection pulse,
where the first bunch of trapped and accelerated electrons disappear.

force of the injection pulse, which has not been taken into
account due to our limited one-dimensional 共1D兲 geometry.
Recently Dodd et al. have studied it by analyzing the single
particle trajectories and two-dimensional 共2D兲 PIC simulations. They have noted that the potential of the wakefield
also has a transverse dimension,11 so in the multidimensional
case the new-born electrons can be transversely trapped and
the influence of the forward ponderomotive force of the injection laser pulse to the new-born elections will be weaker.
In this case our field-ionization injection process should still
occur, even though the number of injected and trapped electrons may be changed from our 1D simulation. Certainly this
has to be checked by 2D and three-dimensional 共3D兲 simulations and experiments in the future. Finally, we point out
that the intensities of both the pump and injection pulse can
be reduced by use of other proper gas media, which will
reduce the effect caused by the forward ponderomotive force
of the injection pulse.
In conclusion we have proposed a scheme for laser injection and acceleration of electrons in laser wakefields, i.e,
LIHI. By transversely injecting a pulse with relatively higher
intensities into a wakefield produced by the pump pulse in
the partial ionized gas medium, new-born free electrons by
ionization can be trapped in the wakefield and accelerated.
This mechanism is tested by PIC simulations.
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Abstract. Motivated by recent experimental observations of fast electron jets emitted along the target surface in intense laser–solid interactions with a large incident
angle of the laser pulse, we simulate electron emissions by two-dimensional particlein-cell simulations. When there is no preplasma in advance of the main laser pulse,
electrons are emitted dominantly along the target surface. However, when there is
preplasma, electron emission changes to the target normal. This difference originates from the different absorption mechanisms and different Coulomb electrostatic
ﬁelds and self-generated magnetic ﬁelds induced in front of the target for the two
cases.

1. Introduction
Fast electron production and transport have been studied extensively [1–5]. Fast
electrons can be generated by different acceleration mechanisms, such as resonance absorption, vacuum heating, J × B heating, ponderomotive force acceleration,
stochastic acceleration, and so on. However, there is still not enough understanding
of physics mechanisms that control the emission directions of fast electrons. In the
case of normal incidence of laser pulses, it is well known that the electron jets
propagate normal into the target [2]. In the case of oblique incidence, electron jets
are produced in the incident or specular reﬂection direction as a collimated beam
when the preplasma is formed in front of the target [6]. The angular distribution
of fast electrons during the interaction of an ultra-short intense laser pulse with
solid targets has been studied by Sheng et al. [7], where the angular direction for
fast electrons is given as a function of the particle’s kinetic energy, experienced
Coulomb potential changes, and the incident angle of the laser pulse. The effect
of self-generated magnetic ﬁeld has not been taken into account. Very recently,
experiments have been conducted to study the effect of preplasma on fast electrons
emission direction by Li et al. [8]. The experiments were performed with the 20 TW
† Present address: Laboratory of Optical Physics, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy
of Sciences, Beijing 100080, People’s Republic of China.
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Figure 1. Angle distributions of fast electron emission observed (a) in experiments and (b) in
simulations. The thin light-grey line is the angle distribution without prepulse. The thick
dark-grey line is that with a prepulse.

laser eXtreme Light (XL-II) Ti:sapphire laser operating at 800 nm in the Institute
of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). The p-polarized laser beam was focused with an f /3.5 off-axis parabolic mirror onto a 30 µm thick aluminum target at
an incident angle 60◦ . A 200 ps prepulse was introduced 0.5 ns before the main pulse
in order to form the preplasma. Typical angular distributions of hot electrons with
and without the prepulse are shown in Fig. 1. Electrons are emitted dominantly
along the target surface if without prepulse and along the target normal if with
prepulse. Experiments show that the fraction of electron emission along the target
surface increases with the angle of incidence when it is changed from 30◦ to 70◦ .
To explain the experimental observation, we investigate the effects of preplasma
on the emission of fast electron by using of two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations. The simulations show that there are different mechanisms of
particle acceleration, different electric ﬁeld and magnetic ﬁeld structures for the
cases with and without preplasma. The electron emission directions obtained in our
simulations are qualitatively in agreement to the experimental observation.

2. Numerical simulation and analysis
The 2D-PIC code PLASIM [9, 10] has been used to simulate the fast electron
emission. In the simulations a solid target is irradiated by a 30 fs laser pulse
obliquely with an incident angle 70◦ . The p-polarized laser is incident from the
left boundary, whose electric vector is along the y-axis. The simulation box is
70λ0 × 70λ0 . For the case without preplasma, the target is a uniform plasma
slab at 6nc in density and 4λ0 in thickness and 50λ0 in length. For the case with
preplasma, the density changes linearly from zero to 6nc in 15λ0 . The laser intensity
is 5 × 1018 W cm2 . The incident laser pulse is in a Gaussian proﬁle transversely with
a beam waist of 10 µm. A total of 1024 × 1024 grids and 8 million particles are used
in the simulation.
When there is no preplasma, the main mechanism for energetic electron generation is J × B heating [11]. This is shown in Fig. 2(a), where electrons are pulled
out of the target by the electric ﬁeld of the laser pulse and accelerated to the laser
propagation direction. They are distributed regularly with a wavelength interval.
Similar results can be found in [11], where electron bunches are observed to eject
from the plasma walls with 1λ0 spacing. Since these electrons are pulled out by the
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Figure 2. Contour plots of the electron energy density γne /nc (a), (c) and current Jx (b), (f)
in the x–y plane at t = 290 fs, where the red color denotes backward currents and the blue
color denotes the forward currents formed by ejected electrons. Contour plots of quasi-static
magnetic (c), (g) and electrostatic (d), (h) ﬁelds in the x–y plane at t = 290 fs. The ﬁrst row
is dedicated to the case without preplasma and the second row is the case with preplasma.
The ﬁeld is averaged in a laser cycle.

electric ﬁeld of the laser near its positive peak, the neighboring bunches of electrons
are separated by 1λ0 .
Note that the fast electron currents move parallel to the target surface. The currents produced by forward-moving and backward-moving electrons form a current
loop, which induces a quasi-static magnetic ﬁeld around the target front as shown in
Figs 2(c) and (g). At the same time, a strong charge separated ﬁeld is also generated.
When the magnetic ﬁeld generated in front of target is intense enough, a signiﬁcant
fraction of fast electrons are reﬂected back to the vacuum by the magnetic ﬁeld.
However, the charge separation ﬁeld will pull them back again. Therefore, these
electrons are conﬁned on the surface and account for the surface current. When
there is preplasma in front of the target, the laser absorption mechanism and
induced quasi-static ﬁeld structures are very different (see Figs 2(d) and (h)]). Note
that the electrostatic ﬁeld is ambipolar at the target front, which is different from
the unipolar ﬁeld for the case without preplasma. In the presence of preplasma, the
resonance absorption plays a key role in energetic electron production. An electron
cavity (Fig. 2(b)) and the enhanced electric ﬁelds were observed near the critical
surface of the target, which are typical charactertistics of resonance absorption.
Electrons in the cavity are expelled and piled up on both sides of the cavity.
Since the incident laser is relativistic, electrons are accelerated also by the J × B
mechanism in addition to resonance absorption.
The angular distribution of fast electron in front of the target is shown in
Fig. 1(b). In the case without preplasma, a fraction of fast electrons is emitted along
the target surface. The electron current is also along the surface of the target, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). Similar phenomena have also been found by Nakamura et al.
[12]. However, in the case with preplasma, the emission peak of fast electrons moves
to the target normal (shown in Fig. 1(b)). These results are in good agreement with
our experiments shown in Fig. 1(a). We have also studied the effects of the time
delay between the prepulse and main pulse on electron emission and found there
are great differences for different delays. Generally, signiﬁcant prepulse interaction
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can result in large plasma scale lengths, which leads to the disappearance of the
surface emission. Details about this will be discussed in another paper.

3. Conclusions
We have studied the effects of preplasma on the electron emission directions by
2D PIC simulations when an ultrashort laser pulse is incident obliquely at an
angle of 70◦ onto a solid target. When there is no preplasma, electrons are emitted
dominantly along the target surface. When there is preplasma, however, electron
emission changes to the target normal. This difference originates from the different
absorption mechanisms, different Coulomb electrostatic ﬁelds and self-generated
magnetic ﬁelds induced in front of the target for different plasma density scale
lengths. The simulations show qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
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Abstract. Broadband coherent emission around the electron plasma frequency can
be produced from a laser wakeﬁeld by linear mode conversion in inhomogeneous
plasmas. In addition to its potential use as a powerful terahertz source, it can be
used as diagnostics of the wakeﬁeld produced for particle acceleration. In this paper,
some simulation results are presented on the wake emission when the wakeﬁeld is
driven in the wavebreaking regime and driven inside a plasma channel.

1. Introduction
The interactions of ultrashort intense laser pulses with plasma can provide a variety
of novel radiation sources, such as short pulse X-rays, coherent high harmonics,
attosecond pulses, as well as coherent far-infrared radiation in terahertz frequencies
[1]. Recently, we suggested a new mechanism for powerful coherent emission of
broadband, few terahertz radiation from laser wakeﬁelds in inhomogeneous plasmas by linear mode conversion [2, 3]. Since the laser wakeﬁeld can be excited at
amplitudes as high as 100 GV m−1 even at the plasma density 1018 cm−3 (at which
the plasma frequency ωp /2π = 9 THz) [4], the ﬁeld strength of the mode-converted
emission can reach a few gigavolts per metre.
In addition to its potential use as a novel radiation source, the wake emission
provides the possibility to diagnose the wakeﬁeld itself. In the proposed laser
wakeﬁeld accelerators, wakeﬁelds are driven by highly relativistic laser pulses,
where plasma wavebreaking [5, 6] and/or bubble formation [7] can occur. Particle
acceleration by laser wakeﬁelds driven inside a plasma channel is also proposed
for gigaelectronvolt electron energy gains [8, 9]. The plasma channel allows for
the laser pulse to propagate over many times of the Rayleigh length without
signiﬁcant diffraction and can thus increase the acceleration length. In laser wakeﬁeld acceleration experiments, so far attention has been paid mainly to the diagnostic of energetic electron beams, but little attention has been devoted to the
diagnostics of the wakeﬁeld itself. In order to understand the relation between
the electron acceleration and the wakeﬁeld structure, however, it is preferable to
have both diagnosed. Direct diagnostics of regular wakeﬁelds have been developed
by a few groups [10–13]. A limitation with these diagnostics is that one obtains
only some local information about the wakeﬁeld amplitude at particular positions.
The diagnostics of bubble structures, wavebreaking, as well as wakeﬁelds excited
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Figure 1. (Color online) Snapshots of the electron density in the wakeﬁeld driven at time
120τ0 (a) and 250τ0 (b). (c) The magnetic component in the z-direction associated with the
wakeﬁeld at t = 200τ0 ; (d) Temporal proﬁles of the emitted pulse through the left boundary;
(e) Temporal proﬁles of the emitted pulse through the left boundary at transverse coordinates
y = 100λ0 and 120λ0 ; (f) Spectra of the emitted pulse through the left boundary.

inside a channel as mentioned above would be even more challenging. The wake
emission can provide information about the global structure such as wakeﬁeld
amplitudes, plasma densities and even wavebreaking, etc. In this work, results by
two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are presented for the wake
emission when there is plasma wavebreaking and when the wakeﬁeld is excited in
a plasma channel.

2. Emissions from wakefields in the wavebreaking regime
In our 2D PIC simulations, a laser pulse is incident from the left boundary into
the simulation box. It is s-polarized to distinguish it easily from the p-polarized
wake emission [2]. The incident pulse is with a0 = 10.0, dL = 20λ0 and W = 10λ0 ,
where a0 is the peak amplitude of the vector potential normalized by mc2 /e, dL
and W are the longitudinal and transverse sizes of the laser pulse, respectively. The
plasma density increases linearly along the x-direction from 0 at x = 50λ0 to 0.02nc
at 170λ0 , and then remains at this density.
At the given high laser intensity, the laser wakeﬁeld is highly broken and a
bubble structure is formed. Owing to the inhomogeneity, the wakeﬁeld is not broken
immediately in the relatively low-density region (see Fig. 1(a)), where a swallowtailtype structure is formed [6]. When the pulse propagates to a region with a relatively
high density, a single bubble is formed behind the laser pulse, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The magnetic component inside and outside the plasma is plotted in Fig. 1(c). The
emission ﬁelds shown in Figs 1(d) and 1(e) obviously exhibit a feature of being
partially unipolar both in the upper and lower sides of the simulation box. In
the upper side, the negative ﬁeld amplitude is much larger than the positive ﬁeld
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amplitude and vice versa in the lower side. Later the emission becomes irregular due
to the occurrence of plasma wavebreaking.
As compared with simulations for the same incident pulse duration but lower
laser intensities, the main emission frequency is reduced for the present case (see
Fig. 1(f)). Physically, when the laser intensity becomes higher, the driven wakeﬁeld
amplitude also becomes higher. Owing to the relativistic effect, the local plasma
frequency is reduced for a given plasma density, i.e. the emitted frequency is
approximately ωp (x)/γ. The existence of the spectrum around ω = 0 is concerned
with the unipolar feature of the ﬁeld mentioned above. The spectrum is peaked
around the frequency ω/ω0 = 0.03 ≈ 0.05, which is slightly smaller than that for
the case with a relatively lower light intensity a0 = 3, for example. The emission
spectrum is much broader in the present case than in the low light intensities. In
another example, we reduce the pulse duration to dL = 10λ0 and pulse diameter
to W = 5λ0 . The amplitude of the emission ﬁelds is reduced obviously from the
previous case, but the frequency of the emission peak does not change signiﬁcantly
from the previous case.

3. Emissions from a wakefield driven inside a plasma channel
In the simulation, we assume that the plasma density changes like n = n0 +∆n(y −
yc )2 /y02 , where n0 is the density in the center of the channel, ∆n is the density
change. The plasma region with such a channel is located in the middle of the
simulation box along the laser propagation x-direction. We take n0 = 0.005nc , ∆n =
0.04nc , and y0 = 40λ0 in the following. The incident laser pulse is s-polarized with
a0 = 0.5, dL = 10λ0 , and W = 10λ0 . Figures 2(a)–(c) and 2(d)–(f) show different
ﬁelds near the left and right boundaries of the simulation box. It is seen clearly
that there is emission towards vacuum regions from the channel at both sides.
The emission appears in conical structures, similar to the case in longitudinally
inhomogeneous plasma found before [2]. The magnitudes of the emission from both
sides of the channel are comparable.
Figure 2(g) shows the emission through the right boundary of the simulation
box. It is strong at the beginning, reaching an amplitude about 10−3 (mω0 c/e) at
the given incident laser intensity. It then decays slowly with time. The emission is
peaked at around the frequency ω ∼ ωp0 = (4πn0 e2 /m)1/2 = 0.071. The emission
to the left boundary is similar. In experiments, by detecting the amplitudes and
frequencies of the wake emission in both sides of the plasma channel, one obtains
a measure of the wakeﬁeld amplitudes and the plasma densities near two ends of
the plasma channel.

4. Summary
When the incident pulse is at extremely high intensities, the wakeﬁeld can break and
form a bubble-like structure. In this case, the emitted pulse is found to be regular
only for a few cycles at the beginning, which also becomes partially unipolar. The
frequency of the emission peak is shifted to a lower value due to the relativistic
effect. When the wakeﬁeld is excited inside a plasma channel which is longitudinally
homogeneous and transversely inhomogeneous, conical wake emission is also found
from both sides of the channel. The emission from both sides offers measurements
of the wakeﬁeld amplitudes and plasma densities near the two ends of the channel.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the electric and magnetic components associated with the wakeﬁeld
excited inside a plasma channel. The plasma channel has a length of 100λ0 along the laser
axis and 80λ0 in diameter. (a)–(c) show the ﬁelds close to the left boundary at t = 100τ0 ;
(d)–(f) show ﬁelds close to the right boundary at t = 200τ0 ; (g) and (h) show the temporal
proﬁle and corresponding spectra (in arbitrary unit) of the emitted pulse through the right
boundary.
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Abstract. In the two-dimensional simulation of the interaction of an ultrashort
intense laser with droplet plasma, two hot electron jets generated by resonance absorption and emitted symmetrically with respect to the laser propagation direction
are observed at a low laser ﬁeld amplitude such as a0 = 0.1. However, the emission
angle of electron jets cannot be explained simply with the theory of resonance
absorption for planar targets. When the laser amplitude is increased to a0 = 2,
electron bunches generated by the ponderomotive force separated by a laser period
are superimposed into the hot electron jets. Accelerated ions have two groups at
low laser intensities, one is anisotropic and associated with hot electron jets and
the other is isotropic due to hydrodynamics expansion. At high light intensities,
isotropic ion acceleration is found through Coulomb explosion.

Owing to the spherical geometry and small size of the micro droplet plasmas, the
interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with them can result in particular phenomena.
Recently, the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with droplets has received a
great deal of attention [1–6] in both experiment and theory. In a recent experiment
carried out in our group, two jets of hot electrons have been measured to emit from
ethanol droplets symmetrically along about 180◦ ± 45◦ in the backward direction.
Motivated by these experimental observations, in this paper we use two-dimensional
(2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to study the emission of fast electrons and
protons from the droplets. When assuming the presence of preplasma around the
droplet surface, our simulation can reproduce the main experimental results. The
mechanisms of laser absorption and electron acceleration are clariﬁed for different
parameters of the droplets and laser pulses. With the increase of the incident
laser intensity, the dominant absorption mechanisms are found to switch from
resonance absorption to ponderomotive force acceleration, resulting in different
angular distributions of fast electrons and ions.
In our 2D PIC simulation, an ultrashort laser pulse irradiates on a single droplet
for simplicity and clarity, where the droplet is located on the laser axis. The droplet
diameter is 5λ, with λ the laser wavelength in vacuum. A p-polarization laser pulse
is incident along the x direction from left. The laser pulse has a focus radius of 10λ
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Figure 1. (a) Spatial distributions of hot electron jets at t = 35τ . The gradient indicates the
electron momenta px = mγvx . (b) A quiver plot displaying the velocity vectors of electrons
at their positions in the polarization plane. (c), (d) The components of the electric ﬁelds Ex
and Ey , respectively. (e) The Spectra of the emitted pulses through the left boundary (in
arbitrary units). The detailed parameters are given in the text.

and a sine-square temporal proﬁle with a duration of 60τ , where τ is the laser cycle.
The peak laser amplitude a0 = eE/mωc = 0.1 where ω is the laser frequency.
In the simulations, we ﬁnd that the emission of hot electrons is concerned signiﬁcantly with the density and scale length of the droplet. With very short scale lengths
such as less than 0.1, hot electrons are emitted nearly homogenous in all directions,
where the J × B heating or vacuum heating is the main interaction mechanism.
With slightly larger scale lengths, two distinguished jets of hot electrons are emitted
symmetrically along about 180◦ ±45◦ in the backward direction in the plane of laser
polarization, quite similar to the experimental observations.
Figure 1 presents a typical example of the generation of hot electron jets, where
the droplet is with a preplasma on its surface with the electron density increasing
from 0.2nc to 2nc exponentially with the scale length L ≈ 0.9λ. It illustrates the
spatial distributions of electrons at t = 35τ , assuming t = 0 when the front of
the laser pulse arrives at the left boundary of the droplet. The gradient indicates
longitudinal momentum of the electrons px = mγvx , where γ = 1/(1 − |v/c|2 )1/2 is
the relativistic coefﬁcient and vx the velocity along the x direction. The quiver plot
given in Fig. 1(b) displays the velocity vectors of the electrons in the polarization
plane by arrows at their positions. To make it clearer, we add arrows to mark the
directions of the major electrons. One can see periodic structures along the laser
propagation direction. When the incident laser propagates away from the droplet
plasmas, the directions of the hot electrons are not as distinguished as before. When
the laser is s-polarized, the hot electron jets are not found. In order to understand
the mechanism for the electron jets clearly, the electric ﬁelds are shown in Figs 1(c)
and (d). The longitudinal component of the electric ﬁelds is found to be larger than
the incident laser ﬁeld near the critical surface, where there is also an electron density peak. This is a direct indication of resonance excitation of plasma waves through
linear mode conversion. Figure 1(e) gives the spectra of the emitted pulses through
the left boundary. One can see clearly the second and third harmonics and some 32
harmonics, which are the good indications of laser-induced parametric instabilities.

The micro droplet plasmas irradiated by the ultrashort laser pulses
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Figure 2. Proton distributions in momentum space after the laser interaction with a droplet
at (a) t = 35τ and (b) t = 55τ for laser and plasma parameters as given in Fig. 1. (c) Spatial
distributions of protons t = 35τ . The gradient indicates the proton momenta px = mγvx .

By the simple expressions of the resonance absorption coefﬁcient given in [7]
for an obliquely incident p-polarized light wave irradiating on a planar target, the
maximum absorption should appear at the angle 180◦ ± 23◦ under the scale length
of 0.9λ, which is much smaller than the angle 180◦ ± 45◦ observed in the simulations
and experiments. In a series of simulations by changing the scale length from 0.2λ
to 2.0λ or changing the laser’s focus radius and position, we ﬁnd the emission
angle of hot electrons changes weakly, although the maximum energy and the
duration of the hot electrons are different. Therefore, the resonance absorption for
planar targets cannot explain the hot electron jets observed in our experiments and
simulations. This is probably related with the spherical shape of the droplets, which
results in modiﬁed incident ﬁeld distributions around the target surface. Moreover,
the plasma waves generated in the droplets will interact with each other.
The energetic protons from the interactions are also investigated. Figure 2 illustrates snapshots of proton distributions in momentum space. They can be separated into two groups: that with higher energies emits predominantly along some
particular directions within the laser polarization plane, and is accelerated by the
electrostatic ﬁelds induced by the hot electron jets due to the resonance absorption;
and the other with lower energies emits nearly homogenously in all directions, and
is generated by the hydrodynamic ambipolar expansion of the micro droplet plasma
after the laser interaction, similar to what is found in laser–cluster interactions [1].
Also one notes that the emittance of energetic protons is quite large both in the
simulation and experiment.
When laser amplitude parameter is increased to a0 = 2, electron bunches generated by the ponderomotive force separated by a laser period are found to propagate
backward at about 180◦ ± 45◦ from the laser axis as shown in Fig. 3(a). Electron
bunches in the top and bottom of the droplet are all superimposed with the hot
electron jets produced through resonance absorption. Another periodic structure,
directed towards the laser propagation, is also clear in Fig. 3(b). This is produced
by the laser ﬁelds propagating forward surrounding the spherical surface of the
droplet, similar to what is shown in Fig. 1(d). The periodic structures in the upside of
the droplet and in the bottom of the droplet intersect each other in certain regions.
Although hot electron emission still appears to be anisotropic, they appear in broad
angle distributions. As a result, the protons are emitted nearly homogenously in
all directions. Also the mechanism of ion acceleration switches from hydrodynamic
ambipolar expansion at low light intensities to Coulomb explosion in the present
case [1]. Figure 3 shows the angular distribution of protons, which is almost uniform
in all directions except small emission peaks found around 180◦ ± 45◦ .
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Figure 3. Spatial distributions of hot electron jets at (a) t = 15τ and (b) t = 25τ . The gradients show the electron longitudinal momentum px = γvx which is truncated within 3 or 6 to
make the ﬁgure clearer. Spatial distributions of protons at (c) t = 25τ and (d) t = 35τ are also
shown. The peak laser amplitude is a0 = 2. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

In summary, we have used 2D PIC simulations to explore the interaction of
ultrashort intense laser light with droplet plasma. Two hot electron jets emitted
symmetrically with respect to the laser propagation direction are observed within
the polarization plane at a low laser ﬁeld amplitude such as a0 = 0.1. This is due to
the spherical geometry of the droplets and the presence of surrounding preplasma,
which leads to the resonance absorption playing a role. However, the emission angle
of electron jets cannot be explained simply with the theory of resonance absorption
for planar targets. When the laser amplitude is increased to a0 = 2, electron bunches
generated by the ponderomotive force separated by a laser period are superimposed
into the hot electron jets. It is found that accelerated ions have two groups at
low laser intensities, one is anisotropic and associated with hot electron jets and
the other is isotropic due to hydrodynamics expansion. At high light intensities,
isotropic ion acceleration is found through Coulomb explosion.
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Abstract: The spatial evolution of plasma filaments in air induced by
femtosecond laser pulses is investigated experimentally. Several major
filaments and small scaled additional filaments are detected in the plasma
channel. The complicated interaction process of filaments as splitting,
fusion and spreading is observed. The major filaments propagate stably, and
the small scaled additional filaments can be attracted to the major filaments
and merged with them. The major filaments are formed due to the
perturbation of initial beam profile and the small scaled filaments are
mainly caused by the transverse modulational instability.
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1. Introduction
Since the first observation of long propagation of femtosecond (fs) laser pulses in air by Braun
et al, [1] there has been great interest in the formation of long plasma filaments in air induced
by fs laser pulses [2-15]. The filaments can propagate over hundreds of meters, exceeding
many Rayleigh lengths of the laser beam. The filaments result from the dynamic balance
between the nonlinear Kerr self-focusing due to the nonlinear intensity-dependent refractive
index and the plasma defocusing due to the high-order multiphoton ionization (MPI) and
diffraction effects of the laser pulses in air. If the laser power exceeds the critical power for
self-focusing

Pcrit = λ2 / 2π n0 n2

(1)

of about 3.2 GW in air for the laser wavelength λ=800 nm, where n2 = 3.2 × 10−19 cm2 / W in air
[2], then the laser beam is self-focused before the geometrical focus. The increased laser
intensity due to the self-focusing generates free electrons by the MPI process, and the
electrons contribute negatively to the index of refraction of air:
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n plasma = −ω p2 ( r ) / 2ω 2 ,

(2)

where ω p = (4πe 2 ne / me )1/ 2 is the plasma frequency and ne is the electron density [1]. The
self-focusing and defocusing processes repeat again and guide laser pulses to propagate over
long distance. Many interesting nonlinear phenomena have been observed within the
filaments of fs laser pules, such as supercontinuum radiation [3], third-harmonic generation
[6-8], conical emission [9, 10], and electrical conductivity of plasma channels [11, 12]. The
characteristics of filaments enable many applications such as remote sensing, lightning control,
Lidar, etc.
The dynamics of filamentation is complicated and the physics mechanism of multiple
filaments (MF) evolution in air is still not well understood. The experimental research on the
detailed process of filaments evolution is also insufficient. As to the free propagation of the
collimated laser beam in air, Mlejnek et al. [16-18] proposed a model of optical turbulent light
guiding to explain the breakup and fusion of filaments. In his simulations, the filaments
propagate in the form of filamentation recurrence. The plasma defocuses a part of energy of
filaments to energy background, which is made available for further nucleation of filaments.
Bergé et al. [19] obtained MF patterns by launching a collimated laser pulse into the air and
found that some major filaments persisted over several meters, whereas others randomly
nucleated over shorter longitudinal scales. Energy evacuation from primary filaments supports
the random nucleation. Tzortzakis et al. [20] believed that the modulational instability of laser
pulses is the main mechanism of filaments evolution. Some experimental results indicate that
the filament formed by free propagating laser pulse has mm size diameter and the intensity
inside the filament is around the ionization threshold of air. However, as to the prefocused
laser pulses in air with a high intensity level, the intensity inside the filaments is about 4×1013
~ 1×1014 W/cm2 [2, 21], the electron density in the filaments is about 1016 ~ 1018 cm-3 [1, 2,
22]. Therefore, the nonlinear effects and the interaction between filaments are extremely
stronger, and consequently, the filamentation and its evolution are complex. The behaviors of
the filaments should be different in some respects from the case of free propagation of
collimated laser pulse. In this paper, we present our experimental investigations on the spatial
evolution of filaments in air generated by prefocused fs laser pulse. The forming, splitting,
fusing and spreading of the filaments in air are observed clearly in experiments. The random
nucleation is not observed in our experiments. The small filaments are quickly attracted and
join the major filaments along the laser propagation direction. The major filaments persist
from beginning to end supported by the energy background and small filaments around it. We
suggest that the local unbalance of the laser beam profile introduce the formation of primary
filaments, the transverse modulational instability and strong interactions in the diffraction
plane are mainly responsible for the complicated spatial evolution of filaments.
2. Experimental setup
The laser system used in our experiments is the extreme light laser system (XL)-II with an
output energy up to 640 mJ in 30 fs pulses at a central wavelength of 800 nm. The repetition
rate is 10 Hz. The input beam spatial profile was noisy as shown in Fig.1. The whole spatial
profile is almost circular, however, the center region with much higher intensity is elliptical
with an eccentricity of b/a = 2.12 (a=0.82 cm, b=1.74 cm; see the ellipse in Fig.1). The laser
pulses are focused by an f = 4 m lens with a geometrical focal length of 5.05 m in air because
the laser beam we used in experiments has a divergence angle. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig.2. The laser beam is focused in air and forms a long plasma channel that can be
seen directly by naked eyes. A glass plate is inserted at a 57° angle in the aim to sample the
cross section of the channel. A lens images the channel onto a charged-coupled device (CCD)
camera (512×512 pixels) with a pixel size of 24 μm. A high-speed shutter is used to take
single shot image of the filaments on the plate. The glass plate is placed on a translation stage,
which can move in parallel with the CCD. This ensures that each laser pulse shoots a new
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place of the plate. The imaging system is setup on a small stage that moves along the laser
propagation axis to obtain the images at different positions.

1cm
Fig. 1. Profile of the initial laser beam. Intensity recorded at the output of the compressor.

Laser

Lens

Glass plate
Plasma channels

θ
Shutter

Lens
PC

CCD

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

3. Experimental results and discussion
In our experiments, 22 mJ and 50 mJ of laser pulse energy are used, corresponding to peak
power values of about 0.7 TW and 1.7 TW respectively. This power is significantly higher
than the critical power for self-focusing. We track the profile of filaments in detail along the
direction of propagation. The plasma channel is stable, and the filaments image is
reproducible from shot to shot. We owe the reproducible MF pattern to the input beam
ellipticity. Several experimental studies have demonstrated that the input beam ellipticity can
induce a deterministic MF pattern in ultrashort pulses in water [23], glass [24], and air [25].
Several representative profiles of filaments at 22 mJ laser energy are depicted in Fig.3. Since
the glass plate forms an angle of 57° with the beam axis, a correction factor of 0.54 for the x
coordinate is taken into account. A single filament is formed before 4.60 m. At 4.75 m, the
single filament begins to breakup into a double structure; meanwhile, some small filaments
appear in the low intensity background. The double filaments propagate stably from 4.85 m to
5.00 m, while a small filament neighboring the primary filaments evolutes quickly and
unstably, but its onset position is relatively stable. The separation distance between these
small filaments and primary filaments becomes closer, and eventually, some small filaments
fuse with the primary filaments. It is clear that small-scaled filaments are attracted by the
major filaments. From 5.10 m to 5.23 m, there are no obvious small filaments around the
double filaments. The double filaments seem to propagate independently, however, the
intensity and diameter of the two filaments transform dynamically. The diameter of a single
filament varies around 95~150 μm, which is the typical filament diameter [1, 22]. After about
5.23 m propagation distance, the double major filaments begin to spread, and their separation
distance becomes increasingly larger, and finally, the double filaments disappear beyond 5.70
m. The two filaments do not merge into a single one because the separation distance between
the two filaments is too far away to coalesce [20]. Furthermore, some small filaments appear
again when the double filaments spread after about 5.23 m. The reason should be that the
energy in the background reservoir becomes larger because it does not need to feed major
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filaments and a part of energy in filaments transfers to the reservoir due to the filaments
dissipation. This will excite new sequences of small filaments.

Fig. 3. Typical normalized profiles of filaments in plasma channels with a laser energy of Elaser
= 22mJ. Frame size: 5.18 × 5.18 mm2.

Furthermore, in the beam cross section, the onset position of the filament deviates from
the beam center. The input laser profile is inhomogeneous, which is amplified by
modulational instability during the propagation, and the filament forms at a position where the
power exceeds the critical power for self-focusing. Furthermore, the intensity distribution of
initial laser beam has an elliptical shape (see Fig.1), resulting in the MF along the long axis, as
shown in Fig.3. However, the filamentation pattern evolves to a specific circularly symmetric
shape, known as the Townes profiles [26], as can be seen more clearly from the beam profile
at 5.40 m in Fig.3.
It is easier to form MF at a higher energy (50 mJ). We measured the sound signal along
the plasma channel using the sonographic method [27-29]. The 50 mJ laser pulse undergoes
higher complicated evolution compared to the case of 22 mJ. The detail can be found in Ref.
(28, 29). The jump on the sound signal indicates the starting of the plasma channel, and the
rapid decrease of the signal denotes the ending of it. The channel length at 50 mJ is about 30
cm longer than that at 22 mJ in the experiments.
It is note that the random nucleation which is found in the case of the collimated laser
beam free propagation [19] is not observed in our experiments. The reason may be the great
differences of the diameter, intensity, and the degree of modulational instability of laser beam
between the two cases of prefocused and collimated laser pulses [30, 31]. The size of the
background reservoir is also different, about several millimeters in our experiments versus
tens of centimeters in the case of free-propagating laser pulses. As the result, the nonlinear
effects including the self-focusing, plasma defocusing, self-phase modulation, and
modulational instablility, have different degree and different influences. Therefore, the
random nucleation has no chance to develop itself in our experimental condition.
The major filaments are formed from the local unbalance of beam and the beam
perturbation due to modulational instability [20]. Then the plasma filaments cause strong
defocusing, leading to a part of energy of filaments releasing into the background, which
contributes to subsequent formation of new filaments [16-19]. As a result, the complicated
interactions and some other nonlinear processes lead to the forming, splitting, fusing and
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spreading of filaments. In experiments, the filaments are asymmetrical. They have different
intensity, position, direction, and diameter. As the result, the interference, the energy flow,
and other nonlinear interactions entangle each other, leading to the complicated evolution of
filaments.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the spatial evolution of the filaments in plasma channels induced by intense fs
laser pulses in air is investigated. The propagation of the filaments in the channel shows very
complicated process including the evolution from a single filament into two and three and
even more distinct filaments periodically, and the multiple filaments merge into two filaments
and propagate stably and fade away eventually. We also find that the length of the filaments
increases with the input laser energy. Moreover, the higher the initial laser power is, the more
complicated phenomena appear due to the stronger modulational instability. The non-uniform
intensity profile of the initial laser beam, modulational instability, and dynamic spatial
replenishment mechanism are the main reasons for the filamentation and the complicated
spatial evolution of fs laser pulses in air.
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1. Introduction
The generation of fast electron beams in relativistic laser-solid interaction has been a topic of
intensive theoretical and experimental studies in last decades. Dense and collimated fast
electron beams at different energy ranges are required for a variety of applications. For
example, the concept of fast ignition in inertial confinement fusion uses a collimated fast
electron beam to heat the ignition spot in the pre-compressed fuel core [1]. A variety of
mechanisms for fast electron generation have been proposed, such as resonance absorption
[2], vacuum heating [3], acceleration by laser ponderomotive force and J×B force [4],
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stochastic heating and acceleration [5], and direct laser acceleration of electrons in a laser selffocusing channel [6]. Obviously, these mechanisms work under different laser and plasma
parameters and interaction configurations.
In this paper, we propose a mechanism of electron acceleration along the front solidtarget surface when a laser pulse is incident obliquely at large angles. Our simulations show
that large quasistatic magnetic and electric fields are generated near the target surface. These
two fields will confine some electrons at the target surface, where the electron trajectories
show typical betatron oscillations. At large angles of incidence such as over 60o, the reflected
laser pulse is able to intersect with the betatron oscillation trajectories of these confined
electrons. Some of them are accelerated significantly in a way similar to that in the laser selffocusing channel [6].
2. Numerical modeling
We have conducted two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. The simulation
parameters are as follows. The target is 5λ0 thick and 60λ0 long, which is tilted with respective
to the simulation box to allow for the oblique incidence of a laser pulse. The linearly polarized
laser pulse obliquely irradiates the target from the left side of the simulation box with an
incident angle α = 70 . The focal spot diameter is 10λ0 with a Gaussian profile, where λ0 is
the laser wave length in vacuum. The temporal profile of the laser pulse
0

is a = a 0 sin

2

(πt / T ) ,

where a is the vector potential normalized by mω0 c / e . In the

simulation, we take the peak amplitude a 0 = 2.0 , and the pulse duration is

T = 60π / ω 0 = 30T0 with ω0 the laser frequency and T0 the laser oscillation period. The
total size of the simulation box is 62.5λ0×60λ0, where X is the pulse propagation direction and
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Fig. 1 Simulation geometry and selected electron trajectories along the target surface. The
inset frame shows the initial target density profile along the normal to the target surface.

Y is the polarized direction. The laser field is in p-polarization.
Figure 1 shows the simulation geometry. Simulation results show there is a bunch of
electrons emitted along the target surface. Some selected trajectories of these fast electrons are
shown in the figure. Typically they oscillate for a few periods along the surface before leaving
the interaction region.
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To analyze this kind of electron motion we present snapshots of the electric and magnetic
fields time-averaged over one laser cycle near the front target surface in Fig. 2. It is obvious
that localized strong quasistatic electric and magnetic fields have been generated. At the time
40T0 when the peak of the laser pulse arrives at the focus at the position (X,Y)=(25λ0,30λ0),
all these quasistatic fields are located within the laser focus region. Note that the magnetic
field is unipolar at the front surface with its peak located inside the solid target, as also
discussed in Ref. [7]. While the electric fields have two peaks, one inside and another outside
the target. Another interesting point is that the quasistatic surface magnetic field still increases
with time even after the pulse has been fully reflected, meanwhile its peak moves forward
along the target surface, as shown in Fig. 2(d). In a simulation when the target is not long
enough, the surface magnetic field is found to move up to the end of the target surface and
then appears at the rear surface of the target. With the adopted parameters, the maximum
surface magnetic field, about 1.0mω 0 c / e , appears at the time 60T0. The quasistatic
magnetic field results from the loop electric current formed by the return currents of cold

Fig. 2 Distributions of the quasistatic electric field along the Y-direction (a), X-direction (b), and
magnetic field along the Z-direction (c) after the laser pulse has propagated for 40 laser periods from the
left incident border. (d) The magnetic field at the time of 60 laser periods. The white dashed lines
represent the target front surface.

electrons and the fast electron currents due to the vacuum heating and J×B heating [3,4,7],
which produce a large number of fast electrons at moderate energies. The presence of these
two quasistatic fields will produce significant effects on the emitted electrons at high energies.
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3. Theory model for surface electron acceleration along the target surface
y

Ey+

Laser

α

e-

Bz

x
Ey-

Fig. 3 Configuration of electron betatron oscillation and acceleration along the
target surface.

Let us consider an electron moving in the combined fields of reflected laser pulse and the
quasistatic fields as shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity, we adopt a 2D (x-y) planar geometry with
the target surface along x-direction and the target normal along y-direction. According to the
simulation results shown in Fig. 2, we assume a simplified quasistatic field distribution

E ys = (κ E y / λ0 )(mω0c / e), κ E > 0

for

the

static

electric

component

and

Bzs = −(κ B y / λ0 )(mω0c / e) > 0, κ B > 0 for y < 0 and Bzs = 0, κ B > 0 for y ≥ 0 for
the static magnetic component. As compared with quasistatic fields inside a laser selffocusing channel given in Ref. [6], in our case the quasistatic magnetic field is always positive
and tends to reflect electrons out of the target surface while the quasistatic electric field tends
to drag them back. We assume the reflected laser is a planar electro-magnetic wave with field

Exl = − E l cos α

,

E yl = E l sin α

B zl = E l / υ ph

,

and

E l = E0 cos ω0 ⎡⎣t − ( x sin α + y cos α ) / υ ph ⎤⎦ , where υ ph ≈ c is the phase velocity of

the laser pulse and α is the incident angle of the laser pulse. The equation of electron motion:

dpx
= −e ⎡⎣− E l cos α + υ y ( Bzl + B s ) ⎤⎦
(1)
dt
dp y
= −e ⎡⎣ E l sin α + E s − υ x ( Bzl + B s ) ⎤⎦
(2)
dt
dγ
e
= − 2 ⎡⎣ −υ x E l cos α + υ y ( E l sin α + E s ) ⎤⎦
(3)
dt
mc
We assume p z = 0 at beginning and it can remain in the interaction. Using the expression of
the quasistatic fields given above we can rewrite the equation for the transverse motion (2) as:

d2y
+ ωβ2 y =
2
dt
2
2
⎛
υx ⎞ υ yυx sin α ⎤ l 1 ⎛ dy ⎞ ω02κ E
e ⎡ 1 ⎛ dy ⎞
y
sin α − ⎜ sin α −
⎢
⎥E + 2 ⎜
⎟−
⎟
⎜
γ m ⎣⎢ c 2 ⎜⎝ dt ⎟⎠
υ ph ⎟⎠
c2
c ⎝ dt ⎠ 2πγ
⎝
⎦⎥

where

γ = ⎡⎣1 − (υ x2 + υ y2 ) / c 2 ⎤⎦

−1/ 2

and the frequency ωβ is given by

1/ 2
⎧
ω0 ( κ E / 2πγ ) ≡ ωβ +
⎪
ωβ = ⎨
1/ 2
⎪
⎩ω0 ⎡⎣( κ E + υ xκ B / c ) / 2πγ ⎤⎦ ≡ ωβ −
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y ≥ 0;
y < 0;

.
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As we can see that the electrons will oscillate along the target surface with the betatron
frequency ωβ if there is no external laser fields. Note that the restoring force for the electrons
oscillating along the target surface is different in the different regions of the target. Outside of
the target, the force comes from the static electric field; While inside the target, both the
quasistatic electric and magnetic fields contribute to restore electrons as shown in Eq. (5). In
the simulations we found px is always positive and quite large, thus the oscillation period
inside the target is shorter than outside it. As a whole, the oscillation frequency is
ωβ = (ωβ + + ωβ − ) / 2 . Therefore, with the two quasistatic fields, electrons can be confined
at the target surface while moving along it if the transverse momentum py is not so large, as
shown in Fig. 1. However, if the latter is large enough, the last term on the right hand side of
Eq. (4) can partially cancel the linear restoring forces. In this case, electrons are not confined.
Similar to the process in the laser channel reported by Pukhov et al. before [6], electron
acceleration can occur during the electron oscillation along the target surface. By taking the
relativistic transformation to a moving frame with the velocity υ x eˆx , it is easy to find that in
the new frame electrons just oscillate with the frequency
frequency of the laser fields is
i.e.

ωβ′ = ωβ (1 − υ x2 / c 2 )

ω0′ = ω0 (1 − υ x sin α / c ) (1 − υ x2 / c

ωβ = ω0 (1 − υ x sin α / c )

κ

+ (κ E + κ B )

1/ 2

and the

. When ωβ′ = ω0′ ,

the betatron motion of electrons in the two quasistatic fields

will be resonant with the reflected laser field E l . For
1/ 2
E

)

2 −1/ 2

−1/ 2

≈ (8πγ )

1/ 2

υx ≈ c

, we can get

(1 − sin α ) . Once the resonance occurs, electrons can be

Y/λ0

accelerated continuously by the laser fields provided that they are located in a suitable phase
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Fig. 4. Selected two electron trajectories [labeled with (1) and (2)] and their energy changes along the
trajectories (a) and with time (b). The color bar in (a) shows the relativistic factor of the electrons. Frames
(c), (d), and (e) show snapshots of the laser field (Ey), the vertical component of the quasistatic electric
filed (
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), and the quasistatic magnetic field ( <Bz>), respectively, together with the two electron

trajectories.
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of the laser fields. In this case, the phase felt by the electrons will not be changed or changed
very slowly. The resonant condition suggests that to keep the electrons being continuously
accelerated, the quasistatic fields should increase along the target surface. This does occur in
our simulations as illustrated by Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) we plot the trajectories of two selected electrons in space and their
energy evolution, where the color bar indicates the electron energy. The electron labeled by
the thin solid line (1) is accelerated almost continuously along its oscillating trajectory. But
the electron labeled by the thick solid line (2) is accelerated only at the earlier time. It
experiences deceleration later. The oscillating trajectories (trajectories before positions P1 and
P2) of both electrons resemble to those in the betatron acceleration inside a laser self-focusing
channel proposed by Pukhov et al. [6]. These trajectories are found near the target surface
where both the laser fields and quasistatic fields are strong. The betatron acceleration is found
during this stage. After the first acceleration phase, electrons are energetic enough to get rid of
the confinement of the quasistatic electric fields and move to a region where the quasistatic
fields are weak. In this region, the electrons only interact with the reflected laser fields.
Because the velocity of the electrons is approximately the same as the phase velocity of the
reflected laser, they can be accelerated further. The laser phase felt by the electrons
determines acceleration or deceleration of the electrons just as Fig. 4(a) shows. It is obvious
the two acceleration processes are dominant in different regions. For the two electron
trajectories given in Fig. 4, it appears that particle (1) interacts weakly with the quasistatic
fields as shown in Figs. 4(c)-4(e) and it is accelerated dominantly by the laser pulse in the
second stage, while particle (2) is accelerated dominantly in the betatron oscillation process.
With the parameters we have adopted, in our simulation totally 27.8% of the out emitted
electrons are along the target surface with the spreading angle about 20o. The maximum
energy of the electrons accelerated through these two acceleration processes is larger than
10MeV.
4. Concluding remarks
A new mechanism for fast electron emission and also the acceleration along the target surface
during the relativistic laser solid-target interaction has been studied both numerically and
analytically. It is shown that the self-generated quasistatic electric and magnetic fields along
the target surface can confine electrons, which move along the target surface with betatron
oscillation. The betatron oscillation trajectories overlap with the reflected laser fields
sufficiently when the incident angle is large. For some electrons their betatron frequencies are
close to the laser frequency in the particle’s frame. Therefore they can be accelerated
resonantly along the target surface. This surface betatron acceleration mechanism provides a
possibility for controlling the emission of surface electron bunches, which will benefit for
future wide applications.
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The dynamics of the plasma ions in the wake fields of short, ultraintense laser pulses in underdense plasmas
are investigated analytically and numerically. Owing to the large ion-to-electron mass ratio, the motion of
plasma ions in such wake fields has often been assumed to be neglectable. It is shown that when the laser
intensity exceeds 1020 W / cm2, the ion motion can no longer be ignored. In this case, ion momentum peaks appear behind the laser pulse, which correspond with the ion density peaks. The laser-excited wake field appears
to be effective for ion acceleration, in particular to ions with high-charge numbers. The dependence of ion acceleration on the laser intensity, pulse width, and background plasma density is discussed. © 2006 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: 260.2160, 350.5400, 350.5500.

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser wake-field excitation has been considered as one of
the most important processes in laser-plasma interactions. When a short, intense laser pulse propagates in underdense plasma, the plasma electrons are accelerated
and decelerated by the ponderomotive force at the leading
and trailing parts of the laser pulse, respectively. The spatial displacement of electrons causes a large space-charge
field whose relaxation after the pulse moves away can
lead to strong electrostatic wake oscillation. This process
is most efficient when the resonance condition1 for wakefield excitation is met. Electrons oscillating in the wake
field can reach very high energies, and when wave breaking occurs energetic electrons are released. The latter
have many important applications, such as in fast ignition of fusion reaction,2–4 hard x-ray sources,5,6 imaging,7
medical physics,8 and injectors for conventional
accelerators,9 etc.
In the study of wake-field excitation, the plasma ions
are usually assumed as stationary because of the large
ion-to-electron mass ratio. With recent rapid developments of laser technology, lasers of intensity I
⬎ 1020 W / cm2 (or the strength parameter a0 = eA0 / mec2
⬎ 10, where A0 is the amplitude of the laser vector potential) become available. The question of at what intensity
the ion motion must be considered then arises. We know
that when a0 ⬎ 1, the transverse electron quiver motion
driven by the laser electric field becomes relativistic.
However, it was generally accepted that it is not necessary to consider the ion motion till eA0 / mic2 ⬇ 1, or a0
= mi / me = 1832 for hydrogen plasma. Above the threshold
the transverse ion quiver motion becomes relativistic as
well. Since the threshold intensity, up to 1024 W / cm2 for a
1 m laser, is well above the capability of present laser
systems, the conventional theory based on the assump0740-3224/06/061190-6/$15.00

tion of immobile ions is still applicable. Bulanov et al.10
suggested that when a0 ⬎ 共mi / me兲1/2 ⬇ 43, or the laser intensity is I ⬎ 2.5⫻ 1021 W / cm2, the theory of wake-field
generation must incorporate the ion motion.
The aim of this paper is to investigate laser interaction
with underdense plasmas, taking into account the dynamics of both plasma electrons and ions. In Section 2,
the standard formulation for wake-field excitation is extended to include the ion motion in a self-consistent manner. The resulting theory is applied to hydrogen plasma in
Section 3. We show that when the laser intensity exceeds
1020 W / cm2, or a0 ⬎ 10, ion motion has to be taken into account in studying wake excitation, and that the momentum and kinetic energy of the accelerated protons are
comparable, or even larger than that of the electrons. The
dependence of the ion dynamics on the laser intensity,
pulse width, and background plasma density are discussed in detail. In Section 4 the theory is applied to the
acceleration of heavy ions like xeon. It is shown that with
larger charge number and mass, the response of xeon
plasma to the laser pulse is significantly different from
that of hydrogen plasma. The xeon ions can acquire much
higher energy, but the corresponding ion density is somewhat lower. In Section 5, two-dimensional (2D) particlein-cell (PIC) simulations are presented to compare with
the theory, and 2D effects are pointed out.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
When a planar laser pulse propagates in uniform plasma
of low density, the motion of plasma electrons 共e兲 and ions
共i兲 can be described by
reue = a,

t共␥eve兲 = z共 − ␥e兲,

共␥eve兲2 = ␥2e − 1 − a2 ,
共1兲
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 = 0 these equations reduce to the well-known equation
group for wake excitation with immobile ions.1
We follow the standard treatment for wake excitation
and assume that the linearly polarized Gaussian laser envelope is given by the vector potential
a = a0 exp共− 2/2L2兲cos  ,
where  = z − t, L = d / 2, and d is the laser pulse width. Dissipative effects are neglected for both the light wave and
the wake-field oscillation. In addition, the laser group velocity vg ⬇ c共1 − n0兲1/2 is replaced by c for simplicity. For
the low-density plasmas under consideration, the background electron density n0 Ⰶ 1, where n0 is normalized by
the critical density, and for 1 m laser the critical density
is nc ⬇ 1.1⫻ 1021 cm−3. The plasma response to the laser
pulse is then described by1,8

␥eve = ␥e −  − 1,
␥ivi = ␥i +  − 1,

n e − n ev e = n 0 ,
ni − nivi = n0/Z,

 = ne − Zni = n0关␥e/共 + 1兲 − ␥i/共1 − 兲兴,

共3兲
共4兲
共5兲

where ne and ni are the electron and ion density normalized by the critical density. For the convenience of comparison with the effect of the electrons, the ion momentum is normalized by mec and the ion kinetic energy by
mec2. We then have
pi = 共mi/me兲␥ivi,

⑀i = 共mi/me兲共␥i − 1兲,

共6兲

both containing the ion–electron mass ratio. In solving
the coupled equations for the response of the plasma electrons and ions to the laser pulse, we start at large positive

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Evolution of the normalized vector (a,
dashed line) and scalar (, solid line) potentials, the normalized
longitudinal electron momentum (pe / mec, solid line), the normalized longitudinal proton momentum (pi / mec, dotted line), the
electron density 共ne / n0兲 and the proton density 共ni / n0兲 for n0
= 10−3, d = 10, and a = 10. (b) The longitudinal electron and proton momenta normalized by mec obtained by 1D PIC simulation
with the laser and plasma parameters as in (a).

riui = − a,

t共␥ivi兲 = − z共 + ␥i兲,

共␥ivi兲2 = ␥i2 − 1 − 2a2 ,

共2兲

where  = e⌽ / mec2 is the scale potential; a = eA / mec2 is the
vector potential; u and v are the transverse and longitudinal velocities, respectively, normalized by c; ␥e and ␥i
are the relativistic factors of the electron and the ion, respectively; the time is normalized by −1 and the space coordinates by k−1;  and k are the laser frequency and
wave number, respectively;  = Zme / mi is a factor characterizing the ion dynamics, me and mi are the electron and
ion mass, respectively; and Z is the ion charge. By setting

Fig. 2. (Color online) Evolution of the normalized vector and
scalar potentials, the longitudinal electron and proton momenta,
and the electron and ion densities for n0 = 10−4, d = 10, and a
= 25.
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Fig. 3. Maximum normalized scalar potentials 共兲 in the wake
versus the laser strength a with and without consideration the
ion motion, respectively. Here n0 = 10−4 and d = 10.

Fig. 4. Maximum proton kinetic energy ⑀i max and density
ni max / n0 as functions of the laser strength a0 for d = 10 and n0
= 10−4.

, i.e., well ahead of the laser pulse. There the laser field
is negligibly small, and the electrostatic field and its derivative both tend to zero. The calculation is then carried
out backwards in order to give an overall picture of the
plasma dynamics inside and behind the laser pulse.

Yan et al.

malize the proton density ni by n0 for the convenience of
comparing with the background density. In the figure we
can see that the spatial distributions of vector and scalar
potentials and the longitudinal electron momentum and
density are similar to the case with immobile ions.
The leading electron peak moves together with the laser pulse, owing to charge separation it leaves behind the
electrostatic wake field as well as the period sharp electron peaks. We know that wave breaking will occur at
these highly localized electron peaks, with a small number of energetic electrons ejected. In addition to the wellknown features associated with the plasma wake field, we
also find in the figure remarkable ion peaks moving with
the wake field. Compared with the electron peaks, the ion
peaks are broad, and the maximum ion momentum in the
peaks, up to 20mec, is higher than the electron momentum. To verify the results, we have also carried out onedimensional (1D) PIC simulation. Figure 1(b) shows the
longitudinal electron and ion momentum, which shows in
good agreement with the model calculation given in Fig.
1(a).
Figure 2 is the same plot for a0 = 25, n0 = 10−4, and d
= 10. One can see at this laser strength the ion peak increases dramatically, in the maximum momentum, the
density, and the peak width. Here the ion response to the
laser pulse dominates the electron response. Our 1D PIC
simulation produces similar results.
To investigate the effect of ion motion on the plasma
wake field, Fig. 3 gives the maximum scalar potentials
共max兲 in the plasma wake field as a function of laser
strength a0, where the solid and dashed curves are for the
cases with and without considering ion motion, respectively; the background density is n0 = 10−4; and the laser
pulse width is d = 10. From the figure we can see that the
effect of ion motion is negligible for the laser strength less
than 10, for a0 ⬎ 10, the ion effect becomes more and more
significant; its contribution is to reduce the wake field,
and here the threshold laser intensity is 1 order of magnitude lower than that proposed in Ref. 8.
Figure 4 shows the maximum ion kinetic energy ⑀i max
and density ni max / n0; both increase with laser strength a0
as expected, where d = 10 and n0 = 10−4. To examine the
spatial profile of the ion peak, we calculate the FWHM for
the ion kinetic energy ⑀i and density ni, and plot them in

3. PROTON ACCELERATION
Equations (3)–(6) enable us to study the laser-induced
plasma wake field, taking into account the ion motion.
The laser intensity, pulse width, and background plasma
density are the governing parameters for the plasma dynamics and wake-field excitation. We first consider the interaction of a Gaussian laser pulse with hydrogen plasma.
In this case we have  = me / mi = 1 / 1832. Figure 1(a) shows
the plasma response to the laser pulse for background
plasma density n0 = 10−3 and the laser pulse width d
= 10 and laser strength a0 = 10. The evolution of the normalized vector (a, dashed line) and scalar (, solid line)
potentials, longitudinal electron (pe = ␥eve, solid line) and
ion momentum (pi = mi␥ivi / me, dotted line), the electron
共ne / n0兲 and ion density 共ni / n0兲 are presented. We renor-

Fig. 5. FWHM in space for proton kinetic energy and density as
functions of the laser strength a0 for d = 10 and n0 = 10−4, and the
FWHM is normalized by laser wavelength .
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Fig. 6. Maximum proton kinetic energy and density as functions of the background electron density n0 for a0 = 25 and d
= 10.
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citation is well studied; for a0 ⬍ 1 resonance occurs when
laser pulse width is close to half a plasma wavelength
p共=2 / 冑n0兲, whereas for a0 ⬎ 1 the optimum pulse width
is less than half a plasma wavelength.1 In Fig. 6 we can
see that the resonance between laser pulse and plasma
also occurs when the ion motion is taken into account. For
the laser pulse under consideration, the ion acceleration
by the laser-excited wake is most efficient when the background plasma density n0 = 2.5⫻ 10−5. For a given laser
strength, the optimum plasma density depends on laser
pulse width, as shown in Fig. 7 for a0 = 25. It is clear that
a shorter laser pulse can be in resonance with plasma of
higher density.
It should be indicated that when resonance condition is
met the most efficient wake-field ion acceleration is expected; however, the density of the accelerated ions is
comparatively low (see Fig. 6). In real applications, one
may choose a plasma density higher than the optimum
density. In this case, the kinetic energy of the accelerated
ions is somewhat lower than the resonance case, but the
corresponding ion density can be much higher. In the example of Fig. 6, we choose the plasma density to be n0
= 10−4nc, instead of the optimum density; the kinetic energy of ions will reduce from 3.2 to 2.8 MeV, but its density will increase from 2 ⫻ 1016 to 1017 cm−3.

4. HEAVY ION ACCELERATION

Fig. 7. Dependence of the optimum plasma density n0 / nc on laser pulse width d /  for a0 = 25.

Fig. 5 as functions of the laser strength a0, where d
= 10, n0 = 10−4, and the FWHM is normalized by laser
wavelength . These calculations show that the width of
the ion peak increases quickly with laser strength for
smaller a0 and tends to saturate for larger a0. On the
other hand, Fig. 4 shows that the height of the ion peak,
both the maximum ion energy and density, increases
slowly for smaller a0 and increases quickly for larger a0.
At a0 = 25 the maximum kinetic energy of proton is up to
2 MeV, while the corresponding proton density is 1.1
⫻ 1017 cm−3, and the FWHM of the energetic proton peak
is in the level of 400 m. At this laser strength proton acceleration by the plasma wake field is rather efficient. On
the other hand, as was mentioned above, at the same laser strength the ion motion can significantly reduce the
wake potential, which can be taken as the expense of proton acceleration.
The electron density in background plasma is crucial to
a laser-excited wake. In Fig. 6, the maximum ion kinetic
energy and density are shown as functions of the background electron density n0, where a0 = 25 and d = 10. It is
well known that wake excitation is most efficient when
the laser pulse is in resonance with plasma. In the absence of ion motion, the resonance condition for wake ex-

The model proposed here can be applied to heavy ions as
well. Let’s take Xe ions as an example. We have Z = 54,
 = 1 / 4586, and me / mi = 1 / 247644, instead of Z = 1 and 
= me / mi = 1 / 1832 for protons. These parameters make the
response of xeon plasma to the same laser pulse significantly different to that of hydrogen plasma. In Fig. 8, the
maximum kinetic energy and density of the Xe ions are
presented as a function of laser strength a0, where d
= 10 and n0 = 10−4, i.e., same as in Fig. 4. Compared with
protons, heavy ions like xeon can acquire much higher energy; however, the corresponding ion density reduces. Figure 9 shows the maximum kinetic energy and density as a
function of the background electron density n0 for a0 = 25
and d = 10. The resonance between the laser pulse and
xeon plasma occurs when the plasma density n0 is 2.5

Fig. 8. Maximum kinetic energy and density of the Xe ions as a
function of laser strength a0 for d = 10 and n0 = 10−4, i.e., same as
in Fig. 4.
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the plasma ions inside the electron cavity are accelerated
in the direction of laser propagation, and the longitudinal
ion momentum in this figure is about 17mec, which is
comparable with the 1D result given in Fig. 1 at the same
plasma density and laser amplitude. Because of the occurrence of plasma wavebreaking under these laser and
plasma parameters, the regular wave structure is found
only in limited space just behind the laser pulse. In this
case, only single bunch of ions is observed.

6. CONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Maximum kinetic energy and density of the Xe ions as a
function of the background electron density n0 for a0 = 25 and d
= 10.

Fig. 10. (Color online) 2D spatial distribution of the longitudinal proton momentum in a hydrogen plasma obtained by 2D PIC
simulation for a0 = 10, d = 10, n0 = 10−3, and the laser spot size
w = 10. Here only ions with momenta larger than 0.13mec in the
absolute value are plotted.

⫻ 10−5. Here the maximum ion kinetic energy is about
73 MeV, and the ion density is 4 ⫻ 1014 cm−3. From the
calculations we can see that heavy ions can be accelerated
to very high energy, although the mechanism involved is
the same as in hydrogen plasma.

5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PARTICLE-IN-CELL
SIMULATION
So far we have investigated the ion acceleration by a
plasma wake field in the direction of laser propagation,
using a 1D analytical model. To verify our results we carried out 2D PIC simulations. In 2D situation, the ion
peaks are replaced by positively charged cavities moving
along the propagation axis. Figure 10 shows the spatial
distribution of the longitudinal ion momentum in a hydrogen plasma, where a0 = 10, d = 10, and n0 = 10−3, and the
laser spot size w = 10. The simulation results show that

When an ultraintense laser pulse interacts with underdense plasma, the ions are generally considered as immobile owing to the large ion-to-electron mass ratio. However, with the laser intensity increasing, the effect of ions
motion on the laser-plasma interactions becomes important. In this paper we investigated the laser wake-field
excitation, taking into account the dynamics of both
plasma electrons and ions. Our simulation results show
that when laser intensity I ⬎ 1020 W / cm2 the ion motion
can no longer be ignored. This threshold laser intensity is
1 order of magnitude lower than that proposed in Ref. 10.
In this case, the electrons move first under the action of
laser ponderomotive force, and a charge-separation electric field is thus established that in turn accelerates the
plasma ions. As a result, energetic ion bunches appear behind the laser pulse. The ion motion tends to reduce the
maximum charge-separation potential and the maximum
ion energy. The dynamics of both the protons and Xe ions
in the wake field are investigated. The heavy ions can acquire much higher energy than light ions because of the
high charge numbers. The 1D and 2D simulation results
are in good agreement with the model calculation. The dependence of laser intensity, the pulse width, and the background plasma density on ion energy is studied. The
maximum ion energy and density increase with the laser
intensities. For a given laser intensity and pulse width,
there is an optimum plasma density at which the ion acceleration is most efficient.
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Abstract
The energy levels, spontaneous radiative decay rates, and electron impact collision strengths are calculated for La XXX. The data
refer to 107 ﬁne-structure levels belonging to the conﬁgurations (1s22s22p6)3s23p63d10, 3s23p63d94l, 3s23p53d104l, and 3s3p63d104l
(l = s, p, d, f). The collision strengths are calculated with a 20-collision-energy grid in terms of the energy of the scattered electron between
10 and 10,000 eV by using the distorted-wave approximation. Eﬀective collision strengths are obtained at seven electron temperatures: Te
(eV) = 10, 100, 300, 500, 800, 1000, and 1500 by integrating the collision strengths over a Maxwellian electron distribution. Coupled with
these atomic data, a hydrodynamic code MED103 can be used to simulate the Ni-like La X-ray laser at 8.8 nm.
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1. Introduction
With the recent development of Ni-like X-ray lasers, the
atomic data of those ions are needed urgently. Ni-like Xray lasers, in principle, have a more favorable scaling of
laser wavelength with drive-laser energy [1,2]. The Ni-like
X-ray lasers are mainly based on collisional excitation
schemes, in which the atomic data of collision excitation
are required. For Ni-like ions, although there are a few
studies on the energy levels, oscillator strengths, and
spontaneous radiative decay rates [3–7], much less work
is devoted to the electron impact excitation. Hagelstein
[3] calculated the lowest 107 ﬁne-structure levels of the
Ni-like Gd ion, belonging to the (1s22s22p6)3s23p63d10,
3s23p63d94l, 3s23p53d104l, and 3s3p63d104l (l = s, p, d, f)
conﬁgurations, and the radiative rates between the levels
using a relativistic atomic structure code called YODA.
Aggarwal et al. [4] reported the energy levels and radiative
rates for the allowed transitions of the Ni-like Nd, Sm, Eu,
Ta, and W ions using the multi-conﬁguration Dirac-Fock
method implemented by the GRASP code. They also calculated the electron collision strengths and excitation rates
for Gd XXXVII ions as a test case using the Dirac atomic
R-matrix code (DARC). Considering up to the n = 5 orbital, Zhang et al. [5] calculated the electron impact collision
strengths of the ions with 60 6 Z 6 92 between the ground
state and the 249 energetically lowest levels. Few data are
reported for the collision strengths between the excited levels. However, not only the collision strengths from the
ground state, but also those from the excited states are
needed in the simulations of the X-ray lasers.
In this paper, we report the results of calculations of the
energy levels, oscillator strengths, and eﬀective collision
strengths for La XXX. The data refer to 107 ﬁne-structure
levels belonging to the conﬁgurations (1s22s22p6)3s23p63d10,
3s23p63d94l, 3s23p53d104l, and 3s3p63d104l (l = s, p, d, f). The
eﬀective collision strengths are obtained at seven electron

temperatures: Te (eV) = 10, 100, 300, 500, 800, 1000, and
1500 by integrating the collision strengths over a Maxwellian
electron distribution. All transitions are considered between
the excited states.
2. Energy levels and radiative rates
The energy levels and spontaneous radiative decay rates
for the conﬁgurations (1s22s22p6)3s23p63d10, 3s23p63d94l,
3s23p53d104l, and 3s3p63d104l (l = s, p, d, f) of Ni-like La
ions have been calculated using the Flexible Atomic Code
(FAC) [8]. It is a fully relativistic approach that is based
on the Dirac equation. The FAC integrates various atomic
processes within a uniﬁed theoretical framework, ensures
the self-consistency between diﬀerent parts, and provides
a uniform, ﬂexible, and user-friendly interface for accessing
all computational tasks. Conﬁguration interactions
between the conﬁgurations mentioned above are included
in the present calculations. The energy levels of La XXX
are given in Table 1. Because of the strong conﬁguration
interactions and the lack of complete experimental results,
some levels might be misplaced. To our knowledge few
published data for La XXX can be found to compare,
i.e. only for the level of 3d94d (J = 0) for which the YODA
result gives 943.19 eV [9], agreeing well about to within
3 eV with our result.
The radiative rates have also been calculated for the E1,
E2, M1, and M2 transitions among the 107 levels. The
detailed theory can be found in [8]. In Table 2, we list the
oscillator strengths and all radiative decay rates for
transitions.
3. Collision strengths and excitation rate coeﬃcients
In this paper, we use the FAC to calculate the collision
strengths. In order to save computation time, we choose
the quasi-relativistic approximation, in which the two
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wavefunctions with the same l but diﬀerent j are treated in
the same way. The results are very close to the fully relativistic results for the nuclear charge as large as 74 and collision energy as high as 30 keV [10]. We perform the
calculation for a grid of 20 scattered electron energies
ranging from 10 to 10,000 eV. This range of energies is
expected to cover those ordinarily needed for determining
the collision rates for applications to very high temperature
plasmas. The excitation rate coeﬃcient (in cm3 s1) for
a transition of i to j is calculated using the following
formula:
Cði ! jÞ ¼

8:629  106
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
expðDEij =kT e Þcði ! jÞ;
gi kT e

ð1Þ

where c is the eﬀective collision strength. Using the results of
the FAC, 20 collision strengths are averaged over a Maxwellian velocity distribution to obtain the eﬀective collision
strength as a function of electron temperature. It can be deﬁned as
Z 1
cði ! jÞ ¼
Xi!j expðej =kT e Þdðej =kT e Þ.
ð2Þ
0

Here ej is the energy of the electron after the collision, gi the
statistical weight of the level i, DEij the excitation energy,
and Xiﬁj the collision strength. The unit of temperature
is the Kelvin. The deexcitation rates are obtained by detailed balance. The monopole collisional excitation results
of the YODA code can be obtained by the ﬁtting formula
[9]
Cði ! jÞ ¼ 1:58  105

npðbÞ expðbÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
DEi!j kT e

ð3Þ

3

ln pðbÞ ¼ A0 þ A1 ln b þ A2 ðln bÞ þ A3 ðln bÞ ;

ð4Þ

j6¼i

j>i

j6¼i

j<i

ð5Þ
where ni represents the density of ions in singly excited levels
i, and ne represents the electron density. Aji denotes the Einstein coeﬃcient for radiative decay from j to i, and Cij (Te) denotes the rate coeﬃcient for collisional excitation or
deexcitation.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we report the calculations of energy levels, oscillator strengths, radiative rates, and eﬀective collision strengths between all 107 levels of Ni-like La ions.
These data are important to both the simulations of collisional Ni-like X-ray lasers and the identiﬁcations of the
keV spectra of Ni-like ions.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

FAC
YODA

0.8

-10

cm 3 s-1)

1.0

Rate coefficients (10

b was DEij/kTe, and n the multiplier. All ﬁtting parameters can be found in [9]. In Fig. 1, for example, we
show the electron excitation rate coeﬃcient as a function of electron temperature for excitation of 1 ﬁ 35 obtained by our calculation and that of Daido et al. [9]. It
can be seen that good agreement is found between the
two results. In Table 3 the eﬀective collision strengths
are listed for diﬀerent electron temperatures. Coupled
with the atomic data, we can solve the rate equations
of the 107 levels and get the population distributions
of each level. The rate equations for steady state can
be written as
!
X
X
X
X
ne
nj C ji ðT e Þ þ
nj Aji  ni ne
C ij ðT e Þ þ
Aij ¼ 0;
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where the notation p (b) was described as
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Fig. 1. Collisional excitation rates as a function of electron temperature
for transitions from the ground state to the upper level of the laser line.
The solid curve with the squares was calculated using the FAC and the
solid curve with the circle using the YODA code.
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ABSTRACT The momentum transfer and the specific impulse
of the ablative laser propulsion of nanosecond laser irradiation
on copper, lead, aluminum and graphite targets are investigated. The effects of the ambient pressure and laser focal spot
sizes on the target momentum are measured. The results show
that the target momentum strongly relates to the ambient pressure and target property. The highest target momentum about
2.28 g · cm/s is obtained on lead targets under 1 atmospheric
pressure. With the increase of the focal spot sizes, the specific
impulse decreases. The highest specific impulse in vacuum is
about 950 s on copper targets.
PACS 52.75.Di;
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Introduction

Ablative laser propulsion (ALP) has attracted
much attention due to its unique advantages such as high specific impulse and low cost in comparison with other propulsive techniques [1–3]. Since Kantrowitz first proposed laser
ablation as an alternative to chemical fuels to drive space vehicles in 1972 [4], many experiments on momentum transfer
have been performed with various target materials and laser
systems [5–8]. Those experiments mainly focused on the
measurements of target impulse generated by high power CO2
laser pulses [9, 10]. However, the physics of the mechanisms
of ALP strongly depend on the ambient pressure, pulse duration and laser intensity etc.. For example, when a high power
laser pulse of microsecond duration interacts with a target
in air, a laser-supported detonation (LSD) wave or a lasersupported combustion (LSC) wave is formed in front of the
target. These waves are the main thrust sources [6]. However, if the ambient pressure is too low, these waves cannot
be formed and the impulse is directly generated from the
plasma expansion [8, 11]. In early 1974, Ready investigated
the effects of the ambient pressure on the target momentum
using submicrosecond CO2 laser pulses [12]. Up until now,
no experiment has used nanosecond laser pulses to investigate
u Fax: +86-10-82649356, E-mail: jzhang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn

the characteristics of ablative laser propulsion under different ambient pressures. This paper provides the measurements
of target momentum and specific impulse of ALP driven by
nanosecond laser pulses under different ambient pressures.
Simplified analysis are given to understand the results dependence on the experimental conditions.
2

Experiments and results

The measurement of target momentum was performed in a vacuum chamber using a simple pendulum. The
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
pendulum was installed on a stage driven by a microstep motor, which controls the distance between the lens and target.
The laser pulses (532 nm wavelength, 7 ns pulse duration)
were focused perpendicularly on the target surface through
a lens (Φ = 38 mm, F = 75 mm)). The maximum incident
laser energy on the target surface was approximately 800 mJ.
The experimental parameters are summarized in Table 1. The
zero position is the minimum focus point of the laser beam.
And the negative positions are the positions between the focal lens and the target surface. The oscillation of the pendulum
after irradiation by the drive laser pulses was recorded by
a video camera through a window of the chamber. The target momentum is calculated from the oscillation amplitude
and the length of the pendulum. The coupling coefficient is
defined as the ratio of target momentum to the laser energy.
When a target is irradiated by a high power laser pulse in
air, blow-off of the target material and breakdown of the air
occur in front of the target surface. The inverse Bremstrahlung
absorption of laser energy by the plasma forms an LSD wave.
The plasma then expands with supersonic velocity. If the
plasma density is lower than the critical density, the laser energy can be directly absorbed by the target material and the
plasma expansion plays a main role in the momentum transfer. If the plasma density is higher than the critical density, the
laser energy is absorbed by the LSD wave. In this case, the
momentum transfer is mainly completed by the LSD wave.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of target momentum on the
ambient pressure at the zero target position and −1 cm target
position. From Fig. 2a we can see that the target momentum
increases with ambient pressure. According to Fabbro’s theory [13], the laser ablation pressure on the target surface can
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Target position (cm)
Focus area (mm2 )
Laser intensity (W/cm2 )
TABLE 1

FIGURE 1

0
0.114
1.143 × 1011

−0.2
0.2057
0.556 × 1011

−0.4
0.823
0.139 × 1011

−0.6
1.851
0.617 × 1010

−0.8
3.291
3.47 × 109

−1
5.143
2.22 × 109

Experimental parameters

Schematic of the experimental setup

Target momentum as a function of ambient pressure (dots) at
the zero target position (a) and at the −1 cm target position (b). The solid line
is the theoretical approach

FIGURE 2

be written as

2/3
α
P = 32.2
1/3 I 2/3 ,
2α + 3

(1)

where P is the pressure on the target surface,  is the ambient density in front of the blast wave, α is the energy coupling

coefficient and I is the laser intensity. It can be seen from this
formula that the pressure on the target surface increases with
the ambient density and laser intensity. The target momentum
is proportional to 1/3 . The experimental results at a small focal spot agree well with this analytic formula. However, for
a large focal spot at −1 cm target position, the momentum
transfer efficiency strongly depends on the atomic number of
the target material.
The formula (1) is derived from the one-dimensional
geometry and it well agrees with the experimental results at
small focal spots. For a large focal spot, the target momentum should be better described by Eq. (1). However, the target
momentum in Fig. 2b does not agree well with Eq. (1) but depends more on the target property. For a large focal spot, the
laser intensity decreases accordingly. This results in a low intensity of the LSD wave. Under these conditions, besides the
LSD wave and the laser plasma, the target momentum is also
determined by target property, such as the melting temperature, and boiling temperature as well as the thermoconductivity of the target.
We can deduce from (1) that for a fixed ambient pressure and laser energy, the target momentum is proportional to
I −1/3 . This means that the target momentum decreases when
the target moves toward to the geometrical focal position (the
minimum focus of the laser). Experimental results in Fig. 3
agree with this tendency when the target surface is located
before the geometry focal position. But the target momentum presents a local maximum at the geometry focal position
under 1 atmospheric pressure. This phenomenon may originate from different status of the blast wave. When the focal
spot size is large, the hydrodynamics of the plasma can be
described by the planar blast wave theory [14]. So target momentum firstly presents a decrease with target position. When
the target closes in to the geometry focal position, the blast
wave becomes a point source wave and Fabbro’s theory is
not suitable for this situation. In fact, at the geometry focal
position, higher laser intensity can lead to an effective absorption of laser energy by the plasma. A stronger LSD wave
is formed and finally results in a larger target momentum.
After the geometrical focal position, the target momentum
presents a rapid decrease. This attributes to the absorption
of laser energy by the air plasma at the focus. But in vacuum, there is no difference in the momentum transfer for the
target located behind or in front of the laser minimum focal
position as shown in the curve c in Fig. 3. For other target
materials, the target momentums have similar characteristics
like lead targets. Comparing our results with earlier experiment with CO2 laser pulses [12], two experiments present
the same tendency of the target momentum dependence on
the ambient pressure. But with the target momentum dependence on the target positions, it behaves very differently. In
addition to the laser wavelength, a shorter laser pulse width
and a high laser intensity in our experiments lead to this difference [15–17]. For a longer laser pulse, there is more en-
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FIGURE 3 The dependence of the lead target momentum on the target
positions under different ambient pressures (a) 1 atmospheric pressure, (b)
2 × 104 Pa, (c) 5 Pa

FIGURE 4 Target momentums as a function of laser energy under 1 atmospheric pressure at the geometry focal position

ergy lost in the target by thermal dissipation, and less energy
converted to ablated mass. Moreover, plasma shielding and
target surface reflectivity is expected to be more predominant for long pulses [17]. On the other hand, the penetration
depth of laser pulses into the target material and laser generated plasma, is determined by the laser wavelength and
plasma parameters. So different wavelength and widths of
laser pulses lead to the difference between the experimental
results. A laser beam with shorter wavelength yields a higher
target momentum transfer. The effects of the higher penetration of the target surface by the longer wavelength are relatively small compared with the effects caused by the plasma
absorption.
In vacuum, the target momentum is only generated by
the plasma expansion from the target surface. This problem
was investigated by Phipps in earlier years. According to the
Phipps’s formula, the ablation pressure on a target surface can
be written as [7]
√
p = 5.83A−1/8Ψ 9/16 I 3/4 (λ τ)−1/4 ,
(2)

tion mass is obtained by weighing the target mass before and
after the laser ablation. In order to reduce the experimental error in measurement of the ablation mass, every ablation
point on target surface was irradiated by one hundred shots
and the total number of shots was about one thousand for
a fixed target position. Figure 5 shows the specific impulse
as a function of target position under vacuum. We can see
from this figure that the specific impulse shows a decrease
with the target approaching the geometrical focal position.
This phenomenon is related to many factors. An important
one is the sputtering of target material. When targets are irradiated by high power laser pulses, the surface layer is ionized into a plasma. Accompanied by the plasma, are many
un-ionized particles that can be removed from the target surface with a low velocity. These particles mainly affect the
ablation mass and result in a lower specific impulse. This phenomenon is serious for soft target materials ablated with high
laser intensity. Furthermore, the thermal properties of target
materials can also affect the specific impulse. A good thermoconductivity can lead to a heating and vaporization of target
material in deep layers. This might be the reason why the
higher specific impulse is always realized on the target ma-


1/3
where Ψ = A/2 Z 2 (Z + 1) , A is the atom mass of the target material, Z is the average charge number of ion, λ is the
wavelength of the drive laser, I is the drive laser intensity and
τ is the laser pulse width. It can be deduced from this formula
that for a fixed drive laser energy, target momentum is proportional to I −1/4 . This can be seen from curve c in Fig. 3. We
also investigated the effects of incident laser energy on the target momentum in atmospheric pressure as shown in Fig. 4.
It shows that high laser energy generates a large target momentum. But the target momentum does not vary much for
different target material This is due to the target momentum
at a high laser intensity mainly determined by the LSD wave
not the target property. The largest target momentum of a lead
target is about 2.28 g · cm/s, this corresponds to a coupling
coefficient of about 6.5 dyne · s/J.
Another important parameter for evaluation of the propulsion efficiency is the specific impulse, which is defined as
the impulse generated by unit weight of propellant. In experiments, the specific impulse is the ratio of the target momentum
to the ablation mass irradiated by a single pulse. The abla-

FIGURE 5 The average specific impulse as a function of target positions
under 5 Pa ambient pressure
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terial with a high hardness, and a high melting and boiling
temperature.
3

Conclusion

In conclusion, our results show that the target momentum increases with the ambient pressure. Irradiation with
a high laser intensity at the geometrical focal position, gives
good experimental results which are in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction. Irradiation with a low laser intensity, for a large focal spot, shows that the target momentum
strongly relates to the target property. It is found that the target momentum has a local maximum at the geometrical focal
position under high ambient pressure, but has a local minimum under vacuum. The highest coupling coefficient is about
6.5 dyne · s/J for lead target under 1 atmospheric pressure. For
a fixed drive pulse energy, the average specific impulse decreases, with the target approaching the geometrical focal
position. An averaged specific impulse as high as 950 s is obtained on copper targets in vacuum. But the specific impulse
is strongly affected by the thermal properties of the target
materials.
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ABSTRACT Water-confined

laser ablation to enhance the coupling coefficient in laser plasma propulsion is proposed. It is
found that the confinement of the plasma expansion due to the
water layer leads to high absorption efficiency and therefore
a high coupling coefficient of over 250 dyne/W is observed.
This is an enhancement of over thirty times compared to that
from direct ablation.
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Introduction

In laser plasma propulsion, in addition to improving the laser focal conditions, the momentum transfer and
coupling coefficient (which is defined as the ratio of the target momentum to the laser energy) can be enhanced by several
ablation techniques [1–5]. Phipps et al. showed that the coupling coefficient could be enhanced by reducing the power and
the duration of the laser pulse [1]. Yabe et al. obtained a high
coupling coefficient by attaching a thin water film on the target
surface [2]. In our earlier experiments, the coupling coefficient is enhanced by over ten times by placing a transparent
glass layer in front of the target surface [3]. These experiments confirm that the propulsion efficiency can be enhanced
by confining the plasma expansion or using a high-absorption
propellant. However, in the glass-confined ablation, most of
the laser energy is dissipated by the glass layer and only
a small fraction of the energy reaches the target [6]. With a thin
water film, the energy absorption is enhanced, but the plasma
expansion cannot be confined. In this paper, based on laser
confinement ablation, we propose water-confined propulsion.
A water layer attached on the target surface not only serves as
a high-absorption medium, but also serves as a confinement
layer. Furthermore, the convex surface of the water layer can
significantly enhance the laser intensity [7]. Here, we concentrate on the experimental results of the target momentum and
the coupling coefficient as well as the specific impulse. It is
shown that the coupling coefficient is significantly enhanced
u Fax: +86-10-82649356, E-mail: jzhang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn

by the water layer. It is closely related to the layer’s thickness
and the laser fluence.
2

Experimental setup

The target momentum and the coupling coefficient
are measured by a pendulum system [3], where 7-ns laser
pulses at 532 nm are focused normally on the target surface.
The maximum laser pulse energy on the latter is approximately 800 mJ. In order to monitor the target movement, a HeNe laser beam is focused along the target surface into a photodiode placed on the other side of the target. The time for
the swing target to cross the He-Ne laser beam is recorded
by an oscilloscope. Through the target edge width and the
crossing time, the target velocity can be deduced. The target
momentum as well as the coupling coefficient and the specific
impulse can be easily calculated from the target velocity and
the target mass. The specific impulse is defined as the impulse
generated by unit weight of propellant.
The targets used in the experiment are aluminum. There
is a cavity for holding water on the target surface. The laser
pulses are focused into the cavity through the water layer. By
varying the cavity depth, the water layer thickness can be controlled. The schematic setup of the laser pulse interaction with
different targets is given in Fig. 1, where the cavities have
the same diameter and depth. In the glass-confined ablation,
a transparent glass layer of 0.5 mm is placed in front of the target surface. Laser pulses are focused into the cavity through
the glass layer. The glass layer is fixed by a separate holder
and slightly touches with the target. After irradiation by a laser
pulse, the glass layer does not move with the target [3]. For direct ablation, the laser pulses are directly focused on the cavity
bottom.
3

Experimental results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the target momentum generated
from laser ablation of three types of targets. Different laser fluences are realized by varying the laser pulse energy at a fixed
focal area. It is clearly seen that the target momentum is significantly enhanced by the water layer. It is over thirty times
as large as that of the direct ablation. With a laser fluence of
8.93 J/cm2 , the target momentum is about 62 g cm/s, but it is
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FIGURE 1 The schematic setup
of the laser interaction with waterconfined target (a), glass layerconfined target (b) and cavity target
(c)

FIGURE 2 Dependence of the target momentum on the laser fluence for
water-confined ablation (a), glass layer-confined ablation (b) and direct
ablation (c). The diameter and depth of the cavity are 3 mm and 1 mm, respectively

FIGURE 3 Dependence of the coupling coefficient on the laser fluence for
ablation of water-confined target with a water layer of 3-mm diameter and
1-mm depth

only 20 g cm/s and 1.8 g cm/s for glass-confined ablation and
direct ablation, respectively.
Although the target momentum of the water-confined ablation increases with the laser fluence, the coupling coefficient
shows a decrease as shown in Fig. 3. Compared to the direct
ablation, more energy is converted into water kinetic energy
through plasma generation, shock-wave expansion and other
processes [8, 9]. On the other hand, the plasma induced in the
water shields more energy from reaching the target surface,
so that a low coupling coefficient results at higher laser fluence. The absorption of the water at 532 nm is weak, but the
threshold of the plasma occurring in water is lower at shorter
wavelengths. The ablation efficiency is also more efficient for
shorter wavelengths [10, 11]. Furthermore, the influence of
the pulse duration is much stronger than that of the wave-

length. For a pulse width of 7 ns, the electron density reaches
high values in the pulse’s rising edge, which leads to a large
value of the absorption efficiency.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the coupling coefficient on the laser fluence and on the water layer thickness. At the same incident laser pulse energy, different laser
fluences are realized by varying the focal area on the water surface. It shows that the coupling coefficient decreases
with the increase of the laser fluence. With a fluence of
2.06 J/cm2 , the coupling coefficient is 172 dyne/W, but it is
only 38.1 dyne/W for a fluence of 8.9 J/cm2 . Furthermore, for
the same laser fluence, the thicker the water layer, the higher
the coupling coefficient as shown in Fig. 4b.
A glass layer placed in front of the target can effectively
enhance the coupling coefficient [12]. And, the coupling coefficient increases with the decrease of the gap between the
target surface and the glass layer [3]. However, due to glasssurface reflection and surface plasma absorption, more than
80% of the laser energy is lost. Only a small fraction of the
laser energy reaches the target surface. Laser energy loss is
deduced from laser pulse energy measured by two calorimeters both infront of and at the rear of the glass layer. Because
the laser is focused on the target surface, as the glass layer
becomes closer to the target surface, the laser intensity increases. When the laser intensity is higher than the damage
threshold of the glass, this will be damaged. For some shots
with a high intensity, the glass layer is broken down. In waterconfined ablation, one of the major roles the water can serve is
as a transparent layer similar to the glass to confine the plasma
expansion. On the other hand, the water can be heated by the
laser pulses and enhances the absorption efficiency [13, 14].
Furthermore, accompanying the occurrence of the plasma,
shock waves and vapor bubbles are also induced [8, 9]. They
both contribute to the coupling coefficient. The induced pressure has been shown to be an order of magnitude greater and
the shock-wave duration a few times longer than those in the
direct ablation [15]. These can lead to a higher coupling coefficient between the laser plasma and the ablation target. It
is found that the coupling coefficient is related to the laser intensity and the water layer thickness. With high laser intensity,
the breakdown plasma occurs mainly at the surface of the water rather than inside the water. This plasma absorbs the laser
pulse energy so that a high laser pulse energy leads to a low
coupling coefficient. A high coupling coefficient can be obtained by varying the laser focus conditions. If the laser is
focused inside the water, the generated plasma can be effectively confined. If the laser intensity on the water surface is
not high enough to generate intense plasma, more energy can
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FIGURE 4 (a) Dependence of the
coupling coefficient on the laser fluence. Different fluences are realized
by varying the focal area on the water
surface. The water layer is of 3-mm
diameter and 3-mm depth. (b) Dependence of the coupling coefficient
on the water layer thickness. Different thicknesses are realized by varying the cavity depth. The water layers
have the same diameter of 3 mm

4

FIGURE 5 Specific impulse generation in the laser ablation of waterconfined targets at different water layer thicknesses. It assumes that the water
in the cavity is fully dissipated by the laser pulse

reach the target surface. A high coupling coefficient can then
be expected. A coupling coefficient of over 250 dyne/W has
been achieved with appropriate laser intensity and water layer
thickness.
In addition, a convex water surface can act as a spherical
lens for focusing the laser beam [7]. Much of the light energy
is focused into the water and the intensity can be enhanced by
ten times. A high laser intensity generates intense plasma and
high ablation pressure. In our experiments, the effect of the
convex water surface on the coupling coefficient is measured
qualitatively. With 369-mJ laser energy, the coupling coefficient is 190.3 dyne/W for a convex water surface, but it is
164.4 dyne/W for a planar water surface. In the experiments,
it is different to exactly control the water surface. Even for
a planar surface, it is only an approximation due to the surface tension. Here, we only make a qualitative comparison of
a convex surface with a planar surface as regards the coupling
coefficient. It may be a useful operation for the water serving
as the propellant in the laser propulsion. For water-confined
ablation, the specific impulse is also measured. It is assumed
that the water in the cavity is entirely dissipated by the laser,
and the water mass is assumed as the dissipated mass. A very
small fraction of the target may also be dissipated, but it is so
small that it can be neglected. The dependence of the specific
impulse on the water layer thickness is shown in Fig. 5. It can
be seen that the specific impulse decreases as the water layer
thickness increases. It reaches only 8.9 s in our experimental conditions. In reality, the specific impulse is much higher
because most of the water is heated by the laser pulses and
expands outward.

Conclusion

In conclusion, water-confined ablation is proposed
to enhance the coupling coefficient in laser plasma propulsion. It is found to be an effective method for enhancing the
coupling coefficient. Due to the high absorption efficiency,
confinement of the plasma expansion as well as the convex
surface, the coupling coefficient is enhanced by thirty times
over that from direct ablation. It reaches 250 dyne/W. However, the specific impulse is only 8.9 s because of water expansion. In the experiments, it is difficult to control the water
surface. Also, a mechanism for refreshing the irradiated surface needs to be developed since the water will be removed by
each laser pulse.
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Abstract. We demonstrate a fast electron jet along the target surface in the interaction of a femtosecond
laser pulse with a solid foil. Numerical simulations show that the jet is formed due to the conﬁnement of
the surface quasistatic electromagnetic ﬁelds induced by the fast electrons themselves. The results suggest
an easy way to obtain a well collimated, highly directional and stable laser-based fast electron source with
a ultrashort pulse duration.

Study on ultraintense laser-produced fast electrons has attracted great interest worldwide due to their
prospective applications in the fast inigition of laser fusion, point-size hard x-ray/-ray sources, and
nuclear phenomena. After the fast electrons gain enough energy, part of them will move forward into
overdense plasma region and propagate inside the cold target region. About 20 - 40% laser energy can
be converted to fast electrons at intensities ∼ 1019 Wcm−2 . This forms a highly directional fast electron
beam with a current as high as multi-Mega (even Giga)-Ampere [1, 2]. This will induce huge electrostatic
ﬁelds and magnetic ﬁelds inside the plasma or target bulk. The bulk ﬁelds, in turn, will affect the fast
electron transport. The feedback processes between the fast electrons and the bulk ﬁelds can lead to a
self-organized propagation of fast electrons. Firstly, the electrostatic ﬁelds will lead to an effective energy
loss of the fast electrons and inhibit the electron penetration (self-inhibition) [3, 4]. Secondly the fast
electron beam will be collimated by the static magnetic ﬁelds (self-pinch) [5–8]. Finally, the fast electron
beam may be broken up into ﬁlaments due to the two-stream instability and Weibel instability [9]. The
current ﬁlaments evolve to a self-organized state in which the net current of each ﬁlament is less than the
Alfven limit [10].
Self-organization process can also occur at the target surface. Recently a theory proposed by
Nakamura et al. [11] and a particle in cell (PIC) simulation done by Sentoku et al. [12] have predicted
that a fast electron current layer along the target surface can be generated due to the reﬂection of surface
magnetic ﬁelds. There is a critical angle, above which all electrons are self-organized into a quasisteady
state. In this paper, we present experimental evidences of self-organized motion of fast electron at the
front target surface in the interaction of a femtosecond laser pulse with a metallic foil. Our measurements
show that a novel fast electron jet emitted along the target surface is generated for large laser incidence
angles when the electron density gradient is steep. Our two-dimensional (2D) PIC simulations and threedimensional (3D) Monte Carlo (MC) simulations clearly show that the surface fast electrons are guided
along the target surface due to static electric ﬁelds and surface magnetic ﬁelds induced by the fast electrons
themselves.
The experiments were carried out using the eXtreme Light (XL) II laser system at the Institute of
Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The laser system can produce a linearly polarized pulse with an
*E-mail: jzhang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
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Figure 2. Typical angular distribution (a) and energy spectrum (b) of fast electrons in the polarization plane for the
laser incidence angle 70◦ . (c) Angular distribution after introduction of a preplasma.

energy up to 0.6 J in a duration of 30 fs at a wavelength of 800 nm. The ampliﬁed spontaneous emission
(ASE) was measured to be ∼10−5 . The experimental setup is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The
angular distributions of fast electrons were measured by a stack array of Fuji imaging plates (IP) [13]
at a distance of 5.5 cm radially from the focus. The size of a piece of IP is 30 × 50 mm. Most of the 2
space in the plane of laser incidence was covered by the stack array except about 25◦ radial angle left
for the laser beam. The electron energy range was chosen by different thick aluminum ﬁlters in front of
the ﬁrst IP layer and aluminum ﬁlters between the adjacent layers. A magnetic spectrometer with 1000 G
permanent magnets was aligned at 10◦ with respect to the front target surface in the incident plane to
measure the electron energy distributions. The energy spectra were also recorded by the calibrated IP.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show the angular distribution and energy spectrum of the fast electrons with more
than 350 keV energy for the laser incidence angle 70◦ . The fast electrons were produced in the interaction
of a p-polarized laser pulse with a 30 m thick aluminum foils at a laser intensity of 1-2 × 1018 W/cm2 .
The most striking aspect of our measurements is the presence of fast electrons ejected along the front
target surface, marked as “surface electrons” in the ﬁgure. The emission peak along the target surface
reaches ∼5 times higher than those close to the target normal. Moreover, the surface electron jet is
also well-collimated with a cone angle less than 15◦ (FWHM). The effective temperature of the fast
electrons, kT, is 305 keV, obtained by ﬁtting the spectrum measured by the electron spectrometer with
an exponential decay. Preliminary analysis indicates that the conversion efﬁciency of laser energy into
the surface electron jet is about 1%.
This direct observation of surface fast electrons provides an evidence to support the theory of surface
magnetic ﬁeld proposed recently [11, 12], in which fast electrons are supposed to be guided along the
target surface by the conﬁnement of quasistatic magnetic ﬁelds and electrostatic sheath ﬁelds.
In our experiments the fast electrons were also observed for different incidence angles. Table 1 shows
the ratios of the surface electrons and the transmitted electrons to the total electrons, respectively. One can
see that the fraction of front-surface electrons increases with the incidence angle, while the transmitted
electrons decrease with the laser incidence angles. For the 70◦ case, the fraction of surface electron jet
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Table 1. The fractions of the electrons along the front surface (fse ) and the fractions of the transmitted electrons in
the  solid angle behind target (fte ) to the total electrons of 2 in the incident plane.
fse
2-6%
17-28%
50-65%

Incidence angle
22.5◦
45◦
70◦

fte
20-28%
8-16%
1-5%

to the total is large than 50%, and the transmitted almost reduces to the noise level. Note that the fast
electrons observed behind the target have to overcome the sheath electrostatic ﬁeld at the rear surface
in order to be ejected into vacuum [14–17]. Therefore the fractions of transmitted electrons are globally
low, for example, only 20-30% at the incidence angle 20◦ , though the surface magnetic ﬁeld is small for
the small incidence angle.
To ﬁnd out the experimental conditions for the surface electron jet, s-polarized and circularlypolarized laser pulses were also used to irradiate the 30 m thick Al targets and CH target at different laser
incidence angles in the experiments, respectively. The results were similar to those of the p-polarized laser.
However, when a preplasma was introduced no surface electron jet was observed. To check the role of the
electron density scale length, a 200 ps laser beam, split from the laser beam before the compressor, was
used to create a preplasma 0.5 ns before the main pulse arrived. The prepulse intensity on target surface
was about 3.5 × 1013 W/cm2 . The result for the incidence angle 45◦ is shown in Fig. 3(c), where the
main laser intensity was 1 × 1018 W/cm2 . No surface electrons are produced for the preplasma case. This
suggests that a preplasma with a large density scale will destroy the sheath ﬁeld and lead to disappearance
of the surface electron beam. The steep electron density proﬁle in front of the target is essential to the
formation of surface electron beams.
To understand the characteristics of the surface fast electrons, a 2D fully relativistic PIC code has been
used to simulate the generation of the surface electromagnetic ﬁelds and fast electrons in the interactions.
In the PIC simulations a p-polarized laser pulse with an irradiance of 5 × 1018 W/cm2 is incident at 70◦
onto an 8 nc , 40 thick plasma slab with a sharp boundary, where nc and 0 are the critical density and
the laser wavelength respectively. The diameter of the laser focus is 100 .
Figure 3(a) shows typical trajectories of fast electrons at the front target surface. One can see that
some fast electrons in the focus move along the target surface in an oscillating form, instead of ejecting
into the target region. This novel phenomenon is due to the self-organization of the fast electrons. When
the fast electrons from a solid target with a steep density gradient are accelerated into the target bulk at
the early stage due to J×B heating, a magnetic ﬁeld will be induced by the fast electron current itself
around the front surface. Figure 4(b) shows the spatial distribution of the magnetic ﬁeld Bz , and the static

E⊥
Bz

Figure 3. Typical simulated fast electron trajectories at the front target surface (a); the map of the static electric ﬁeld
(E⊥ ) in front of the surface and the magnetic ﬁeld (Bz ) inside the target, self-induced by the fast electrons.
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electric ﬁeld perpendicular to the target surface due to charge separation E⊥ , in the dashed box region in
Fig. 3(b). Both the magnetic and electric ﬁelds are located in the skin layers near the surface. Part of the
fast electrons generated in the interaction region will be reﬂected back to the vacuum by Bz . However,
the negative sheath ﬁeld Es , whose peak position slightly shifts to the vacuum relative to that of the Bz ,
will push them back to target again. This push-pull process will lead to the enhancement of the surface
electron current and the magnetic ﬁeld. Therefore a drift of the fast electrons along the target surface in
an oscillating form will be produced self-consistently. Thus a fast electron jet along the target surface
will be generated after they propagate away from the focus.
In the PIC simulations no surface fast electrons are observed when a preplasma is added in front of
the sharp-boundary plasma slab. This agrees with the experimental measurement for the larger density
scale case.
We have shown a direct experimental evidence for a self-organized fast electron jet along the target
surface due to spontaneous magnetic and electrostatic ﬁelds. This surface electron jet is well collimated,
highly directional, stable and easily controlled. It can be used as an electron injector in the particle
acceleration, and as a laser-based MeV electron gun with an ultrashort pulse length. Our results also
support the viewpoint that the cone geometry in fast ignition experiments can focus laser light as well as
guide fast electrons to the compressed fuel region.
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Abstract
Nonlinear electron plasma oscillations in a cold-plasma have been studied numerically using
one-dimensional (1D) Vlasov–Poisson equations. It is shown that both ion motion and the
relativistic effect of electron motion can lead to phase mixing phenomena even if a plasma
oscillation is at a moderate amplitude. When its amplitude is relatively small, the phase
mixing is mainly caused by the ion motion. When its amplitude is large, the relativistic effect
of electrons is dominant. The nonlinear process caused by the relativistic effect depends
significantly upon the phase velocity of the plasma oscillation, while that caused by the ion
motion depends weakly upon its phase velocity.
PACS numbers: 52.35.Fp, 52.35.Ra, 52.65.Ff
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version.)

1. Introduction
Damping of nonlinear cold-plasma oscillations is a topic
of considerable fundamental interest since it is the simplest
irreversible collective nonlinear phenomenon characterizing
the plasma state. In a laboratory plasma, it is related to a
number of problems, such as plasma heating by laser pulses
in inertial confined fusion, particle acceleration by wakefields
and beat waves created by intense lasers and/or particle
beams. Plasma waves can be described by one-dimensional
(1D) cold electron fluid equations with the ions acting as
an immobile positive background on the electron timescale.
Exact solutions can be found by first introducing Lagrangian
coordinates [1–3] or using stream functions [4]. It has been
found that coherent oscillations at the plasma frequency can
be maintained indefinitely if the normalized amplitude of the
initial electron density perturbation δn satisfies δn/n 0 < 0.5
[3]. When δn/n 0 > 0.5, wave breaking can occur and finescale wave-mixing of various components of the oscillations
can be observed. On the other hand, Infeld and Rowlands [5]
showed that, if relativistic effects are included, occurrence of
a wave burst is inevitable, regardless of the initial conditions.
0031-8949/06/060673+05$30.00

This was confirmed by directly solving the Vlasov–Poisson
equations [6]. If the background is inhomogeneous, phase
mixing also always occurs in cold-plasma oscillations at
arbitrarily low amplitudes [1]. In the case of a sinusoidal
density distribution of the background species, phase mixing
and a resulting cascade from the long-wavelength to shortwavelength modes were proposed by Kaw et al [7]. Exact
solutions for cold-plasma oscillations in a fixed sinusoidal and
a hyperbolic-secant-squared ion density profile were given by
Infeld et al [8], and Infeld and Rowlands [9], where phase
mixing was described as an electron density burst. Gupta
and Kaw [10] showed that phase mixing can also occur in
homogeneous plasmas at arbitrarily low wave amplitudes,
provided that the background positive-charge species are
allowed to move. Such an effect was observed in simulations
of electron–positron plasmas (m i = m e ) or with very large
perturbations [11, 12].
To our knowledge, a comparison of the phase mixing of
plasma oscillations caused by different mechanisms, such as
the relativistic effect of electrons and ion motion, is still not
available. In this paper, we discuss the relative importance
of the two mechanisms for the phase mixing at given

© 2006 The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
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plasma oscillation parameters in a homogeneous electron–ion
system.

(a)

t

2. The model equations
We consider a 1D system composed of electrons and ions.
The fully nonlinear self-consistent system is governed by
relativistic Vlasov equations for the electron distribution
function f e and ion distribution function f i , as well as the
Poisson’s equation for the electric field:

∂ f i pi m e ∂ f i
∂ fi
+
+ zE
= 0,
∂t γi m i ∂ x
∂ pi

(2)

∂E
=z
∂t

(3)

Z

Z
f i dpi −

f e dpe ,

where z is the charge of ions normalized by the charge of
electrons. The distribution functions f e and f i are normalized
by n 0 /(m e c), the time t is normalized by 1/ωpe , the electric
field E by (e/m e ωpe c)−1 , the spatial coordinate x by c/ωpe ,
the momentum pe and pi by m e c with m e and m i the static
mass of electrons and ions, respectively, n 0 is the undisturbed
density and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Under this
normalization, the Lorentz q
factors for the electrons and ions
p
2
are γe = 1 + pe and γi = 1 + (m e /m i )2 pi2 , respectively. In
the following, we take m i /m e = 1836.
When solving the Vlasov equation, we use the time
splitting method introduced by Cheng and Knorr [13]. It splits
the Vlasov equation into separate advection equations in the
physical and velocity spaces. For each advection equation, we
apply the positive and flux conservative (PFC) method [14]
to obtain the solution. The fast Fourier transform (FFT)
method [15] is used to solve the Poisson equation since the
system is periodic in space.
Assume that the system is initially Maxwellian in the
velocity space for both the electrons and ions
1
2
f e (x, v, t = 0) = √
e− pe /βe [1 + a cos (k0 x)],
πβe

(4)

1 − pi2 /βi
f i (x, v, t = 0) = √
e
,
πβi

(5)

where a > 0 is the amplitude of the initial electron
density perturbation normalized by n 0 , βe = 2κ Te /m e c2 ,
βi = (m i /m e )(2κ Ti /m e c2 ) where Te and Ti are the initial
temperatures of electrons and ions, respectively. We assume
that the electrons and ions have the same initial temperature
at about 25 eV. That is, βe = 10−4 and βi = 0.1836. In
all the simulation runs, we take the maximum momenta
of the electrons and ions as pe max = 2 and pi max = 15,
respectively. The equations are integrated with periodic
boundary conditions in x ∈ (0, 4π), that is, k0 = 0.5. The grid
numbers in the physical and momentum spaces are N x =
2048, Npe = 1200, Npi = 1200, respectively.
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Figure 1. (Colour online.) (a) Contour plot of the electron density
n e in the (x, t) space; (b) contour of the Fourier spectra of the
electric field |E k | in the (k, t) space for a = 0.2 and k0 = 0.5; (c) the
fundamental Fourier mode (k = k0 ) |E(m = 1)| versus t for
different initial amplitudes. Ions are fixed and the relativistic effect
of electrons is excluded. The initial perturbation amplitude is
a = 0.2 for (a) and (b), and the wavenumber is k0 = 0.5 for all cases.

3. Numerical results
Let us start from the simplest condition where ions are
assumed to be a fixed background and the relativistic effect
is not taken into account (i.e., setting γe = γi = 1 in equations
(1) and (2)) with moderate initial amplitudes such as a =
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. From figure 1, it can be seen that the
system has very good periodicity with time. During the second
half of every period, the initial waveforms are distorted, in
particular, sharp density peaks are formed. Near the density
peaks, electric fields have steep gradients. These are consistent
with the analytical results in a cold plasma [3]. Note that
even though high harmonics components are generated, all the
energy in the high harmonics will be transformed back to
the fundamental component again at the end of each period.
3.1. With ion motion only
The ions are now allowed to move during the plasma
oscillations, but the relativistic effect is still not included.

Phase mixing and relativistic effects in nonlinear plasma oscillations

E(m=1)

(a)

E(m=1)

(b)

E(m=1)

(c)

Figure 2. (Colour online.) Contour plots of n e (a) and n i (b) in the
(x, t) space and the contour of |E k | (c) in the (k, t) space. Ions are
mobile and the relativistic effect of electrons is excluded. The initial
perturbation parameters are k0 = 0.5 and a = 0.2.

It can be seen from figure 2(a) that the electron plasma
oscillations relax with time without any reversal. At about
t = 100 or the ion response timescale, the electron plasma
oscillations begin to develop high harmonics. This is most
obvious in figure 2(c), showing the Fourier spectra of the
electric fields. There is a strong phase mixing process during
this evolution. At about t = 150, the high harmonics begin
to disappear and electrons and ions self-organize into stable
structures with a density peak at the centre and density cavities
at the sides, as shown in figures 2(a) and (b). This is driven by
the ponderomotive force of the electron plasma oscillations.
Later these density cavities even develop into smaller scale
micro-cavities. Changing the initial perturbation amplitude to
0.1 and 0.3, we can get similar results at slightly different
timescales. The upper panels of figure 3 show the temporal
variation of the first Fourier mode of the electric field |E(m =
1)| (i.e., when k = k0 ) for different amplitudes in this case.
The energy initially in the primary wave mode gradually
decays and it goes into high harmonics. Taking the time at
which the initial value is reduced by half as the criterion, the
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Figure 3. (Colour online.) The fundamental Fourier mode of the
electric field |E(m = 1)| as a function of time t for a = 0.1 (a),
a = 0.2 (b), and a = 0.3 (c). The initial perturbation wavenumber is
k0 = 0.5. The upper panels show the effect of ion motion, the lower
panels show the relativistic effect, and the middle panels include
both effects.

phase mixing time is found to be
tmix, ion ∝ a −2/3 /ωpe ,

(6)

which is consistent with the analytical result [10].
3.2. With the relativistic effect only
For comparison, we consider the case with the relativistic
effect included and the ions fixed. Figure 4 shows the
evolution of the electron density n e and the Fourier spectrum
|E k | of electric field with time for a = 0.2. It appears that
the electron plasma oscillation develops high harmonics from
the very beginning. This process continues up to about t =
200 when |E k | is broadest, corresponding to the so-called
relativistic wave burst [5]. Afterwards, the spectrum width is
somewhat reduced and it remains at a certain final level. This
can also be seen in the lower panels of figure 3. The timescale
for a relativistic burst is about
tmix, rel ∝ a −2 /ωpe .

(7)
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Figure 4. (Colour online.) Contour of n e in the x − t space (a) and
that of |E k | in the (k, t) space (b). Ions are fixed and the relativistic
effect of electrons is included. The initial perturbation parameters
are k0 = 0.5 and a = 0.2.

Therefore, comparing with figure 2, we find that relativistic
effects result in energy conversion to high harmonics and
more significant phase mixing at an earlier stage.
3.3. Ion motion and relativistic effect
When both the relativistic effect and ion motion are included,
figure 5 shows the evolution of the electron density n e , ion
density n i and the Fourier spectrum |E k | of the electric field
with time for a = 0.2. It appears that at an early stage,
both effects play a role for the high harmonics generation
and phase mixing. At later times, the effect of ion motion
plays a dominant role, which results in a density peak at the
centre and density cavities at the sides. The middle panels of
figure 3 show the temporal variation of the first Fourier mode
|E(m = 1)| for different amplitudes in this case. When the
initial perturbation amplitude is small (a = 0.1), because the
electron velocity in the wave is small, the relativistic effect on
the phase mixing is very weak, especially at the early stage.
Therefore, the decrease of |E(m = 1)| is mainly due to the ion
effect. At about t = 100, the accumulation of the relativistic
effect is big enough to accelerate the phase mixing process.
On the other side, when the amplitude is large (e.g., a = 0.3),
the electron velocity becomes larger and the relativistic effect
quickly plays a role. Therefore at the beginning, the system
evolves mainly based on the relativistic effect. Until about
t = 50, the ion cavities formed by the ponderomotive force
of the electron plasma oscillations are large enough to take
effect. Obviously, the process of phase mixing with both
effects included is quicker than with only one effect,
especially when the amplitude is moderate (a = 0.2).
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Figure 5. (Colour online.) Contour plots of n e (a) and n i (b) in the
(x, t) space and the contour of |E k | (c) in the (k, t) space. Ions are
mobile and the relativistic effect is included. The initial perturbation
parameters are k0 = 0.5 and a = 0.2.

3.4. Effect of wavenumbers
We also examine the effect of the wavenumbers on the phase
mixing process. For the same initial amplitude (a = 0.2),
figure 6 shows the variation of the first Fourier mode of the
electric field for different wavenumbers. Figure 6(a) suggests
that the change of the wave number (or phase velocity) has
little effect on the system when only considering the ion effect.
Figure 6(b) shows that the phase mixing process caused by the
relativistic effect is significantly related to the wave number.
Taking the time at which the initial value is reduced by half as
the criterion as before, the phase mixing time is found to be
tmix, rel ∝ k0 a −2 /ωpe .

(8)

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have discussed the effects of relativistic
mass variation and ion motion on nonlinear plasma
oscillations in plasmas at low temperatures. It has been found
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Figure 6. (Colour online.) The fundamental Fourier mode of the
electric field |E(m = 1)| as a function of time t with different
wavenumbers (phase velocities) for k0 = 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0.
(a) With the effect of ion motion only; (b) with the relativistic
effect of electron motion only; (c) with both effects
included.

that both the ion motion and the electron relativistic effect
can lead to phase mixing at arbitrary amplitudes. When the
amplitude is small, the phase mixing is mainly caused by the
ion motion, especially at the early stage. On the contrary, it is
mainly caused by the relativistic effect when the amplitude is
large. If both effects are considered, the phase mixing process
will develop more quickly. At the same amplitude, the larger
the phase velocity of the plasma oscillations is, the stronger
the relativistic effect. However, the phase velocity has little
effect on the phase mixing process when only the ion motion
is included.
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